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Prologue
As the imperious and mass-murderous two-horned “beast” of John’s Apocalypse, (which
looked like or pretended to be a gentle “lamb” (if not the very Lamb of God), and yet which "spake
as a dragon” or “like a serpent” (By.)—as this former and now superseded “beast” is and was
(unless I’m wrong) the personification or symbolization of the Roman papacy, so this other,
currently-reigning, latter-day “beast” is the personification or symbolization of this dynastic,
SuperNazi “jewish” bankster. (What’s his name again: “Bauer,” “Rothschild” and/or “Red Shield”?)
Methinks both two-horned Apocalyptic “beasts” are symbolic or metaphoric powers or demons
representing or personifying thoroughly Satanic institutions, evil forces, poisonous lies and
blasphemous pretensions. (Apo./Rev.13:11-18) And (again if I’m reading his book right) both are
also the “false [or ‘pretended’–By.] prophet” of the Apocalypse or Revelation of John the “beloved”
apostle. (Apo./Rev. 19:20)
Know, dear reader, that in John’s prophetic book this two-horned earth-beast is singular or
one. But methinks it is a twin, double, composite symbol. And the same goes for the greater,
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seven-headed, ten-horned sea-beast: Methinks it is a composite symbol for both the formerly
supreme Roman Catholic empire and the currently supreme “jewish”-Amerikan empire. (13:1-10)
For obviously this latter “beast” (or empire) has historically superseded the former Roman,
imperial, supernational (or SuperNazi) “beast.”
And this greater sea-“beast” is served by the aforementioned lesser two-horned earth“beast,” a kind of Satanic high priest, a “false [or “pretended”] prophet” (19:20) who has
wondrous, miraculous or illusory powers (via his “divine-communion” wafer-god and/or his
fraudulent “paper-gold”) to deceive (and who exercises mass-murderous, “beastly” or imperial
powers to coerce) all the faithless, Godless world to follow, serve and worship this supernational
or imperial “beast” via the reception or acceptance of his or its mysterious imperial “stamp” (By.)
or “mark” placed in their right hands (like money?) or in their foreheads (like faith, belief,
credit?)—without which “beastly mark” “no man might buy or sell.” (13:11-18) (Off-hand, it
sounds like some “beastly” monopoly-money to me!)
And he [“it”–By.; the two-horned earth-“beast” and “false [or “pretended”–By.] prophet”
(19:20)–Ed.] causeth all, both small and free, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in
[“to have a stamp put on his”–By.] their right hand, or in their foreheads: that no man might
buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast or the [“social security,”
national, supernational, imperial or “beastly”?–Ed.] number of his [“its”–By.] name. Here is wisdom.
Let him that hath understanding count [“calculate”–By.] the number of the beast: for it is the
number of a man; and his [“its”–By.] number (is) [666–Ed.] Six hundred threescore (and) six.
[Apo./Rev. 13:16-18]

If seven is supposedly the number of God, of divinity or righteousness, then is six not the
number of the Devil, of demonism or evil, of the “dragon” or “serpent” (13:2 & 20:2) and Its
empire or “beast” and/or “false prophet” (19:20)?
(And by the way, could the latter “false prophet-beast” be the Devil (“dragon” or “serpent”)
Itself, incarnate as a man, a human, but a very “beastly” human? And if so, why did he or it come
to earth, or rather fall from heaven? (12:1-13) (Methinks because Somebody forcibly cast it out…
and down!) And what happens to him or it when he dies, as all flesh must? (19:20, 20:10, 20:1-3
& :7-10)
And so I think both Apocalyptic “beasts” of chapter 13: are double or composite symbols or
metaphors.
And so methinks the latter “jewish” empire or “beast” has historically overtaken the former
Roman “beast.” The imperial, “beastly,” “catholic” or universal Roman Church of Satan has now
historically been superseded, surpassed or supplanted by this imperial, “beastly,” supernational
or SuperNazi sinagog of Satan (2:9 & 3:9): and not by the blasphemous power of the Roman
“pope’s” sacrilegious wafer-god, but by the pretentious power of the SuperNazi “jew’s” “paper-gold:
merely one demonic pretence over another, which only fools or children could ever believe or
credit. (Matt. 18:6)
The imperial (Jew York & Jerusalem) sinagog of Satan, by “virtue” of their debt-token
monopoly-money, their “beastly” mark or imperial stamp, (not to mention their nuclear bomb),
have now arisen above the imperial Roman Church of Satan, as the latter once upon a time rose
above many “Christians” by “virtue” of their wafer-god, which (via the “virtue” of the “beastly”
“lamb-dragon’s” magic words), appeared like “fire [or rather “lightening”—(Strong’s Greek
concordance #4442)–Ed.] to come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men.” (Apo./Rev.
13:13-14)
And so the “false or pretended prophet” of the former “Christian” “beast” or empire
presently bows before, reveres or worships the “false prophet” of this latter “jewish” “beast” or
empire. See the one wail prostrate, pray, petition and beg forgiveness of the other before his
almighty “temple wall.” (But no matter to me nor thee, dear reader, ’tis merely one anti-Christ
worshipping another.) See how the “holy see,” the anti-“Christian” Father-“pope” bows down in
humility before the SuperNazi “jew,” shoving his penitent prayers into the temple-wall of the antiChrist idol, begging forgiveness on behalf of the followers of Christ—as if this (former) Roman
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papal-“beast” were some kind of agent, representative or spokesman for God or His faithful, and
as if it were the Christian who Historically crucified the “jew,” and not vice-versa, and as if it were
not this very Satanic “jew” and his imperial Roman tool who crucified the Christian on their
common cross.
See how this “holy father”-“pope” still pretends to be a (if not the) “lamb,” and yet still
“speaks like a dragon.” For he remains a faithful spokesman for his father the Devil. Is this not
so? Or don’t I know one “false prophet-beast” from the other?
* * * * *

The “Beast” from Bretton Woods

(“One mark to find them./ One mark to blind them./ One mark to mark and in all
Darkness bind them.”)
(“Thus, did the great Guile-Masters,/ Their toils and their tangles set;/ And, as wide as was
the water:/ So wide was woven their net.”)—(R. Redbeard)
* * * * *
So far and as I can see and say, here’s how this evil, predatory, “jewish” scheme works: this
imperial, SuperNazi or “beastly” “jewish” monetary system. As malevolently intended by the
“central” or (super)national “jewish” crowns of the Satanic, SuperNazi “beast” or “messianic”
“jewish” empire over the Gentile nations (Apo./Rev. 13:1 & 17:3, :12-13), and by vice of the
malevolent and predatory nature of its, “his” or their debt-token, monopoly-money (13:15-18), all
the various Gentile nations thus monetarily entrapped via foolishly or coercively “accepting” this
imperious monopoly-money “stamp” or “mark of [this SuperNazi “jewish”] beast” or empire, thus
must gradually but inevitably become hopelessly and inescapably (?) damned into bottomless pits
of unpayable debt—even to the point wherein their “national debts” are e.g. 10, 20, 30, 40 or even
50 times more than all the “central,” “beastly” “jewish” debt-tokens in existence or circulation
within each of these “jew”-entrapped Gentile nations. (Bummer!)
* * * * *
So far, so bad, but now enter the super-“central” or uni-“central,” the “catholic” or
universal, monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp” of this “messianic” or Satanic “jewish” “beast,” this
SuperNazi empire of the anti-Christ(s):
Now after “Uncle” Satan’s World War II (against the (formerly) independent or sovereign
Gentile nations of Germany and Japan, etc.), the world was not only militarily conquered and
occupied, but also became monetarily, economically and politically damned because the Gentile
nations at that time began to “worship” (i.e. idolize, credit, trust, accept (or rather were forced to
accept) “for all debts public or private”) the imperious monopoly “mark” or monetary “stamp” of
the supernational empire or SuperNazi “beast” of the Satanic, “messianic” or anti-Christ “jew”—
enthroned within his Jew York City and his Washington. D.C. within his “beastly,” imperious or
SuperNazi, anti-Christ Amerika. (Apo./Rev. 13:11-12, :15-18; 2:9 & 3:9; & 17:1-18)

On the imperial monetary “agreement” of 1944:
From The Pocket Money Book: A Monetary Chronology of the United States; pub. by the
American Institute for Economic Research (A.I.E.R.), Great Barrington, Mass., U.S.A., 1989; p. 7,
During July 1944, representatives of 44 nations conferred at Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire, to discuss the postwar international monetary system. The Articles of Agreement
adopted there proposed the creation of two international institutions, the IMF (International
Monetary Fund) and the World Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development).
The articles were signed by the requisite number of countries and took effect on December 27,
1945. The IMF and the World Bank commenced operations in 1946.
Briefly, the stated purposes of these organizations were to establish and maintain
exchange stability among currencies and to promote and facilitate the expansion of world
economic activity and trade. A key aspect of the system was the role of the dollar as a “reserve
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currency”1. that, because it was convertible into gold a $35 per ounce, would be used by other
nations to settle their international obligations.1.
Viable parities (official exchange rates) for major European currencies were not established
for several years. Following the devaluation of the pound sterling in 1949 and the recovery of the
war-torn economies of Germany, France, and Italy, many forms of exchange controls were
abolished. Subsequently, the system developed during the 1950's generally along the lines
suggested by the participants at the Bretton Woods Conference. Member nations of the IMF
“pegged” the exchange values of their currencies to within 1 percent of their official values in
terms of gold and the U.S. dollar. Nations that faced temporary problems in this task obtained
funds from the pool of gold and currencies contributed to the IMF by members.… The
convertibility of the dollar into gold seemed assured, inasmuch as the United States entered
the period with a very large stock of gold. [For the “golden rule” is: “He who has the gold makes
the rules.”–Ed.] At the end of 1949 the U.S. stock of gold (about 700 million ounces, equivalent
to $24.6 billion at $35 per ounce) comprised nearly 70 percent of the total gold holding of all
free-world governments and central banks. [p.7]

But no nations, peoples nor gov’ts under “central” banks(ters) can ever be really and truly
free, nor can they truly be said to be “free.” On the contrary, all gov’ts (not to mention peoples)
under “central” banksters are in fact puppet-govt’s dancing upon the debt-token, monopolymoney strings of their their corporately-concealed “central” and supernational “jewish” masters.
(See above to find just how “free” the Gentile American citizenry were to “hold gold.”
Methinks they were far less free than that “free-world government and central bank” which not
only officially forbade them to “hold gold,” but even officially robbed them for doing so!)
And methinks these “central,” “jewish” monopoly “moneys” were internationalized,
supernationalized, super-“centralized” or imperialized (in 1944 at Bretton Woods, Vermont,
U.S.A.) into one, world-wide monopoly-money, one “beastly” or imperial monetary “mark” or
“stamp” without which “no [Gentile–Ed.] man [nor nation–Ed.] might buy or sell.” And this is (or
was) the imperial or SuperNazi “mark” of “Uncle” Satan’s, anti-Christ, “jewish”-Amerikan “beast.”
(Apo./Rev. 13:15-18)
And methinks the world thus conquered by and thus monetarily yoked under these
supernational, “jewish”-Amerikan “central” banksters was the very same world so long ago
predicted to thus fall under the monetary spell, “mark” or “stamp” of “Uncle” Satan’s imperious,
mass-murderous, SuperNazi “beast.” (Apo./Rev. 13:1-18 & 12:)
1. On “reserve currency”: What, dear reader, is a “reserve”? A “reserve” is real money, i.e.
gold or silver coin. And a fraudulent “reserve” is the “fractional” gold or silver “basis” or “backing”
for fraudulent multiples of paper-money (or “currency”) allegedly “based” upon (and “redeemable”
by or “convertible” into) this tiny or “fractional” golden “reserve.”
(But do the math. It’s impossible. How can a multiple be converted into a fraction of that
multiple? How e.g. can ten paper-promises to pay a single golden coin be “redeemed” by or
“converted” into this one, single golden coin?—which is the alleged (but fraudulent) “reserve”
and/or the “fractional” “basis” for all this fraudulent paper-money.)
Now, taking this monetary fraudulence up a notch or three, or rather squaring or cubing it,
the “beastly,” imperial, supernational “jewish”-Amerikan banksters demanded of the world they
had just conquered that their fraudulent, “central,” debt-token, paper-money must now be
imagined (by all Gentile nations and individuals under this SuperNazi “jewish” “beast”) to be gold,
to be regarded or valued as “good as gold.”
(This was imperious, “jewish”-Amerikan, “dollar diplomacy.” This was enforcing “jewish”Amerikan “credibility” at the point of an imperial gun…the atomic/nuclear bomb—the “jewish”Amerikan “hero” of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and “Uncle” Satan knows where else.)
The supernational “jewish” instigators, aggressors, invaders, mass-murderers, conquerors
and victors of World War II, the “central,” SuperNazi “jewish” banksters of the imperially,
“beastly” and mass-murderously conquered Gentile nations, now “fractionally” “based” their
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various debt-token, monopoly paper-moneys no longer, as formerly, upon any “fractional reserve”
of gold they might at any given time own, possess, hold or “hoard,” but instead upon a “fractional
reserve” of imperial Amerikan “central” bank “notes” (or paper-promises) to pay gold to no one but
to themselves and to these other, brother, supernational, “jewish” “central” banksters. This was
paper-money fraud “based” upon paper-money fraud “based” upon “fractional” “paper-gold”
fraud.
(And see below for their “SDR’s” from their intergovernmental (i.e. “beastly,” imperial or
SuperNazi) “Bank for International Settlements.”)
* * * * *
And now from Richard S. Salsman’s Gold and Liberty; also pub. by A.I.E.R., Great
Barrington, Mass., U.S.A., 1995; p. 74-78,
…gold was reintroduced in the international monetary system, albeit in diluted form, under
the Bretton Woods agreement of 1944. Like its interwar predecessor, Bretton Woods was a gold
exchange standard, albeit in even more diluted form. Better described as a “dollar exchange
standard,” Bretton Woods pegged [or tied–Ed.] the world's currencies to gold only indirectly.
The dollar was defined as 1/35 of an ounce of gold, the equivalent of a gold price of
$35/ounce and the U.S. Government committed to exchanging dollars for gold at that rate.
Other currencies were pegged to the dollar. Thus fixed exchange rates were reestablished.
Paper dollars [i.e. “Federal Reserve Corp” “notes” (to pay nothing of value to any mere citizen or
Gentile, but gold to any and all “central” bankster “jews”)–Ed.] were used more extensively as
reserves [i.e. “paper-gold”–Ed.] by foreign central banks.
Bretton Woods departed from earlier gold standards in a number of critical ways. Gold was
held by central banks and in bullion form, not by citizens [of all “44 nations” under the “papergold” “mark” of the SuperNazi “beast” of Bretton Woods?–Ed.] in coin form. [In gold bars or
“bullion” form, then? Methinks not.–Ed.] And the commitment of the United States to pay gold
was made only to foreign central banks, not to U.S. citizens. Often that commitment went
unmet, as diplomatic pressure was applied to prevent gold withdrawals from the United
States. Devaluations and controls on capital and gold flows persisted. Britain devalued twice
under Bretton Woods. [This means the British” “central” bankster-“jews” “inflated” (and hence
unofficially devalued) their paper-money at an even higher rate than the “jewish”-Amerikan central
banksters did.–Ed.] Other countries devalued more often. [Ditto–Ed.] Some major currencies were
not even linked to the dollar until 1958 [when the SuperNazi, ant-Christ, Amerikan “beast”
evidently became supreme–Ed.]. Thus in a number of critical features, the strict discipline of a
classical gold coin standard was absent.
The weaknesses in this "dollar exchange" system as compared to the classical gold standard
are apparent. The [“central” banksters of (or over) the–Ed.] United States could inflate the supply
of dollars and see them pile up as reserves in the vaults of other central banks. It could run
perpetual balance of payments deficits. Bretton Woods centralized the monetary system even
more so than the financial policies of World War I, for now the money of only one [“beastly,”
imperial, supernational, SuperNazi–Ed.] country (the United States) was the hub of all other
monetary systems. The core of the international monetary system was not the credibility of
gold money [For everyone the world over believes in (the value of) gold–Ed.] but the credibility of
the U.S. Government [which is the elective, puppet-gov’t of the U.S. “central” bank[sters]–Ed.]. In
1961, U.S. President John F. Kennedy described what was required of the United States to maintain
this system:
The growth in foreign dollar holdings [via the Bretton Woods “agreement” of 1944–Ed.] has
placed upon the United States a special responsibility—that of maintaining the dollar as the
principal reserve currency of the free [?] world. This required that the dollar be considered by
many countries to be as good as gold. It is our responsibility to sustain this confidence [by
hook or by crook? or by honesty, integrity, trustworthiness and credibility?–Ed.]. (Cited in Weber,
1988.) [Weber, Chris. “…Good as Gold”? How We Lost Our Gold Reserves and Destroyed the Dollar;
VA. U.S.A., 1988—Ed
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Lofty rhetoric aside, the [“central” banksters of the–Ed.] United States did not keep the dollar
“as good as gold.” It could not hope to do so, given its own explicitly chosen Keynesian policies of
deficit spending and inflating.
[(See the chapter above on Keynes’ inflationary “policies.”)
But then this “deficit spending and inflating” is the very nature of the “beast,” and of its debttoken monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp.” (Apo./Rev. 13:16-17) This Satanic or “beastly” “money”
must be continually printed or created (by the “central” banksters) and must be continually
borrowed (by the national puppet-gov’t of the “central” banksters) and via this deliberate, deceptive,
and “centrally”-prescribed method of annual “deficit spending” or over-spending by the national
puppet-gov’t. For unless more and more debt-money is thus underhandedly pumped into the
system, it shall all soon “evaporate” or “disappear” in “interest” and “principal” repayments (to its
only source…and eventual destination: this national, “central,” corporate, “jewish” debt-money
crown, throne, king and dynasty). And so as time progresses this “central” “money” is and must be
progressively “inflated” (and hence progressively devalued) in greater and greater amounts. (See
“addiction.”)–Ed.]
Within a decade of Kennedy's speech [above–Ed.], the United States defaulted on the
dollar exchange standard. The Kennedy and Johnson administrations set the United States on a
course of sustained deficit spending and inflating unprecedented in the Nation's history. The last
balanced budget was in 1969.
The United States lost vast amounts of gold. During the entire Bretton Woods era (1947-71),
the U.S. gold stock fell by more than 50 percent, from 653 million ounces to only 296 million
ounces, mostly during the Kennedy and Johnson years (Weber, 1988).
In March 1965, the gold reserve requirement against the Federal Reserve banks' deposit
liabilities [(?) their “central” “paper-gold,” or all their imaginary, non-paper, “commercial”-bankledger, lent-out “credit”-“money” “fractionally” “based” upon this “central” bankster “paper-gold”?–
Ed.] was eliminated, as was gold backing for Federal Reserve notes in March 1968. That same
month, the London “gold pool” disbanded and central banks stopped making their currencies
convertible at $35/ounce. [I.E. they stopped tying or “pegging” their various debt-token papermonies to this fraudulent “jewish”-Amerikan debt-token paper-money, this imperial, “beastly” ex“paper-gold.”–Ed.]
The United States was not the only country inflating under Bretton Woods. Other countries
did so as well. [And again they had to if they were subject to (the debt-, trap- and theft-money of)
domestic “central” banks[ters]. For such is the nature of this debt-token, monopoly-money beast.–
Ed.] As foreign central banks used dollars as reserves [i.e. instead of gold–Ed.], they complained of a
"dollar shortage," just as they had complained of gold shortages under the gold exchange standard.
The more removed the monetary system was from gold, the more paper money was printed
and the less governments in the system seemed able to see that the real problem was paper,
not gold.
To address the alleged shortages of gold and dollars [i.e. “notes” (to pay gold) from the
“Federal Reserve Corp.”–Ed.], in 1970 governments established a bookkeeping entry [?], titled
Special Drawing Rights, or SDRs, with the intergovernmental Bank for International
Settlements. [See Section 2c of Rosenvelt’s “executive order” of April 5, 1933 above.–Ed.] Dubbed
“paper gold” at the time, SDRs were a brazen attempt to practice modern alchemy. The SDR
program is based on the old myth [?] that there is “not enough gold.” Still used today [1995–Ed.],
SDRs represent the “contributions” made by participating governments (by taxing their citizens) into
a common fund. [Compare with the “I.M.F.,” the “International Monetary Fund” of the Bretton
Woods’ “beast.” Is the thing not the same, but under another name? Thus “SDR’s” are to the
intergovernmental “Bank for International Settlements” what “dollars” were to the “World Bank”
and/or “International Monetary Fund”—i.e. a “beastly” world-currency.–Ed.] The world's financial
deadbeats “draw” their sustenance from the SDR fund. Since few draws ever are fully repaid, new
contributions continually are required—from the wealthiest nations. [Being “central” bankster
“book-entries” (“fractionally”) “based” upon paper-money (“fractionally”) “based” upon non-existent
or “irredeemable” gold; or, in other words, “jewish” fraud “based” on “jewish” fraud “based” on
“jewish” fraud–Ed.] SDRs are the farthest thing from gold one[deceitful, fraudulent “jew”–Ed.]
could imagine. That central banks could imagine they could create such fictions and call
them gold is a sign of how removed they are from [(telling) the truth–Ed.] the practical workings of
markets.
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The creation of SDRs neither created gold nor did anything to solve the real problem of
excessive paper money creation and its result—world-wide price inflation [or increase, and hence
paper-money “depreciation” or reduction in “value”–Ed.]. If anything, SDRs contributed to it by
creating more paper claims instead of more wealth.

Yes of course, for SDR’s were yet more “jewish” fraud “based” upon “jewish” fraud based
upon “jewish” fraud.
* * * * *
And from …A Monetary Chronology of the United States, op. cit,
January 1, 1970 An allocation of 3.4 billion SDRs (Special Drawing Rights) was made to
members of the IMF. SDRs were specified as 1/35th of an ounce of gold, the equivalent to one
dollar each, but they were not convertible into gold. [This is the goldless, non-convertible or
“irredeemable” “dollar,” the very one which had reigned within “jewish”-Amerika ever since
Rosenvelt killed the real McCoy in 1933. This is “jewish” fraud “based” upon “jewish” fraud “based”
upon “jewish” fraud. (And this is the very same kind or species of “money” as the brand-new
“irredeemable” “euro.”)–Ed.] Subsequent SDR allocations of 3.0 billion each [i.e. to each I.M.F.
“member”–Ed.] were made at the beginning of 1971 and 1972.
July 1, 1974 The IMF ceased specifying an SDR as 1/35th of an ounce of gold [and/or
one “jewish”-Amerikan “central”-bankster paper-“dollar”–Ed.] and began specifying the “value” of
an SDR as a weighted average of 16 major currencies. The “value” is calculated daily.
* * * * *

And now continuing with Salsman’s Gold and Liberty,
The United States went on losing gold after SDRs were created. From 1968 onward, the
United States actively tried to resist foreign government demands for gold convertibility
solely through political persuasion. [This was simply because gold was then selling for over 60
paper-“dollars” per ounce, which was high above the “central” bank’s “official price” of 35 paperdollars. (Reread si vous plais the Kennedy quote above.)–Ed.] For a while, it seemed to work, but
when France objected to the holding of dollars it did not trust any longer and demanded
payment in gold, President Nixon responded in August 1971 by "closing the gold window," a
polite expression for defaulting on gold payments and repudiating an international monetary
agreement [i.e. Bretton Woods, 1944–Ed.]. This default was not substantially different from the
“third world” debt defaults that would later take place in the 1980s. The U.S. gold default of
1971 was the act of a banana republic. The U.S. dollar has been unhinged from gold ever
since.
By 1971, more than half of the gold supply that was forcibly taken from U.S. citizens in
the 1930s ended up in the vaults of foreign central banks. [I.E. from this “central” bankster
“jew” to that “central” bankster “jew”—who in fact may be one and the very same interlocked,
international or SuperNazi “jew”!—for all we Gentiles are (“centrally”) allowed to know!–Ed.]
This was the biggest bank heist in world history. It happened in slow motion and may
not have been the intent of every official who participated in it [as Darkness or Evil always
works or proceeds on a “need to know” basis–Ed.]. But that was the result and many officials and
economists actually applauded the abandonment of gold money at every step.
Despite the breakdown of the dollar-gold link in the Bretton Woods system, the global
lending agencies that had been established under the system remained in existence and even
expanded after 1971. The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund originally were
established to make the Bretton Woods system operational—to help countries “manage” their
balance of payments in order to stay on the dollar exchange standard. When the link between
the dollar and gold was broken in 1971, there technically no longer was a need for these
agencies. [Yes, but one must distinguish between their stated purpose(s), use(s), need(s) or aim(s)
and their real or actual ones. In other words, one must distinguish what Satanic or “messianic”
anti-Christs (SuperNazi or “beastly” “jews”) say from what they really and truly do. For Evil lies, and
Darkness works and prospers in the dark. Hence someone somewhere should shed some light.–Ed.]
But as with all government bureaucracies, they fought to stay in place. They contributed to the
“third world” lending crisis of the following decade by guaranteeing loans to uncreditworthy
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governments for state projects. These agencies, funded as they are by the taxpayers of industrialized
countries, continue to transfer wealth from producers to nonproducers.
When gold was “demonetized” in 1971 [i.e. when this imperial or “beastly” “jewish”Amerikan debt-paper-money was internationally de-goldified, and hence 100% “fiated” or totally
tokened–Ed.], many critics of gold predicted that its price would fall below $35/ounce. They
assumed that the paper dollar gave value to gold, not the other way around. Unlike J. P.
Morgan, they did not know that gold was money.
[I doubt that very much. Again, one must distinguish between what a liar says, and thinks,
and does. J.P. Morgan and co. simply wanted credulous Gentiles to continue to trust their “papergolden” “money” or “exchange” so that these supernational money-changers and thieves could
continue to steal (or exchange) the Gentiles’ gold with (or for) their fraudulent “jewish” paper.–Ed.]
But in the decade after the gold-defined dollar was abandoned, the price of gold headed
upward. In other words, the paper dollar plummeted in value. In January 1980, the dollar
price of gold moved above $800 per ounce [or 800 pieces of “central” bankster paper–Ed.]. Price
[Ed—increases or] inflation and interest rates reached double digits…. A “dollar crisis” rocked
foreign exchange [“currency” or paper-money–Ed.] markets. World economies lurched into
recession.
What did this record-high gold price mean? [if not a record-low price or value of “jewish”Amerikan paper-money–Ed.] According to government officials, nothing in the least (Levine and
Janssen, 1980). Federal Reserve Board Governor Henry Wallich referred to activity in the gold
market as a “side show.” [Yes, but again that’s the thieving bastard’s job, official function and/or
“central” purpose—to shill, bark, deceive and lie for his corporately concealed SuperNazi “jewish”
masters.–Ed.] Savers and bondholders lost billions, as Wallich echoed the views of the late British
economist John Maynard Keynes, that the gold standard was a relic and gold was of
consequence to no one but speculators and cranks [and supernational “central” banksters of
course, those super-speculators in all the things which their fraudulent money can possibly buy:
gold and silver, foreign monies or “exchanges,” land, businesses, mass-media, official national
traitors within national “public” offices, etc., etc. etc.–Ed.]. Markets and other observers saw
things differently. According to one commentator, developments in the gold market were no “side
show,” but, rather, “a highly sensitive scoreboard for the main event” (Lehrman, 1980). What event?
An open forum [or free market–Ed.] on the value of real money. The dollar was losing badly to
gold.

For not even Satan (the “beastly,” SuperNazi Father of these “messianic” anti-Christs, and
hence of their lies, deceits, murders and mass-murders) can print up gold, but merely Its (or
rather Its children’s) false, paper-promises to pay gold “to the bearer[s] upon demand.” (John 8:44
& Apo/Rev, 2:6 & 3:6)
“If therefore you have not been faithful in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to
your trust the true (riches)?” [Luke 16:11]
[“So if you have not proved faithful about fraudulent money who will entrust you with the
real?”–By.]
….Since 1971 [to April 1995–Ed.] the dollar price of gold has risen more than tenfold,
which means the paper dollar in terms of real money has fallen to one-tenth of its previous
value. The dollar has fallen from 360 yen in 1971 to below 90 yen more recently. The last balanced
budget in the United States was recorded in 1969. Since that time, Government spending, tax
revenues, and debt have all skyrocketed. Those wishing to reform this budgetary profligacy
generally leave unquestioned the Government's fiat paper money monopoly. [from R. S.
Salsman’s Gold and Liberty, 1995, p. 74-78]

Yes precisely, the “Government’s” “money,” but not the nationally elected, and visible
(puppet-) government, but the invisible, non-elected (except by Congress in 1913), anonymous,
corporately concealed, unanswerable and irresponsible national gov’t of “jewish”-Amerika: the
secret-, super- or “shadow”-government of the national (or rather imperial) “central” banksters.
And those ignorant or treacherous “public” officials, professors, “economists” etc. who
“generally leave unquestioned the Government's fiat paper money monopoly” are as dogs fearful
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to bark at (much less to bite) their “central” “jewish” masters, or as prostitutes ever-listening and
anxious for their masters’ beck and call to perform yet more of their unmentionable “public
services.” (See e.g. “presidents,” “parliaments” or “congresses,” and “supreme court” “justices.”)
* * * * *

So What in Hell Ever Happened to All that
“Beastly” Amerikan Gold? Or How the Imperial
Amerikan Gold was Officially Lost, Robbed,
Transferred or Stolen
Or what would Gentile world’s supernational (SuperNazi) “jewish” “central” banksters
rather have: an ounce of gold, or 35 pieces of their “jewish”-Amerikan, “golden”-paper, debttoken, monopoly-money”? (No contest, easy choice, as intended.)
Again quoting from R. Salsman’s Gold and Liberty above:

The United States lost vast amounts of gold. During the entire Bretton Woods era
(1947-71), the U.S. gold stock fell by more than 50 percent, from 653 million ounces to only
296 million ounces, mostly during the Kennedy and Johnson years (Weber, 1988). [p. 75]
By 1971, more than half of the gold supply that was forcibly taken from U.S. citizens in
the 1930s ended up in the vaults of foreign central banks. [I.E. from this “central” bankster
“jew” to that “central” bankster “jew”—who in fact may be one and the very same interlocked,
international or SuperNazi “jew”!—for all we Gentiles are (“centrally”) allowed to know!–Ed.]
This was the biggest bank heist in world history. It happened in slow motion and may
not have been the intent of every official who participated in it [as Darkness or Evil always
works or proceeds on a “need to know” basis–Ed.]. But that was the result and many officials and
economists actually applauded the abandonment of gold money at every step. [p. 76]

And again, from A.I.E.R.’s The Pocket Money Book: A Monetary Chronology of the United
States, 1989, p. 7-11,
At the end of 1949 the U.S. stock of gold (about 700 million ounces, equivalent to $24.6
billion at $35 per ounce) comprised nearly 70 percent of the total gold holding of all free-world
governments and central banks.
The 1950's
1950-57 The United States incurred a cumulative BOP (balance of payments) deficit of $10.3
billion during these years. Foreigners [i.e. “foreign” “central” banksters, who are most likely closely
related to (if not identical with) “jewish”-Amerika’s corporately masked and hence anonymous
“central” banksters; for all these dynastic “jewish” stockholders or owners collectively comprise the
“conglomerate” head and mind or spirit of their anti-Christian, SuperNazi empire or “beast”–Ed.]
evidently were largely content to increase their holdings of dollar claims [i.e. paper-promises to
pay gold “on demand”–Ed.], for only 1.7 billion dollar claims were redeemed for about 50
million ounces of gold during these 8 years.
[The “BOP” is between each state and all others with whom it trades. It is calculated at the
end of every (financial or “fiscal”) year. A state which exports more than it imports, which sells the
world (or any other state) more than it buys from it/them is said to have a “positive” or “surplus”
BOP, and vice-versa. And these “trade surpluses” or “deficits” between states were always
traditionally paid in gold, in “specie,” in real and true money, and hence not in token money. But all
those conquered states under the (“jewish”-Amerikan) “beast” from Bretton Woods were imperially
forced to accept (or to pay) their yearly trade surpluses (or deficits) not in gold but rather in
“jewish”-Amerikan “paper-gold,” in these fraudulent paper-“dollars,” in “jewish”-Amerikan “central”
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bankster “notes” or paper-promises (to pay gold “to the bearer[s] on demand”). And these annual
debts between the imperially conquered or subjected states under this imperial “jewish”-Amerikan
“beast” were paid (in its “beastly” “dollars”) by its “Bank for International Settlements” (of these very
annual trade surpluses or deficits).–Ed.]
1958-1959 The United States paid out about 95 million ounces of gold during these 2
years to redeem 3.3 billion of dollar claims held by foreigners, mainly official institutions.
[Any others besides “central” banks, the “I.M.F.,” the “World Bank” and this “Bank for International
Settlements”?–Ed.]
The 1960's
1960 The U.S. BOP deficit did not diminish during 1960, and demand on the London gold
market increased markedly. In October, demand for gold so exceeded supply that the price of gold
in London reached $41.00 per ounce before the U.S. Treasury arranged to supply gold to the market
through the Bank of England. Reportedly, substantial orders for gold originated with U.S. residents.
By the end of 1960, the U.S. gold stock had decreased to about 500 million ounces, or $17.5
billion.
1961-65 During this period, the U.S. Government adopted several measures intended to
improve the Nation's BOP position and to bolster the U.S. dollar in terms of gold and foreign
currencies. On January 14, 1961 President Eisenhower, as one of his last acts as President,
prohibited U.S. residents from owning gold anywhere in the world. [Remember, since 1933 and
via Rosenvelt, Amerikan citizens couldn’t own gold in “jewish”-Amerika without becoming
“criminals.” (By the way, Eisenhower was (is) also said to be a “jew.”)–Ed.] …. programs to stimulate
U.S. exports were instituted. BOP deficits persisted, however, and totaled about $12.8 billion
during these 5 years. During this period another 106 million ounces of gold were paid out by
the United States.…

(See the seven (or eight; 17:11) national mounts, thrones or crowns (5 of whom “are fallen”
or imperially conquered (by Amerika and England/(ex)-Britain); 17:9-10) of the (anti-Christ
Amerikan) empire or (“jewish”-Amerikan) “beast” of Apo/Rev. 13:1-10 & 17:1-18–Ed.)
Early 1961 The United States and seven major European nations [i.e. the Gentile
puppet-gov’ts, and not their (monetary, economic, political) masters, the SuperNazi “jewish”
“central” banksters. (See Apo./Rev. –Ed.] formed the “gold pool” in order to stabilize the price of
gold near $35 an ounce on the London market. The gold pool was successful in preventing a
recurrence of marked price increases such as those of October 1960 [i.e. 41 “dollars” per ounce–
Ed.]; through sales of bullion in the London market by the gold-pool members whenever
demand rose to the point of pushing up the price of gold. [I.E. the Gentile puppet-gov’ts willingly
sacrificed their citizens’ gold upon the altar of this imperial, “jewish”-Amerikan debt-paper-money,
this monopolistic monetary “mark” or “stamp” of this SuperNazi “jewish” “beast.” (Apo./Rev. 13:1518)–Ed.] After a brief period of such sales, upward pressure on the price of gold eased, and total
official monetary gold stocks [of the SuperNazi “jewish” “central” banksters or the Gentile puppetgov’ts? Surely the former at the expense of the latter, or rather of their golden-fleeced citizens.–Ed.]
increased [?] during the period.
[In plain English, this means that the “beastly,” SuperNazi “central” “jewish” banksters
(represented and headquartered in Jew York city) forced their respective Gentile puppet-gov’ts to sell
them (anonymously, and via London’s open world market) what was left of their “official” or national
gold whenever its price (as driven by world demand) rose above 35 “jewish”-Amerikan paper-frauds
or “dollars” per ounce. (See below, “1966 to March 1968”)–Ed.]
August 8, 1961 The IMF lent Great Britain the equivalent of $1.5 billion in the
currencies [paper-monies–Ed.] of the United States, West Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Japan, Canada, and Sweden in order to avert a foreign-exchange crisis. [For ex-“Great
Britain” couldn’t pay off its annual trade deficits, neither in gold nor in “jewish”-Amerikan “papergold.”–Ed.] The IMF replaced one-third of the amounts of the currencies lent by purchasing them
from the individual countries [which lent them (via the IMF)–Ed.] with gold. Inasmuch as $450
million of U.S. currency was involved, $150 million worth of gold was transferred to the U.S.
Treasury from the IMF for dollar claims. Officials of Great Britain assured the IMF that they
would follow appropriate policies [i.e. official-legislated or -dictated price limits or “ceilings”?–Ed.]
to reduce the rate of price increases in that country, which had been 2.7 percent during the
year ending in June 1961. [For “The borrower is servant to the lender.”—(Proverbs 22:7)—Ed]. The
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exchange value of the British pound at that time was $2.81. [For when one paper-, “fiat”- or tokenmoney is printed, created or “inflated” more or faster than another, the “value” of the former falls
even faster than the latter.–Ed.]
* * *
January 5, 1962 [Doubtlessly acting on orders from their common imperial “beast” and/or
their various “central” banksters,–Ed.] The finance ministers of Belgium, Canada, France, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Great Britain, the United States, and West Germany
established a program administered by the IMF called General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB).
Under this program they declared their countries ready to lend the equivalent of a total of $6
billion [“beastly” Amerikan “marks,” “stamps,” or “dollars”–Ed.] in their respective currencies to any
member of the group. However, these funds were to be available only “when supplementary
resources are needed to forestall or cope with an impairment of the international monetary system.”
[i.e. only to save the imperial “mark” or the monopoly “stamp” (the “golden” paper “dollar”) of the
SuperNazi, anti-Christ, Amerikan “beast” (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)–Ed.] This group of nations later
became known as the Group of Ten (G-10).

(See the “ten horns,” “crowns” or “kings” of Apo/Rev. 13:1-10 & 17:1-18, (esp. 17:12-18);
and note “July 11, 1974 ” below.–Ed.)
June 11, 1974 The Group of Ten decided to permit gold (at market-related prices)
[instead of the “mark” or “stamp” of the “jewish”-American “beast”–Ed.] to be used as collateral for
loans between official institutions.
* * *
February 13, 1962 The Federal Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve Board [of
the national “central” “Federal Reserve Corporation.” They buy and/or sell the U.S. Treasury bonds
or I.O.U.’s surrendered or paid to “secure” or “collateralize” the “central” Corp.’s debt-token,
monopoly-money lent to its/their national puppet gov’t, thus “intervening,” deliberately changing or
manipulating (increasing or decreasing, “inflating” or “deflating”) the amount, number or volume of
said debt-tokens (i.e. “money”) within national Amerikan circulation. (See the natural or market
“law of supply and demand.”–Ed.] voted to allow the Federal Reserve banks to intervene in foreignexchange markets [wherein the various paper-monies of the supernational “central” banksters were
(and are) likewise bought and sold (or “speculated” upon)–Ed.] in order to [“do [even more] good”
(What else?)–Ed.] reduce short-term disruptions in these markets. A principal method of
intervention was through reciprocal currency arrangements (swaps) that permitted the Federal
Reserve banks to borrow temporary currencies of other nations [i.e. other “jewish” “central”
banksters–Ed.]. Such currencies then could be used to purchase dollars, and those purchases were
expected to reduce foreign-exchange selling pressure on the dollar.
[I.E. the “jewish”-Amerikan “central” banksters chose (without needing to refer, confer or
defer to its official puppet-gov’t—whether legislative, executive or judicial, parliamentary,
presidential or “supreme”) to buy back their imperial “paper-gold” “surplus” currently up for sale
within the world market(s), before it could be publicly sold (thus perhaps losing even more value).
(Remember again the “law” of supply and demand. Too many excess, unwanted or up-for-sale
“dollars” in the world creates or equals a falling (imperial U.S.) “dollar” value.)–Ed.]
March 1965 With U.S. gold holdings reduced to about 425 million ounces, Congress
removed the requirement that the Federal Reserve banks [there’s really only one, the corporate
headquarters in Jew York City (a.k.a. “Babylon”)–Ed.] to maintain a 25-percent reserve of gold
certificates [i.e. those U.S. Treasury “notes” or paper-promises to pay gold “to the bearer(s) upon
demand,” which were confiscated from the Amerikan citizens by F.D.R. in 1933, and which ended
up (along with all the gold coins and bullion also robbed or confiscated) in the hands or vaults of
the “jewish”-Amerikan “central” banksters–Ed.] against member bank deposits. A reserve
requirement was retained for Federal Reserve notes (currency) [but not for long, as we soon
shall see (in March 1968)–Ed.].
May 12, 1965 The IMF lent Great Britain the equivalent of $1.4 billion in the currencies of
several nations. Some of the currencies so obtained were used to repay direct loans that those
countries had made to Britain in 1964. [See above, Aug. 8, 1961.–Ed.] Officials of some European
nations refused to extend direct loans to Great Britain, but they did lend their currencies to the IMF
for re-lending to that country. Officials of other European countries demanded payment in gold from
the IMF for some of the currencies. [Again, see above.–Ed.] Consumer prices in Britain had risen 4.5
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percent during the year ending March 1965. The exchange value of the British pound in May was
$2.79.
1966 [to] March 1968 During 1966 private demand for gold began to exceed production
[I.E. the price of gold was again rising over 35 imperial Amerikan “dollars” per ounce.–Ed.], and
official holders [i.e. the puppet-govts of “jewish”-Amerika and the European nations which the
imperial or SuperNazi “beast” had recently conquered. (See “World War II.”)–Ed.] were forced to sell
from their aggregate holdings. The gold pool members [via the imperious command of the
SuperNazi “jewish” “beast,” headquartered in Jew York City, the modern “whore of Babylon”
(Apo./Rev. 17:1-18)–Ed.] had to supply increasing amounts of gold to the London market to
keep the price close to $35 per ounce. [See “early 1961” above–Ed.] During this period, world
official monetary gold holdings decreased [i.e. these imperial Gentile puppet-gov’ts lost,
surrendered, sold–Ed.] 85 million ounces (more than $3 billion). Nearly half this decrease
occurred during early 1968. On March 17, 1968 the members of the gold pool discontinued
operations, and the London gold market was closed.
When gold trading in London resumed in April, a “two-tier” market was established. [One
false and one real, one official (“public”) and one non-official, civilian, “private”–Ed.] One "tier"
consisted of transactions among [Ed.—national Gentile puppet-] governments and [Ed.—SuperNazi
“jewish”] central banks that continued at the official “price” of gold [i.e. 35 “jewish”-Amerikan
imperial-“beast”-“notes”–Ed.]. Private transactions occurred in the other "tier" at prices determined
by private supply and demand.
The gold pool members [i.e. national Gentile puppet-govts–Ed.] declared [doubtlessly via
their imperial “jewish” “beast’s” instructions–Ed.] not only that they no longer would supply gold
to the private market [i.e. not sell any of their gold at its true market value (of well over 35 paper“dollars” an ounce)–Ed.] but also that [their and their “I.M.F’s”–Ed.] gold purchases [at well over 35
paper-“dollars” per ounce–Ed.] would be discontinued “as the existing stock of monetary gold
[i.e. “paper-gold” or paper-“dollars”–Ed.] is sufficient in view of the prospective establishment of
the facility for Special Drawing Rights....”
[What a great, big, Gentile, puppet-gov’t lie! (See below for the fraudulent “dollar” “basis” for
all these “Special Drawing Rights” of the imperial, “beastly,” SuperNazi and “jewish” “I.M.F.”) (Also
see “Dec. 1969,” below)–Ed.]
Newly mined gold thus had to be sold in the private market.

[For the “public,” official or Gentile puppet-gov’t market had thus been closed by the
imperial “jewish” “beast.” And the Gentile puppet-govt’s had been commanded by their SuperNazi
“jewish” “beast” not to sell any more of their gold at its fair market price (of well over 35 paper“dollars” an ounce), nor to pay more than 35 of its imperial “jewish”-Amerikan “dollars” (“papergolds” or “golden”-papers) for an ounce of gold. And of course no free man in his right mind would
sell his gold at such an “official price.”
But all the while the “central” banksters (i.e. the SuperNazi “jewish” “beast[s]”) were of
course always free to buy or sell (secretly or publicly) gold, silver or whatever in their hell they
wanted to. For the world they had conquered (via their “beastly,” imperial, SuperNazi Amerika)
was theirs to plunder to their black hearts’ content. Whom do you think had been secretly buying
up all this gold which the national puppet-gov’ts had up to this time been officially forced (by
their “beastly” anti-Christ, Satanic and/or “jewish” masters) to sell at 35 imperial “dollars” an
ounce?–Ed.]
….March 18,1968 With U.S. gold stocks reduced to about 300 million ounces, Congress
removed the 25-percent reserve requirement for Federal Reserve notes. This action severed
the last mandated restriction [and link or tie–Ed.] between the Nation's money supply and its
stock of gold. [And so, thanks to the U.S. congress and president, the “jewish”-Amerikan “central”
banksters were now officially free to print, “inflate” or counterfeit (and lend) their fraudulent “papergold” “dollars,” their imperial or “beastly” “mark(s)” or “stamp(s),” their SuperNazi, debt-token,
monopoly-money to their black hearts’ content.–Ed.]
December 30, 1969 In a reversal of the policy announced when the “two-tier” market was
established, the IMF announced an agreement [?] to purchase newly mined South African gold
(thereby establishing a method for increasing the world's official stock of monetary gold) at $35 per
ounce if the market price fell to $35 or less. [Which of course it seldom to never did, simply because
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gold never again fell that low?–Ed.] The agreement also provided that the South African central
bank could sell gold on the free market [i.e. for much more than 35 “dollars” an ounce–Ed.] from its
official reserves to meet foreign-exchange requirements, regardless of the free market price.

[This freedom to buy and sell gold at free market prices is always assumed of the “central”
banks comprising the head(s) of the “jewish” “beast,” but not of the Gentile puppet-gov’ts of its
imperial “gold pool.” (For methinks the “gold pool” meant (Gentile) puppet-gov’ts, not (“jewish”)
“central” banks.)
And thus can we safely assume that the other Gentile puppet-gov’ts of the imperial or
SuperNazi “jewish”-“beast” were free once again to buy and sell gold (at its real and true value) in
the world’s free-market? No way! For South Africa was not a “gold pool” “member.”–Ed.]
1970 Through 1974
January 1, 1970 An allocation of 3.4 billion SDRs (Special Drawing Rights) was made to
members of the IMF. SDRs were specified as 1/35th of an ounce of gold, the equivalent to one
dollar each, but they were not convertible into gold. [This is the goldless “dollar,” the very one
which had reigned within “jewish”-Amerika ever since Rosenvelt killed the real McCoy in 1933. This
is “jewish” fraud “based” upon “jewish” fraud “based” upon “jewish” fraud.–Ed.] Subsequent SDR
allocations of 3.0 billion each [i.e. to each I.M.F. “member”–Ed.] were made at the beginning of 1971
and 1972.
May 1971 For several months in early 1971, the effort to maintain the official parities
[values, exchange rates–Ed.] between the U.S. dollar and several European currencies, particularly
the Deutsche mark, had required [?] massive purchases of dollars by European monetary
authorities. [This is because the “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar” was “inflating” (and hence depreciating)
faster than the “jewish”-German “mark.” And doubtlessly upon receiving imperial orders from the
“jewish”-Amerikan “beast”…–Ed.] The Bundesbank (West Germany's central bank) [dutifully,
obediently, self-sacrificially–Ed.] purchased approximately 9 billion dollars during the first 4 months
of 1971. [This imperially commanded or “required” buying of Amerikan “dollars” by/with “German”
“marks” increased market demand for “dollars” (while decreasing market demand for “marks”), thus
decreasing the “inflated” “dollar’s” decline or fall, market depreciation or devaluation relative to the
less “inflationary” “mark”–Ed.] Early in May, speculation regarding the possible revaluation [official
upgrading or appreciation–Ed.] of the “stronger” European currencies and/or the devaluation of the
dollar became intense. [Yes, precisely, for they are, so to speak, the two sides of the very same
coin.–Ed.] During the 2 days and a few hours before the German authorities halted currency trading
[i.e. stopped buying “dollars”–Ed.] on May 5, the Bundesbank purchased an additional 2.3 billion
dollars. On that date, the central banks of Switzerland, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Austria also
discontinued [their similarly dutiful, “beastly,” imperial commanded or “required” –Ed.] purchases of
the dollar. Later in the month several countries [unilaterally?–Ed.] revalued their currencies [relative
to the “dollar”–Ed.], but the exchange rates of the mark and the Dutch gilder “floated,” that is, their
exchange rates were determined by supply and demand, with official intervention [i.e. the
speculative buying or selling of one or both currencies (to influence their relative prices, values,
worths—i.e. to raise one’s and/or lower the other’s market value)–Ed.] occurring only at unspecified
and unpredictable times and rates.
August 15, 1971 President Nixon unilaterally closed the “gold window” by refusing to
have the [U.S.–Ed.] Treasury [and not the U.S. “central” bank, mind you. For since Rosenvelt and
1933 it/they were never again “legally” liable to pay gold, to part with (their stolen gold) gold to
“redeem” their fraudulent “paper-gold.”–Ed.] redeem in gold any [more–Ed.] foreign-held dollars.
At that time, the U.S. monetary gold stock totaled about 292 Million ounces (which decreased
to 274 million ounces after February 1972, when the United States honored a repurchase
agreement with the IMF). At $35 per ounce, these holdings had a value of $9.7 billion. Shortterm liabilities [i.e. U.S. Treasury debts in both “dollars” and U.S. “bonds”–Ed.] to foreigners then
were estimated to total about $60 billion [i.e. over six times more gold that the U.S. Treasury had
left–Ed.], about two-thirds of which were owed to foreign official institutions [i.e. to “central”
banksters, their “I.M.F.” and perhaps also their “World Bank”–Ed.].

[Can you follow the “yellow brick road,” dear reader? It went from the officially-robbed
Gentile American citizenry in 1933, to the U.S. Treasury, to the supernational “jewish” “central”
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banksters of the world, including and (doubtlessly especially) the “jewish”-Amerikan “central”
banksters.
And note how these SuperNazi “jews” have never accused nor condemned themselves for
thus “hoarding” the gold of the officially robbed Gentiles. Nor would they be willing to surrender
any or all of their ill-gotten gold to any truly Gentile gov’t or citizen at the “official price” of 35 (or
42) paper-“dollars” per ounce.
Why is that, dear reader? Why is what is “good” for the Gentiles not also “good” for the
“jews”? (Because the latter are “messianic,” Satanic or demonic wolfish predators who see, stalk
and devour former as their prey?) Why does the “jew” not himself do that which he
sanctimoniously preaches to the Gentiles?—(or rather commands, coerces or compels the
Gentiles to do): i.e. sacrifice themselves to/for him as if to/for God Himself?
Why not at last give the “messianic,” Satanic, “beastly,” imperialistic or SuperNazi “jew” a
golden taste of his very own “medicine”? Why not “compensate” him for all his ill-gotten gold (and
for all his other robbed or stolen Gentile valuables) at his very own “official price” of 35 of his very
own fraudulent U.S. “dollars” for every ounce of his ill-gotten gold (or its equivalent)?–Ed.]
The repudiation by the United States of its obligation to redeem dollar claims in gold
marked the collapse of the Bretton Woods system. The monetary gold reserves of all the
countries of the world were effectively immobilized by that action.

[I.E. everyone in the world under the “jewish”-American “beast” hung on to their gold at
that time (unto this), being no longer willing to sell, exchange or transfer their gold for 35
“jewish”-Amerikan, “central” bankster, debt-paper-“dollars” per ounce—not that they were ever
necessarily willing to do so before this presidential “repudiation” of the post-war, imperial,
SuperNazi, “jewish”-Amerikan “beast” from Bretten Woods, Vermont, U.S.A.–Ed.]
August 23, 1971 Official exchange rates of all major currencies [for so many ”beastly”
“jewish”-Amerikan “dollars”–Ed.] except the Japanese yen were abandoned; the currencies began
to “float” [upon the free-market of supply and demand–Ed.]. The Yen began floating on August 28.
(December 18, 1971 The finance ministers [as distinct from (and subject to) the “jewish”
“central” banksters of their respective Gentile nations–Ed.] of the G-10 countries met in
Washington and agreed to set new parities [exchange rates or ratios–Ed.] among their currencies.
Additional features of this “Smithsonian Agreement” included (1) a widening of the permissible
fluctuations of these currencies from plus or minus 1 percent of par value [or “dollar” “value,” as
“agreed” upon at Bretton Woods in 1944–Ed.] to plus or minus 2.25 percent and (2) a devaluation
of the U.S. dollar from $35 to $38 per ounce of gold. (U.S. gold assets [within their Treasury–Ed.]
were not revalued to $38 per ounce until May 8, 1972, pursuant to the Par Value Modification Act
approved March 31, 1972. [when the U.S. Congress thus rubber-stamped their “beastly” “jewish”
masters’ “suggestion” or command–Ed.])
The dollar remained inconvertible into gold at that “price,” [naturally and of course–Ed.]
and the world's gold reserves remained immobilized. Without access to these reserves [of gold
within the respective treasuries of the Gentile nations—as distinct from all the (Gentile) gold within
their respective “central” banks–Ed.], the central bankers faced insurmountable difficulties in
maintaining the agreed parities, even with the “wider band” of permitted fluctuations [from 1 to
2.25% of the “beastly” “jewish”-Amerikan “dollar”–Ed.].…
June 23, 1972 The exchange rate of the [English/British–Ed.] pound was floated, i.e.,
allowed to exceed the fluctuation permitted by the Smithsonian Agreement. Within a year many
other countries, including Switzerland, Italy, Japan, and Germany, also floated their currencies.
[I.E. the fraudulent, “paper-golden,” SuperNazi U.S. “dollar” was discontinued, “floated,” ended. The
imperial “stamp” or monopoly “mark” of the supernational “jewish”-Amerikan “beast” from Bretton
Woods U.S.A. was no more.–Ed.]
February 13, 1973 The United States announced another devaluation of the dollar,
from $38 per ounce to $42.22 per ounce of gold. (This became legally effective on September 21,
1973 with the approval of the Par Value Modification Act of that date, and U.S. gold assets were
revalued to the new figure on October 18, 1973.) However, no official gold transactions ever have
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been effected at the official “price” of $42.22 per ounce. [I.E. the “United States” have not since
sold an ounce of gold at their “official price.” But perhaps (as via their F.D.R.) the anti-Christs may
once again “buy” (i.e. rob or confiscate Gentile citizens’ gold) at that “official price” of theirs. (See
“Dec. 31, 1974” below.)–Ed.] The fiat [completely goldless, purely paper–Ed.] dollar and all other
currencies remained inconvertible in terms of gold at the official “price.” [Of course, for no one
wants to give their gold away at that “official [U.S.] price.”–Ed.]
….November 13, 1973 The countries that had belonged to the gold pool agreed to
permit sales of gold in the free market from official [i.e. puppet-gov’t–Ed.] holdings. [But again,
the anonymous “central” banksters secretly reigning far above these subservient and traitorous
Gentle puppet-gov’ts were never officially restricted by them in any way, shape or form from buying
or selling gold at will, and damn-near anything else. (For the master makes or creates the money,
and his servants take or accept his money—even if it be this “beastly,” “jewish,” debt-token,
monopoly-money. For as always, and with “Uncle” Satan ever-barring any official repudiation of any
“national, official or public debt,” “the borrower is servant to the lender.”—Proverbs 22:7)–Ed.] This
decision effectively ended the "two-tier" gold market established in March 1968.
December 7, 1973 At the request of South African officials, the IMF terminated its
agreement to purchase gold from South Africa [at $35 or less–Ed.] in order for that country to meet
its foreign-exchange needs [i.e. foreign paper-money to buy foreign goods–Ed.]. That arrangement
presumably had not been used for some time [if ever–Ed.] because South Africa could sell gold on
the open market at a price higher than the $35 per ounce that the IMF would pay. [See “Dec. 10,
1969”–Ed.]
…April 23,1974 The finance ministers of the EEC [European Economic conference?–Ed.]
conferred about gold. They agreed to permit central banks to settle accounts among themselves in
gold at market-related prices. To date no such transactions of which we are aware have occurred.
June 11, 1974 The Group of Ten decided to permit gold (at market-related prices)
[instead of the “mark” or “stamp” of the “jewish:-American “beast”–Ed.] to be used as collateral for
loans between official institutions.
July 1, 1974 The IMF ceased specifying an SDR as 1/35th of an ounce of gold [and/or
one “jewish”-Amerikan, “central”-bankster, debt-paper-“golden” “dollar”–Ed.] and began specifying
the “value” of an SDR as a weighted average of 16 major currencies. The “value” is calculated daily.
Inasmuch as none of the currencies was officially redeemable in gold and the exchange
rates of all currencies were more or less free to fluctuate daily, the value of an SDR unit changed
daily with fluctuations in the exchange rates among the currencies in the “market basket.” A central
bank holding SDRs as a reserve asset in effect held the weighted equivalent of the fluctuating values
of the 16 fiat currencies comprising the SDR unit. This “evolution” of the SDR offered the
advantage of eliminating any pretense that the SDR ever was tied to gold in a meaningful
fashion.
….December 31, 1974 U.S. citizens were [once again, as before Rosenvelt and 1933–Ed.]
permitted to own gold in any form.…
[How very magnanimous of the U.S. congress, president and “supreme court” to grant such a
(“constitutional”) freedom to their political/monetary subjects! But shall these supernational or
imperial models of “freedom and independence” (for all us lesser beings of the world to invasively,
coercively, imperially imitate) be once again officially, presidentially or “executively” unpermitted (to
own gold)?—upon the presidential, congressional and/or judicial mention of those apparently magic
words, “national emergency”? (But I would that such majestic divinities as these had no such
official magic over me and thee.)–Ed.]
….September 2, 1975 The IMF Monetary Negotiations Committee agreed that the
official “price” of gold ($42.22 per ounce) should be abolished and all rules that require the use
of gold in transactions between the IMF and its members should be eliminated. That committee also
recommended that one-sixth of the approximately 150 million ounces of gold that had been
deposited with the IMF (about 25 million ounces) should be returned to the members in proportion
to their IMF quotas. Finally, that committee also recommended that an additional 25 million ounces
of the IMF's gold should be sold and the “profits” distributed to developing nations.
Meeting at the same time, the finance ministers of the G-10 countries agreed that for the
subsequent 2 years they would take no action to “peg” [manipulate, control–Ed.] the price of gold,
that all nations could buy gold at market prices (the right to sell gold at such [“unofficial” or free-
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market–Ed.] prices was [also–Ed.] reaffirmed) but that the aggregate [gold–Ed.] holdings of the G-10
countries and the IMF were not to be increased. [?]
The IMF agreements were subject to amendment and approval by the IMF governors and the
legislatures of the individual member countries.
November 15-17,1975 The heads of government of West Germany, Italy, Japan, France, the
United Kingdom, and the United States met at Rambouillet, France to discuss the international
monetary situation.
Agreement was reached for more official intervention [i.e. speculation, but by but whom?
by which “officials”?: the supernational I.M.F., the SuperNazi “jewish” “central” banksters and/or
their national, Gentile puppet-govts?–Ed.] in the foreign-exchange markets [i.e. wherever the
“central” banksters met, speculated, bought and sold their various fraudulent paper-monies (i.e.
debt-token, monopoly-monies)–Ed.] in order to reduce fluctuations in exchange rates.
[If it’s “speculation” for me or thee to try to change the price or worth of a, b or c, x, y or z,
then it’s also speculation (and not “intervention”) for any God-damned “official,” whether “public” or
secret, national or “central,” supernational or SuperNazi, imperial or “beastly.”–Ed.]
January 7-8,1976 The Interim Committee of the IMF met in Kingston, Jamaica at which
time it presented the revised Articles of Agreement of the Fund [the baseless “golden” base of
which had always been the “jewish”-Amerikan paper-“dollar”–Ed.]. Most of the agreements reached
were restatements of proposals made by the IMF Monetary Negotiations Committee in September
1975, including (1) the ending of an “official” price for gold [at 42 “beastly,” imperial or
SuperNazi “jewish”-Amerikan “dollars” per golden ounce–Ed.] (2) the selling of about 25 million
ounces of gold held by the IMF, (3) the restitution of about 25 million ounces of gold to the member
nations. Also agreed upon were (1) increases in the IMF quotas (and wise in the lines of credit from
which the member nations can w) by 33.5 percent and (2) the permission for member nations to
either fixed or floating exchange rates [with one another–Ed.]. Member nations were not
permitted to fix the value of their currencies to gold, however.

For that supreme prerogative was maintained by the imperial head or crown of this
supernational “beast,” the “jewish”-Amerikan empire, headquartered or enthroned within Satan’s
queen-whore city, Jew York City, Babylon, a “golden” empress seated within her “empire state.”
(Apo/Rev. 13: & 17:—19:3)
Hence to this day the “jewish”-Amerikan “beast” still “officially” proclaims its imperial
“mark” to be worth 1/42 of an ounce of gold. (Needless to say, it still isn’t, and never, ever again
shall be. Mark my words, and set yourselves free from the “beast’s” imperious, “jewish,” antiChrist “money.”)
* * * * *
And so as a monetary consequence of the treasonous presidential and congressional
creation in 1913 of this anonymous, corporate, “jewish,” “central” bankster “beast” lording over
anti-Christ Amerika (and soon afterwards the world), and also of the Amerikan “beast’s” official
and treasonous continuance, maintenance (and even aggrandizement) by nearly all succeeding
presidents, parliaments, and “supreme” courts ever since the “legislative” birth of this national (or
rather supernational) monetary “beast” in 1913, just note the U.S. treasury seal and “facsimile”
signatures of nearly every successive “federal,” superstate or imperial U.S. treasurer since 1913
printed upon the “beastly” paper-face of every “jewish”-Amerikan paper “dollar.” And note that
this “federal reserve corporation” “dollar-note” does not represent, acknowledge, specify nor
promise so many weighted gold or silver coins to be paid to the bearer “on demand”. For in fact it
merely represents a “public” or a “national” loan (and hence a debt) to be repaid (plus “interest”)
by the citizens (or rather the political/monetary subjects) of those “United States” upon the
contractual demand of their “central” banksters. For this “beastly,” superstate or imperial
“jewish”-Amerikan paper-“dollar” is neither golden nor silver, nor even merely a debtless papertoken (like Lincoln’s or Kennedy’s U.S. Treasury “notes”). But it is in fact a (monopoly) debt-token
“centrally” loaned into existence to “we the people” by those aforesaid anonymous “central”
banksters to their official, national, governmental puppets, those well-known and extremely
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traitorous “public servants” or public enemies in Amerikan “public offices” since 1913, with
precious few exceptions.
For the conqueror is master of his conquered, the “representative” of his “representees,”
and the “law-giver” of his “law-given.” Yea, and “The borrower [i.e. the Gentile nation (via
treasonous “public servants”)–Ed.] is servant to the lender [i.e. its/their anonymous, corporate,
anti-Christ “jewish” crown, throne, king or dynasty–Ed.].”—(Proverbs 22:7) But as for me, “neither
a borrower nor a lender be.”—(Wm. Shakespeare)
* * * * * *
And hence since 1913 the bulk of “jewish”-Amerika’s “national debt” has stemmed from
these treasonous, anti-Christian, anti-national “public servants” having contracted, employed and
forcibly imposed this evil, fraudulent, debt-token monopoly-money of these anonymous,
corporate, “jewish,” “central” banksters upon that once-Christian nation (now long become an
anti-Christ empire or “beast”). And there’s the “beastly” monetary rub, and the world wars I and
II, and the invasive, conquistadorial, supernational (or SuperNazi) “beast from Bretton Woods,”
and the bottomless pit of unpayable “national debt.”
For the anti-Christ, SuperNazi, “jewish”-Amerikan, conqueror-“beast” was (and yet is)
master of its/his/their conquered subjects by force of its Amerikan “service men and women,” its
imperial arms or “weapons of mass destruction” and/or “mass-murder,” (see Dresden, Hamburg,
Berlin, Tokyo, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, e.g.), and by the Satanic virtue (or rather vice) of its deceitful,
fraudulent and imperious debt-token, monopoly-money, “mark” or “stamp,” without which “no
man might buy or sell.” (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
And yet no one can pay an unpayable debt, not even the almighty and imperious “jewish”Amerikans. And the same goes for any and every (Gentile) nation similarly groaning under a
(“jewish”) “central” bank. For that’s what a debt-token, monopoly-money is: an unpayable debt,
an unpayable collective, “public” or “national debt.” And the harder and longer a nation tries to
pay it, the more indebted they become. For such is the malevolent nature of this evil “jewish”
debt-token money. It is an evil monetary trap, and fraud, theft, extortion and robbery of all
(Gentile) nations thus imperiously forced to accept or use it as “money.”
For this Satanic, SuperNazi, “jewish “beast” entails and commands the “public” taxation,
official extortion and “legal”(istic) robbery of the labor, wealth and property of all (Gentile) nations
under its imperial “mark” via their coerced return or pay back of as many of its “beastly” debttokens as it imperiously demands (via its nationally traitorous puppet-gov’ts and/or the imperial
arms of its SuperNazi Jewnighted Nations Organization: its “World Bank,” “International
Monetary Fund,” “Bank for International Settlements,” etc.) And the Satanic “jewish” “beast”
commands the return of far more tokens than it ever creates and lends out to its Gentile victims.
Go figure! For that’s who or what it is, and that’s what it does! And a (Godly, Satanic or mediocre)
tree is known by its fruit.
* * * * *
And so neither you nor your loved ones, dear reader, nor your entire fellow-citizenry can
ever possibly pay this enormous “jewish” “national [debt-token, monopoly-money] debt” (hanging
over all your heads like some “jewish” sword of Damocles) because far more, indeed multiples
more debt-tokens are demanded of you and yours by “your” Satanic crown or “central” banksters
than were ever even created and lent by them in the first place, and hence far more than even
exist! Can you believe that, dear reader? Far more debt-tokens are “centrally” alleged to be
nationally owed than were ever even “centrally” created and lent in the first place (by the
treacherous “central” banksters to their traitorous national puppet-gov’ts). (And of course this is
all by Satanic “jewish” design!) And this again is simply because only “principle” debt-tokens are
“centrally” created and lent, yet both “principal” and (non-existent) “interest” debt-tokens are
“centrally” demanded of the Gentile nation(s) in return. Isn’t that simply monstrous, “beastly,”
Satanic, “jewish”?
And so of course the Gentiles cannot return what was never borrowed. Nor can they ever
pay what does not exist, nor ever did. And yet these foregone, predetermined, inevitable and
inescapable “national loan” “defaults” of the Gentile nations must trigger their inevitable
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“foreclosure” (by their “central” or national (or rather supernational, SuperNazi, imperial or
“beastly”) “jewish” banksters). (See succeeding chapters for the supernational or imperial
collection agencies of the “beastly” “jew’s” Jewnighted Nations Org.) Do you see the “jewish” debttoken trap yet, dear reader? Do you perceive their monstrous or “beastly” monetary fraud?
For (barring new “central” bankster loans) the entire debt-token “principle” loan (via
“interest” payments alone) is soon evaporated back up into its “central” monetary “sun.” And yet
this “principle” debt-token loan is “centrally” alleged to remain entirely “outstanding” or unpaid,
and cannot be paid, because those “principal” debt-tokens don’t even exist any more, or are no
longer in circulation, having been dutifully returned to their Satanic “central” source (and
eventual destination) as “interest” tokens. I.E. the debt-token “principal” has entirely returned to
its “central” “jewish” source (and inevitable destination) in the form of those “centrally”-demanded
token-rent, usury or “interest” payments!
And so without additional loans or “principals” from their one and only (or monopoly)
source (i.e. from the “central” banksters to their traitorous collaborators in national public
offices), there soon wouldn’t be a single debt-token left in all the Gentile nations to use as money,
to make trades or exchanges within their national marketplaces—much less to ever repay this
allegedly “outstanding” “principal,” this intentionally unpayable “national debt,” this Satanic,
“beastly” monetary trap. Do you see the “jewish” Devil’s design and purpose? It is to forever damn
you and yours into bottomless pits of unpayable “national debts” allegedly owed to Its “beastly”
“chosen people?”
And the more the (Gentile) nations borrow this evil, poisonous, “beastly,” “jewish” debttoken monopoly-“money,” or in other words, the longer they use it, or the longer they fruitlessly
try to escape this monstrous “central” monetary entrapment by attempting to pay off this
unpayable “national debt,” the more hopelessly entrapped those (Gentile) nations become, as
malevolently intended, like unfortunate mastodons fallen in some ancient tar-pits, and sinking all
the faster the more they try or struggle to escape their hopeless, foregone Satanic fate. And this is
precisely why, over time, the Gentile nations are by Satanic “jews” (or their agents) alleged to owe
10, 20, 30, 40 or even 50 times more debt-tokens than even exist!
You can’t ever beat the Devil or Its “jews” by playing their evil games. For they’re
demonically designed for your infinite damnation. It’s who these bastards are and it’s what these
bastards do. You can’t ever escape the Devil by submitting to the “jew.” (John 8:44)
* * * * *
And just ponder for a moment the collective madness or insanity of collectively borrowing
money-tokens! What Evil would ever possess you and yours to do such a thing? For borrowed
tokens clearly have to be returned to their lender(s). For that’s what makes them “borrowed.” Or
that’s what “borrowing” at the very least entails—(barring “interest” or usury). And then what will
you and compatriots use as money? For then you shall all be right back where you started from,
in need of token-money to make your deals, trades or exchanges within your market-place or
“economy.”
I don’t mean you borrowing money tokens from me or me from you. I mean you and I and
all our compatriots besides collectively borrowing our money tokens from a third party, e.g. a
“central” bank! This is madness, insanity, collective self-damnation! What Evil (but a “jewish”
Evil) would possess or force us to do such an evil thing to ourselves, our loved ones and our
posterity? For God’s and your own sakes, they’re worthless tokens of cheap metal, plastic, paper
or whatever! So why borrow them? Why ever again collectively borrow tokens of exchange, when
your town, city, city-state, county or country can make (and hence own) their own? when your
people, tribe, race or nation can always just as easily create, distribute, and use their very own
tokens of exchange, thus never again owing any monetary god, king, crown or throne, any
incorporated, anonymous, unliable group, or any imperial or supernational monetary “beast” the
return of its (his or their) loaned out (or “principal”) tokens, plus any unloaned (hence nonexistent and hence unreturnable or unpayable) and yet demonically demanded “interest,” rental,
usage or usury tokens? Perceive this evil money “beast” from all its evil angles, and you will know
enough to stay away from it, and to warn your loved ones.
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For this debt-token, monopoly-money is a Satanic “jewish” conception, creation and trap,
demonically designed, constructed and executed for the infinite damnation of you, your loved
ones and all your Gentile compatriots!—just as surely as poisonous or Satanic fruit is and must
ever be of Its poisonous or Satanic tree. (See Moses.) And so to eat of this evil “jewish” fruit (or to
be coerced to do so by “your” evil “jewish” “representatives”) is to poison, entrap and damn
yourselves (or else to be collectively damned by “your” evil “jewish” “representatives”). See and
hear how this “jewish” Serpent speaks through Its “public representatives” within your evil
“jewish” parliaments, presidents and “supreme” courts. (The Serpent’s message also lies in what
these “representatives” of Evil don’t tell you, nor warn you about: the existence, nature, character
and practice of the monetary “mark” or “stamp” of the imperial “beast” of the Serpent, the
Dragon, the Devil, and of Its “chosen people,” and their SuperNazi sinagog of Satan, and their
Jewnighted Nations Organization. (Apo./Rev.13:1-4, 2:9 & 3:9)
And so of course I’d rather you didn’t damn yourselves under the monetary/political
“authority” of the Devil and Its “beastly” demons—(and not only for your sake). But you’re the
boss of you. I’m not some “jew” to command you what to do. You can go damn yourself if you
damn-well want to, and then look to see if I give a damn! (But clearly I do, or unlike “your”
“representatives,” I wouldn’t have warned you.)
For such indeed is the evil spirit and entrapping practice, the malevolent nature and
predatory character of this “messianic” or Satanic, SuperNazi “jewish” “beast,” and hence of its
(his/their) debt-token, monopoly-money money, their imperious “stamp” or “beastly” “mark.”
(Apo./Rev. 13:11-18) To accept or to use their evil “money” is to be (monetarily, economically and
politically; and mentally, psychologically or spiritually) damned by them. (Apo./Rev. 14:9-11 &
16:2, 19:20) So do yourself a favor…don’t.
* * * * *
And in conclusion to this chapter on the theft or transference of all that gold robbed from
the American public in 1933: Here’s another glaring and golden example of “central” “jewish”
perfidy, theft or robbery: For generations the Americans were officially encouraged to have
limitless faith, hope and pride in their golden temple at Fort Knox, Kentucky. It was their golden
pride, their financial integrity, their international surety and their national (or rather imperial)
honor. It was the place, the bank, the temple where the national (or rather imperial) Amerikan
gov’t kept all its gold.
But this golden Amerikan goddess has not been seen nor heard from in decades—not since
the unsolved assassination of president John F. Kennedy in 1963!
Why is that? Where did she go? And why did she leave?
(“How do you know ‘she’ left?”)
(Because we citizens haven’t heard from or about her in decades.)
(“So maybe someone should drop in and pay her a visit.”)
(Again, no one has been officially permitted to do so since Kennedy was murdered.)
And so the question must be asked: Why is “jewish”-Amerika’s golden goddess no longer
officially mentioned, referenced, celebrated, revered?—and hence no longer worshipped by the
Amerikan populace? Why is she no longer spoken of at all by her super-state, “federal” or imperial
officials? Why has the golden goddess and her religion fallen out of official favor? What have they
done with her? What have they done to the golden goddess?
What can this glaring omission mean, evince or portend but either that she has become
very shy and has retired from the world, or else that she has long since been officially kidnapped,
stolen or spirited away? And perhaps by the very same gold-robbing gang and race who, in 1933,
likewise robbed all the Gentile American citizenry of all their gold and silver via their “jewish”
president’s decree!? (See that late, great Soviet-Amerikan, “Franklin Delano Rosenvelt.”)
Why is the big truth of imperial Amerika’s golden goddess no longer officially told at all?
Why are her golden praises no longer officially sung? Why this “big lie” of official omission?
“Inquiring minds want to know.” Do they (the congress, the president, the “supreme” court) no
longer officially mention her name simply because she is no longer present within Fort Knox, and
they don’t want the citizenry to know that, because they might then ask where she went, or was
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taken, and where she presently resides, or is held prisoner? Was “jewish”-Amerika’s golden
goddess moved from Kentucky to the Jew York harbor? Is she to this day yet hiding in plain sight
for all with golden eyes to see? Or should we look below within “So What in Hell Ever Happened to
All that “Beastly” Amerikan Gold? Or How the Imperial Amerikan Gold was Officially Lost,
Robbed, Transferred or Stolen” for a less metaphoric, more realistic explanation of our golden
goddess’s disappearance?
* * * * *

The Imperial World-Bank and “Beastly”
Monopoly-Money of the Jewnighted
Nations (?)
(“Thus, did the great Guile-Masters,/ Their toils and their tangles set;/ And, as wide as was
the water:/ So wide was woven their net.”)—(R. Redbeard)
(“One coin to find them./ One coin to blind them./ One coin to mark and in all Darkness
bind them.”)
* * * * *
Make no mistake: The “United Nations” is the Jewnighted Nations—(as was its deceased
predecessor, the “League of Nations”—slain by the German Siegfried (by withdrawing from it) and
by the American Congress (be refusing to join or submit to it). (Apo./Rev. 13:2-3 & :11-18)
These supernational or SuperNazi thrones or imperial “authorities” were created by
supernational (SuperNazi) “jewish” banksters who instigate or perpetrate world wars upon Gentile
humanity. And who win them via employing mercenary and sociopathic individuals and nations
who accept their “beastly” monopoly-money “mark” as payment to attack, invade, conquer and
mass-murder those “jew”-targeted independent or unconquered (and hence jew-hated and “jew”—
slandered) Gentile nations. And who afterwards dictate world-“peace” terms. I.E. they demand
and receive “war reparations” from their world-war losers—and especially Germans (for allegedly
“starting” the war they supposedly “finished”)—to be paid to none other than these SuperNazi
banksters, world-war mongers, instigators, perpetrators and winners themselves. They redraw
the world map. They dictate the robbery, dispossession and removal or “transference” of entire
populations or races—(especially Germans). And they dictate the creation of their supernational
“authorities” for “perpetual world peace”: their “League of Nations” and their “United Nations’
Organization.”
* * * * *
And like a lusty cad with a virginal maid, you can be sure these SuperNazi demons have an
unspoken evil goal in mind, an ancient “religious,” Satanic or “messianic” goal: their perpetual
enthronement over God’s entire globe as if they were God Himself. And that, as always, is the very
essence, heart, spirit, soul, aim and purpose of the “messianic” “religion” of Satan’s demons: the
murder and usurpation of God Himself, their perpetual possession of His earthly kingdom—the
complete domination of His entire globe and all creatures thereupon. Such is their (and their
“elders’”) ancient demonic, Satanic or “messianic” “tradition.”
For when their one, true “Messiah” (“anointed one” or “Christ”) Historically came to save or
deliver them from their egregious sins, what did they do to Him, and why? These anti-Christ
demons hated, rejected and murdered God Himself in favor of this “messianic” “religion” of theirs,
in their demonic preference for their usurpation and possession of God’s throne and kingdom
then, before then, now and forever. (Matt. 21:33-46)
For they are the genetic children of their father the Devil, just as God said they were. (John
8:44) And yet there are so-called “Christians” who don’t believe this? Can you believe that, dear
reader? “Christian Zionism” makes as much sense as (or is synonymous with) “Christian anti-
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Christendom” or “Christian Satanism.” (For Zion” or Jerusalem is to be the capital city of their
“messianic,” Satanic or anti-Christ world-empire, imperial kingdom or SuperNazi “beast.”)
But neither a Christian nor a Gentile can serve two masters: God and Satan; God and the
Roman “pope”; or God and the “jew” (or his “money”). (Matt. 6:24) The more you befriend, love,
serve and further the one, the more you be-enemy, hate, attack and diminish the other. So
choose one…or neither, but yourself instead. (But then we always and everywhere and at every
moment serve ourselves, don’t we, dear readers?)
* * * * *
And, to that very Satanic or “messianic,” anti-Christ or “jewish” end (of “zionist” or
“communist” world-conquest—it really makes no essential difference what these demons call it),
they soon intend to do on a world scale what they have already done on a (Gentile) national scale:
to impose their evil, “beastly,” “jewish” “money.” They want to be the creators and lenders of a
world-wide debt-token, monopoly-money.
(“Thus, did the great Guile-Masters,/ Their toils and their tangles set;/ And, as wide as was
the water:/ So wide was woven their net.”)—(R. Redbeard)
(“One coin to find them./ One coin to blind them./ One coin to mark and in all Darkness
bind them.”—J.R.R. Token)
(Their first attempt was their “paper-gold” Amerikan “dollar” imposed upon and over the
Gentile world from 1947-71. Their second attempt was their “Special Drawing Rights” of 1970
perpetrated by their intergovernmental “Bank for International Settlements.” Look above for
details on both.)
But they’re not finished yet. In fact they’ll never be finished as long as they live. And as
soon as demonically, supernationally or imperially possible, they intend to become the world’s
one and only money-god, creator, monopoly “bank of issue” and lender, and hence the world’s
one and only crown, throne, king or government.
They seek the world money-power, the world taxing power and the world coercion, violence,
military or “police” power. And once they ever possess these powers, they’ll never give them up.
And once you surrender these powers to them, they’ll never let you go again. Nor more than
“Washington” ever let its state-whores depart, once each had “constitutionally” surrendered her
heart.
And Evil proceeds by degrees like a letch upon a pretty maid’s dungarees.
As concerning their “beastly” debt-token, monopoly-money”: firstly, their national
monopolies over individual states; secondly, their super-state or imperial or monopolies, (i.e. their
“dollar,” their euro,” etc.); and then finally, and as soon as demonically practicable, one “beastly”
monopoly-money or “mark” or “stamp” over all empires, all nations, all states, and all individuals.
(“One coin to find them./ One coin to blind them./ One coin to mark and in all Darkness
bind them.”)
They go from (monetarily and politically) conquering states, to super-state “regions,” to
quarters of the globe, toward the entire globe itself. And who among us can possibly stop this
SuperNazi “jewish” “beast.” Where is Siegfried now that we need him once again?—(as if we ever
didn’t).
* * * * *
As we read above, the Jewnighted Nations’ “World Bank” and “International Monetary
Fund” were spawned at the supernational Bretton Woods “conference” of July 1944, and they
began to operate in 1946.
The “World Bank” and “International Monetary Fund” of the Jewnighted Nations are the
supernational bank(s) of the SuperNazi “jews.” This imperial Jew N. bank-money is not yet
“denominated” in Jewnighted Nations’ money—(though they’re secretly working on that, as
aforementioned)—but in several national moneys of several “central” “jewish” crowns.
These are tax moneys legislatively or parliamentarily extorted from the civilians of those
“jew”-enslaved nations, and given, transferred or surrendered to the Jew N. to lend to all and any
nations whom the Jew N. would ensnare, indebt, influence or control—(which is all nations).
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The elected and appointed “representatives” of these nations—(who are secret agents of the
“jews,” national traitors and thieves in office)—borrow this Jew N. money, fill their official pockets
and leave the “principal” and “interest” to be paid by those collateralized nations they pretend to
serve and represent. Thus, as both parties to this “jew”-deal all-too-well know, these Jew N. loans
are not and cannot be re-paid, as intended. And this international “default” provides the Jew N.
with an excuse to “foreclose” on that indebted nation; to dictate intra-national “fiscal” or
“monetary” policy; to dictate high taxation and austerity measures against governmental
spending; to seize, confiscate and auctions off or sell to its owners (i.e. to itself) the natural
resources of that looted, bankrupted and “foreclosed” nation to repay “its”/their “national debt” to
the Jew N.
(Which again is not really the Jew N’s money, but the money of certain of its “member
nations,” and hence of the taxpayers of those “member nations.”)
But supernational or imperial mission accomplished—at the cost of a few taxpayers
“dollars”: the Jew N. now had excuse to more than meddle in the internal affairs of those Jew N.
indebted nations—something its founding “charter” solemnly swore it would never, ever do.
(But then again, “Evil proceeds by degrees like Ithican swine around Penopole’s knees.”)
And look how the Jew N. “justified” its internal dictates to and imperious “sanctions”
against Iraq—(i.e. its imperial blockade, boycott and starvation thereof)—’twas via an extorted
“peace treaty” (pledging to unilaterally disarm) after the first “jewish”-Amerikan/Jew N. war
against that Gentile nation in 1991.
Conclusion: Surely the Jew N. never really intended to perpetually abstain from meddling
in the “internal affairs” of its “member nations,” but rather to absolutely control and dictate them.
But like a deceitful letch with a virtuous maid, it simply couldn’t say so at the time. But its
behaviors since that time have clearly shown its true (deceptive) spirit and (imperial) intentions.
* * * * *
Remember the hidden purpose and intent of the SuperNazi “jewish” banksters is to seize
and gobble up entire Gentile nations, and eventually the entire Gentile globe. And so their Jew N.
bank(s) first lend to Gentile nations—(or rather to the banksters’ agents in the highest “public
offices” of those officially betrayed nations)—in order to later (and inevitably) “foreclose” those
nations. Then the Jew N. (with a public show of reluctance, regret and “crocodile tears”) seizes the
“mortgaged” natural resources, “assets” or collateral” of those Gentile “debtor nations” to sell or
auction them off to “redeem” their “bad” loans. (Methinks these Jew N. loans are “bad” alright.
But the wrong party is up on the auction block.)
But this is all merely an excuse, an opportunity and a smokescreen for the SuperNazi
banksters to gobble up (the natural resources of) these (Jew N. indebted, ensnared, captive,
“defaulted” and “foreclosed”) Gentile nations. That is the true purpose of these Jew N. loans—
other that to imperially “meddle in the internal affairs of member nations”—by dictating how or
on what these debtor nations must (internally) spend this Jew N. money—other than whatever
percentage of these Jew N. loans must be spent in bribing those highest and most traitorous
“public servants” to contract this Jew N. loans in the “name and credit” (and liability) of the poor,
defrauded, Gentile nation or public.
And I’ll wager these are not open or public but closed, private and secretive Jew N.
auctions, closed auctions, “rigged” auctions or private sales intended to clandestinely transfer the
national resources, “assets” or “collateral” of the “indebted” and “defaulted” Gentiles to the
SuperNazi Jew N. banksters for as little cost to them as criminally possible. And again, even the
loaned and lost (or “defaulted”) Jew N. money which is used to “justify” or excuse these
international crimes did not belong to the “central” banksters, but to their various national
subjects or taxpayers.
* * * * *
All the following monetary or “economic” evils are the deliberate, intended and malevolent
consequences of the SuperNazi banksters’ Jew N. spider web. I.E. the monetary entrapment
Gentile nations via Jew N. loans; the inevitable national “default” on these loans; Jew N.
“foreclosure” of those Gentile “debtor nations”; Jew N. seizure of the national resources or
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“assets” (“mortgaged,” collateralized” or not) of those “defaulted” Gentile nations—(for “bills must
be paid”); secretive Jew N. “auction” or clandestine transference of those seized national resources
to its concealed masters, “constituents” or “insiders”—(its hidden bankster, creators, owners,
controllers, the “jewish” “central bank” corporations, the SuperNazi banksters).
In this Jew N. way, after supernational Jew N. loans, “defaults” and “foreclosures,” the
Gentile nations are then super-nationally or imperially devoured, their natural wealth,
“resources” or “assets” are dutifully sold, transferred, auctioned or delivered by the Jew N. to its
hidden creators and masters, the SuperNazi “jewish” banksters, who thereby “take possession” of
that “collateralized” or “mortgaged” Gentile nation, and who thereby (via their Jew N. Org.)
imperially dictate the “internal affairs” of that monetarily ensnared, captive, “defaulted,”
“foreclosed” and seized Gentile nation: its national “fiscal policy”; its governmental spending (and
on what, and hence what not); its governmental taxation; and perhaps eventually the price of all
things.
* * * * *
A debt-token, monopoly-money cannot possibly be repaid, and for the very same reasons as
afore-explained. For even more (“interest”) money is demanded in return than was ever even lent
in the first place. Therefore such a “money” is an evil snare, trick and trap. (And by the way, it’s
“jewish.”)
For tokens by definition have no real value—whether or not they be debt-tokens—as in this
most malevolent possible kind or species of money: debt-token, monopoly-money—and from that
most malevolent kind or species of humans, as surely as all fruit is of its tree.
And necessary for the success of this “beastly” imperial debt-money-scam are the traitorous
“representatives” of the various Gentle nations who contracted or borrowed these loans from the
supernational Jew N. bank(s), and hence from the SuperNazi banksters. These “representatives”
are in fact the secret agents of the latter, and hence the enemies of the former: the entrapped and
enslaved Gentile peoples whom they pretend to love, serve and “represent.”
As nothing of value was truly lent, so nothing of value is truly owed. The Gentile nations
are indebted to the Jew N. as little as they are indebted to the various “central” bankster
corporations, crowns, kings or dynasties “centrally” enthroned over their monetarily entrapped
and hopelessly indebted nations.
The answer of course is “national debt” repudiation and a final settling of “central”
accounts with the hitherto unmasked, anonymous, irresponsible and unliable “central”
banksters. The Gentile nation or public doesn’t owe any “national or public debt” to the “jewish”
“central” banksters, but vice-versa.
An immeasurable amount of evil or harm has been monetarily, economically and politically
perpetrated upon the Gentiles by “their” respective “central” banksters, and countless Gentile
wealth has been thus stolen or robbed. And so immeasurable “reparations” are long overdue to
the Gentile from the Satanic “jew.” Therefore, who among us, as at Versailles, will hand the
Devil’s “chosen people” our “bill” demanding immediate payment, under pain of “foreclosure,”
seizure (and perhaps public auction or free distribution) of all “jewish” property necessary to pay
this “central” “jewish” debt?—plus “interest”? Our traitorous presidential or parliamentary
“representatives,” perhaps? Perhaps not.
* * * * *
Consider, dear reader: If the money is a debt-money, loaned into existence and circulation,
then how could any nation not be a “debtor nation”? And if the national or international money is
a “jewish” money, and hence a debt-token monopoly-money, then each and every (Gentile) public
or nation that uses it (i.e. borrows it via their traitorous “representatives”) is thus monetarily
damned. (Do you see?)
The source of this evil money is secondary; for one (and one’s nation) is ensnared either
way—whether it comes from “your” national “central” bankster or from a supernational
consortium or syndicate of “central banksters” called “the United Nations’ Organization.” It’s only
that the latter can do what the formers cannot: to “foreclose,” seize and pocket or devour “their”
respective Gentile nations. (Do you see?)
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The supernational “jewish” banksters are using their Jew N. as an international
“foreclosure” and loan collection agency. The “central” banksters are getting their Jew N. to do for
them collectively or together what they cannot do to them individually or alone: to “foreclose” and
pocket “their” individually ensnared or “indebted” Gentile nations—and others besides. (See below
for more.)
The Jew N. forced Iraq to “disgorge” Kuwait, which is or was a part of Iraq. Who then will
force the SuperNazi “jewish” banksters to disgorge the entire Gentile world, which is no part of
the (“messianic,” Satanic or communistic) “jew”? The Jew N.? Will the Devil’s “beastly” tool or
creature ever turn against its creator? (Apo./Rev. 13:2-4)
* * * * *
What the SuperNazi bankster “jews” did to the Gentile nations individually or one by one—
(i.e. (monetarily/economically) ensnaring, indebting, dispossessing and gobbling them up by
lending them (or their “representatives”) their various, national, debt-token monopoly-moneys)—
they now seek to do collectively or all at once via their imperial, supernational or “beastly mark,”
their world-wide, debt-token monopoly-money. (And that’s not very nice. Is it?)
If the Jew N. (through its two imperial banks) presently lures, ensnares, indebts,
dispossess, robs and enslaves Gentile nations via someone else’s debt-token, monopoly
money(s)—(momentarily assuming some distinction or difference between the SuperNazi “jewish”
banksters and their Jew N. Org.)—what then will they do if they ever achieve their very own
world-wide brand (“mark” or “stamp”) of debt-token monopoly-money, and impose in on the entire
Gentile world, or upon us all simultaneously, globally, irrevocably?
For this would indeed occur if ever the corrupt, treacherous and dutiful “public servants” of
the supernational “central” banksters (i.e. the various national presidents, parliaments and Jew
N. “ambassadors”) should ever be commanded (by their various “central” masters, concealed
crowns or masked debt-money kings) to bestow upon their Jew N. Org., their SuperNazi “beast,”
the ultimate world power: the power to create (and lend) a super-national, debt-token, monopolymoney. And hence to bestow upon them a (or the) world crown, throne or scepter—with all other
world-sovereign powers to follow in its imperial train—(as occurred within each nation that had
ruinously enthroned a “central” bankster over itself): the sovereign or monopoly power over
(world) law, “justice,” taxation, trade, and, most of all, the (world) military or “police” power to
boot all unworshipful or “unbeastly” nations or individuals into submission or death. (See “world
war II”) (Apo./Rev. 13:4-7)
And this would merely be the repetition or recurrence on a supernational or world scale of
what has already occurred on a national scale: the monetary enthronement of “jewish” “central”
banksters and/or their evil, entrapping, predatory, debt-token, monopoly-money(s).
And so once again Evil proceeds by degrees like a letch upon his debauchees. First the
individual Gentile nations are “centrally” conquered, and then the entire Gentile world.
And he (or they) who are unfaithful, untrustworthy, treacherous or hostile in smaller things
will be even more so in greater things. (Luke 16:10-12 & Matt. 25:21) And he who would use a
knife against you would likely use a pistol or a cannon too. (So don’t give him one, or permit him
to wield one against you and yours—and especially if he’s a “public servant” or a political official.
And there’s no “cannon” like the almighty power to create a monopoly-money, or a
monopoly token-money, and especially a debt-token monopoly-money.
To know the nature of its (monopoly-money) “mark” is to know the nature of the (SuperNazi
or world-wide) “beast.” For all fruit is and must be of its good, bad or mediocre tree. (Apo./Rev.
13:11-18)
* * * * *

Do Free Citizens truly “Co-Sign” for
“their” “National Debt”? I.E. for Loans of
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Debt-Tokens from “Central” Banksters to
“their” Traitorous National Puppet-Gov’t?
(Let’s Hope Not!)
Do Free Citizens truly “Co-Sign” for “their” “National Debt”? I.E. for Loans of
Debt-Tokens from “Central” Banksters to “their” Traitorous National Puppet-Gov’t?
(Let’s Hope Not! For National Bankruptcy, “Foreclosure,” Bankster Seizure or
“Receivership” is sure to follow!)
Debts must be paid and loans repaid, and often with usury or “interest” besides or atop.
(Hence “neither a borrower nor a lender be.”—Wm. Shakespeare)
“The borrower is servant to the lender.”—Proverbs 22:7)
* * * * *
(“Co-” is a prefix (shortened from “com-”) meaning “together” or “with.”)
When you “co-sign” for a loan, you are legally “liable” or obliged to pay it back in full, both
“principle” and “interest,” if your co-signer(s) cannot do so, fail or refuse to do so, or otherwise
“default.” If the other borrowers or debtors cannot repay the co-loan or the mutual debt, the
bank, money-lender or usurer simply goes after you, dear “co-signer,” after you and your
property. And that is precisely why all usurers require all propertyless loan applicants to get
someone with wealth or property to “co-sign” for his or her loan. This is to assure repayment in
full, plus “interest” or usury. (Many parents, e.g., have been stuck with paying back their
children’s (college or car) loans simply because they foolishly or generously “co-signed” for them.
Therefore beware.)
* * * * *
And yet, according to the supernational “jewish” “central” banksters and their traitorous
national puppet-gov’ts throughout their monetarily-damned globe, we poor and impotent (yet
officially “represented”) citizens have indeed co-signed for all the loans of all the debt-tokens
which “our” national representatives (from the very beginning of this national curse, this “central”
bank) have borrowed from their national and supernational (“SuperNazi”) lords and masters, the
“jewish: “central” banksters of this debt-damned Gentile world. And so these “jewish” banksters
and their “representatives” (certainly not ours) both insist we poor Gentile citizens must repay all
those debt tokens (officially-borrowed in our “public” name and credit) back to those very same
“central” banksters: both those monopoly debt-tokens actually loaned (as “principal”), and yet
countless additional debt-tokens never, ever loaned, and hence non-existent, (as “interest”). Isn’t
that “interesting,” dear reader? For remember a “debt-token” is loaned into existence and
circulation. It exists only as a loan (“principal”), or else does not exist at all (e.g. “interest”).
Furthermore the debt-token “principal” is soon evaporated or returned (back to its “central”
source…and inevitable destination) in “interest” payments alone, thus leaving no tokens to pay
back the (“principle”) loan. Can you smell the “central” “jewish” rat yet, dear reader?
And so this payback of non-existent tokens is clearly and obviously impossible, as aforeand aft-explained, and as malevolently intended, and as both nationally traitorous parties to this
dark Satanic deal or “covenant” damn well know. (I mean both the “central” “jewish” banksterlenders and their nationally “representative” Gentile borrowers.) And yet both these dark and evil
parties to this dark and evil deal and deed, this national public trap, officially insist we
monetarily-damned citizens must pay back “our” “national debt” in full: both “principal” and
nonexistent “interest.” (Go figure!) How high is “your” particular “national debt”? And how many
times the total number of “central” debt-tokens in existence is that? And can you now perceive
the bottomless pit of “national debt” which these “representative” demons of their God-Father,
Satan, have dug for you and yours, dear reader?
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Yes we poor, “publicly”-damned citizens (by virtue, or rather vice, of our allegedly being
(“legally,” politically, officially and/or “publicly”) “represented” by these national traitors) are by
them officially condemned into “legal” responsibility or “liability” to pay all these debt-tokens back
to the “central” banksters, the nation’s corporate crown, throne, seat of power—plus non-existent
rent-, usury- or “interest” tokens besides or atop.
For surely “our” official “co-signers,” our “public representatives,” our traitorous
parliaments and presidents aren’t going to pay these debt-tokens back, but shall surely “default”
(in future, as in past) on all those loans (of debt-tokens) which they officially borrowed from the
“central” banksters in our “public” name and credit, and which they shamelessly alleged we cosigned “with” them, or rather they co-signed “for” us (by the political vice of their “representing”
us).
For such is the (legal or political) curse of being unwillingly, coercively or peremptorily
“represented”—whether “legally,” politically, officially or “publicly.” And such is national “public
service” under “central” banksters or SuperNazi anti-Christs. For what else would Satan’s
demons have their official “representatives” do but (debt-)damn the entire Gentile populace under
their “beastly” cloven hooves? And surely none other than national traitors (by definition) ever
have or ever will play such a treacherous role in such an evil national (indeed supernational) congame, trap, snare and fraud as “jewish” “central banking” and/or “jewish” debt-token, monopolymoney.
And therefore (with the probable exception of John F. Kennedy) all presidents, all
parliaments (or congresses) and all “supreme court judges since their official enthronement of
these national “central” bank(sters) have been nothing but national and official traitors, or
national public enemies in national “public” offices. For who else but national traitors would
willingly damn their respective nations by willingly serving and furthering such a Satanic evil,
such an anti-Christ abomination, such a monstrous SuperNazi “jewish” “beast”? (Apo./Rev.
13:11-18) And why else but to “rule for an hour with this beast”? (17:12) And pleading official
“ignorance” is no official excuse for such official traitors.)
* * * * *
Yes “our” gov’t “co-signed” “for” us, dear fellow citizens, thus supposedly obliging us to
repay all loans and debts they officially contract(ed) in our pubic” name, credit and (vicarious)
signature, (“John Q. Public”). For we the “people,” we the “nation,” are officially-alleged to be
indebted, responsible or “liable” for all debts which “our” elected gov’t ever have or ever will
contract in our “public” name and “national” credit, thus (supposedly or allegedly, imaginatively
or metaphorically, officially or “legally”) making us poor citizens the “co-signers” for these “public”
loans and “national debts.” (Bummer!)
But “our” elected gov’t is actually the “central” banksters’ puppet-gov’t. “Our” national
“public servants” serve their national money masters, and therefore not “we the people.” On the
contrary, they officially damn us all into unpayable pits of “national debt.” And so let the “central”
lenders and their official borrowers work out their “national debts” between themselves, and leave
us innocent citizens out of it, out of these damn demonic deals or covenants which our official
national public enemies make with these SuperNazi anti-Christs, these “beastly” “messianic” or
Satanic “jews.”
And if our gold and silver coins are insufficient, then we officially fleeced citizens should at
last and forever create and employ an honest (debt-free, ample and stable) token money among
ourselves. For why the hell not get the hell out of this Satanic “jewish” debt-token monopolymoney trap? Do “we the people” deserve to be thus (officially, representationally, legally or
constitutionally) condemned? I don’t say so. But what do you think and say, dear reader? For
that is most decisive and crucial for you and yours. Is your guilt so great that must you so hate
yourself as to thus (monetarily and politically) condemn yourself (and your loved ones)? Just
compare your alleged guilt with that of your “central” “jewish” accusers, slanderers or “devils” to
see who best belongs within their bottomless pit. (John 8:44 & Apo./Rev. 20:1-3)
Imagine being coercively “represented” or forcibly “served” by someone who thus damns you
and yours! For if you don’t actively hate yourself, how else could he/they damn you but by force?
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And so you and yours are forced to be “represented” by the Devil’s “central” “jewish” appointees,
nominees, agents.
Thus you, dear Gentile reader, are in the position of a “jew”-accused defendant being
(allegedly) “represented” or “defended” by your “jewish” accuser or prosecutor. (See Nuremberg
and other “jewish” “show trials” of Gentiles. And where in Hades was Daniel Webster when the
goddess of Justice thus desperately needed him? For she was at that time “convicted” of “crimes
against humanity” by her slanderous “jewish” accusers and sadistic torturers. And then she was
by her Satanic enemies strangled and hung by her unbroken neck until she was dead. For such
is imperious, “beastly” or SuperNazi, “jewish” or anti-Christ Amerikan “justice.”)
Likewise the Devil, the Slanderer, the Father of Lies (and/or Its demonic children) has
personally hand-picked your (demonic and treacherous) national “representatives.” (John 8:44)
And so of course your Gentile “guilt” is pre-assumed and your national condemnation a forgone
conclusion. For your judge and jury, defendant and accuser is none other than the Satanic “jew.”
How could they be ever-“innocent” if you and yours weren’t ever-“guilty”? Is it not then time for a
“new deal,” to end at last this “jew” deal? Methinks so, dear reader. But what think you?
* * * * *
The parent can simply refuse to “co-sign” for his or her children’s loans. The master can
likewise refuse to “co-sign” for his servant’s’ loans—and thus not be “liable” nor responsible for
their repayment. But we poor citizens cannot refuse to “co-sign” for these loans of our “public
servants”—for these loans of national monopoly-debt-tokens (from anonymous “central”
banksters), and hence for this infinitely unpayable “national debt,” and hence this infinite
national damnation.
A real, true, genuine servant must obey his master, as surely as an “agent” (must obey) his
“principal.” For that’s what “servant” and “agent” mean. And yet our “public” consent for these
national loans (and hence this unpayable “national debt”) is not officially required, not “legally”
necessary, not “representationally” obligatory or needed. And by this imperious, peremptory,
coercive method we poor citizens are all officially, “legally,” “representationally” damned. But
surely any servant thus betraying or disobeying his master (or any “agent” his “principal”) is
clearly not acting as his “public” servant, but as his official or “public” enemy.
Nor is the public ever consulted or informed—or I wouldn’t need to write this book, nor you
to read it. Or when was the last time your president or parliament dutifully informed you of the
total “national debt,” of precisely how it accumulates(ed), of its present “interest” rate, and exactly
how much of this ever-growing “national debt” is your particular “share” of this ever-growing
monstrosity? We poor citizens are merely taxed and taxed and taxed and taxed into
impoverishment and enslavement. And that’s not good for us. And thus in this peremptory,
coercive, tyrannical way “we the people” are monetarily damned: officially, representationally and
“legally” (if not also constitutionally); and hence (we are) hopelessly indebted, inbonded, enserfed
and enslaved. And that official national condemnation, I submit, is simply not in our national
“interests.”
For again the national or “central” corporate crown and its national puppet-gov’t hold “we
the people” to be “legally” “liable,” responsible, and indebted for all these borrowings of all these
monopoly debt-tokens made or contracted in our “public “ name and credit by “our” national
puppet-gov’t from its (and our?) national corporate crown, throne or king, this anonymous
“central banking corporation.”
And so the repayment of all these “central” borrowings is not only extortion or tax-robbery
of the citizenry, but these dark and crooked loans (of all this very fraudulent money) are
themselves a kind of forgery—as if some bad child had forged his parent’s’ signatures, or some
treacherous servant his employer’s’. For we too are officially alleged to be “legally” bound to repay
unpayable debts of fraudulent loans incurred by the official signatures of “our” fraudulent,
traitorous “public representatives.” For we poor citizens must allegedly, officially and forcibly
repay (plus “interest”) all the “public” loans or debts which these national public enemies in
national “public” offices have contracted and accumulated in our national name and credit, and
in our “publicly” forged or extorted signature(s).
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* * * * *
And therefore to ever contract for a debt-token monopoly-money (or to be unable to stop
your “public servants” from doing so in your “public” name, signature or credit) is to cast yourself
down or to damn yourself (or else to be officially cast down or damned) into an abyss of debt out
of which you and yours can never possibly escape, climb out of, nor repay. And this of course is
the dark, evil, malevolent intent of Satan’s SuperNazi “jewish” bankster(s) via his (or their) dark,
evil, malevolent, (debt-token) monopoly-money, “beastly” “mark” or imperial “stamp.” (Apo./Rev.
13:11 & :16-18)
And the longer you and you nation try to “legally” escape this “jewish” monetary debt-trap,
the more obvious this impossibility of repayment or escape becomes, because over time the
fraction of all this evil, “beastly,” debt-token, monopoly-money within your nation or state,
relative to (or divided by) “your” total “public” or “national debt,” gradually gets smaller and
smaller and smaller: i.e. 1/2, 1/4 th, 1/10 th, 1/20 th, 1/30 th, 1/40 th, 1/50 th, etc. —as
malevolently designed, planned and intended by this evil money’s evil conceivers and creators.
Hence we see the bottomless “debt-trap” of this Satanic, “jewish” debt-money snare. To use this
evil (debt-token) money is to be damned by it—or rather by its demonic creators and perpetrators.
And this inescapability from this “central” “jewish” spider is because he demands far more
debt-tokens than he lends. He lends out only “principal” tokens, but in return he demands not
only these “principal” tokens, but also (uncreated, unlent, non-existent) “interest” tokens. But
this “repayment” is clearly and obviously impossible, which his “royal,” “messianic” or Satanic
“central” “majesty” damn-well knows, but which his poor Gentile victims do not, for which reason
this “central” predator and “beastly” monster has up to now gotten away with these monetary,
economic and political evils and of his.
Not only does he demand (thorough his treasonous “jewish” parliament, president and
“supreme” court) that (nonexistent) rent, usury or “interest” debt-tokens be periodically paid to
him (or to his corporate “central” banking crown) at whatever annual rate(s) he dictates. But this
“central” spider also demands (via the national treasury bonds he extracts from his national
puppet-gov’t to “secure” his debt-token loans or “principals” in the first place) that even his debttokens (his “principal” loans) must be periodically returned to him (or his national crown). And so
because this “central” “jewish” spider is the only or monopoly source of all these (“royal,” “central”
or national) debt-tokens of his, he is also their only and inevitable destination.
For again this is a debt-token. And all debts or loans must be paid, and with (nonexistent)
rent, usury or “interest” besides or atop—if only the creditor or lender be a usurer or a “jew”!
In other words, all the debt-tokens lent by this “royal” anti-Christ crown and king, this
“central,” corporate national throne, this “messianic” or Satanic “jewish” bankster, this imperial
or SuperNazi “beast,” must (via his Satanic majesty’s “royal” or “central” command or dictate) be
periodically returned to him, plus uncreated, unlent (and hence nonexistent) “interest” tokens
besides or atop, which again is clearly impossible. And hence to avoid total monetary evaporation
or disappearance (and the consequent stagnation of commerce and hence production), more and
more debt-tokens must be repeatedly borrowed and returned, borrowed and returned by the
national puppet-gov’t from (and to) this “central” monopoly-money source…and inevitable
destination. And thus is dug a deeper and deeper pit of unpayable collective, “public” or “national
debt.” (Bummer!)
(Can you dig it, dear reader? If so, don’t bother. For the bottom of the bottomless pit of
infinitely unpayable “national debt” is precisely where the Devil and Its very own (mutually)
“chosen people” have forever wished, conspired and strived to forever place you and yours. Is this
not so? And has this not always been so? Jesus thought so. And Moses thought so. (And see the
chapter on usury below.)
* * * * *
And so precisely what is your particular nation’s currency-to-debt ratio, dear reader? I
mean the fraction or ratio of all your nation’s “central” debt-tokens relative to your nation’s total
“central” or “national debt.” I mean the proportion or percentage of all your nation’s “central”
debt-token, monopoly money in current existence or circulation relative to its/their total “national
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debt”—which, as you know, is “centrally” and officially alleged (by “your” “central” banksters and
their treasonous national “public” agents) to be owed to these same “central” banksters by you
the “public” or you the taxpayer.
(And yes I know all the national treasury “bonds” (which “secure” or “collateralize” all the
debt-token, monopoly-money loans by the “central” banksters to their traitorous national puppetgov’ts) are “negotiable” or “sellable” by the “central” banksters (to corporations or private citizens
or whoever)—thus at (“central”) will abruptly drawing, sucking or withdrawing mountains more
debt-tokens out of national circulation—besides all those debt-tokens continually lost by the
nation to the “central” banksters via those periodic and contractual “interest” and “principal” (i.e.
bond) (re)payments. For again all monopoly debt-tokens have only one central” origin…and
inevitable destination. For that is simply what a debt-token is, a monetary boomerang. So look
out!)
(A 1/10th or 10% “national currency-to-debt ratio,” e.g., simply means that the nation or
the public allegedly owes the “central” banksters 10 times more debt-tokens than even exist! And
hence if all this money, if all these debt-tokens were at once repaid to this one and only (“central”)
money source (and inevitable destination), 9 times that amount would still be owed! And needless
to say, there would be no money left in all the nation for the poor public to make any deals,
trades, exchanges—(which, needless to say, is the function and purpose of money in the first
place)!
(But Evil and Its kindred, you see, have an entirely other purpose for money: To damn,
dispossess and enslave you and yours, dear Gentile, via their evil, malevolent, debt-token
monopoly money.)
Hence their evil money will never do for us, dear reader, and never has, on the contrary.
But it has always done well for its demonic conceivers, creators and perpetrators: Satan and Its
“chosen people.” But what is good for demonic predators is not good for their prey. And what is
good for Satan’s “chosen people” is not at all good for God’s, nor for humanity, on the contrary.
* * *
And notice, if you will, how the Jew N., the Jewnighted Nations Organization, is not at all
an advocate for honest money, on the contrary. And yet these Satanic bastards have always
ceaselessly proclaimed themselves and theirs a “humanitarian” institution. And yet from the
beginning they have always been secretly working for these monetary enemies of all humanity,
imposing their imperial money and SuperNazi dictates upon the poor, impoverished Gentile
nations of the world. (Go figure!) (The evil master makes or creates his evil money, and his evil
servants accept or take his evil money…and dutifully, imperially, supernationally impose it upon
all others!)
(“One mark to find them./ One mark to blind them./ One mark to mark and in all
Darkness bind them.”)
(“Thus, did the great Guile-Masters,/ Their toils and their tangles set;/ And, as wide as was
the water:/ So wide was woven their net.”)—(R. Redbeard)
* * * * *
And so we see that debt-token money is by Evil’s design unpayable. The more you try, the
more you fail. The longer you try, the deeper you sink into unpayable debt. You can’t win. Debttoken, monopoly-money is a trap designed by Evil and Its demonic spawn for your infinite
damnation. Hence the only way such an evil, Satanic or “jewish” money could ever be repaid is if
it were never “publicly” contracted (by the “public”) in the first place, never officially-borrowed (by
public enemies in “public” offices), and never ever used by the “public”—or else if the entire debttoken loan or “principle” had been returned or repaid (or better yet, refused) at the very moment
the dark deal had first been contracted, before even a minute of time had elapsed, and hence
before even a penny of (non-existent) “interest” had ever “accrued” and hence been owed to this
damn (because damning) Satanic crown, this national monetary curse, this “central” corporate
abomination, this Satanic “jewish” regency or anti-Christ dynasty.
I could just as easily have said: “The best way not to be damned is not to give or sell your
soul to the Devil (or Its kindred)—nor to allow, suffer or tolerate anyone else to do so ‘for’ you.” I
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mean never to have the weakness to be owned, mastered or “represented” by such “public”
enemies as would sell your bodies, lives and souls to the Devil or Its “chosen people.”
And if such public enemies in “public” offices are so hell-bent upon thus damning you and
yours into such bottomless pits of unpayable debt (which they clearly are, almost unanimously,
and have been for a century or more), then clearly ’tis far better not to employ, suffer nor tolerate
any “public servants” or “political representatives” whatsoever! Far better to have no masters at
all than evil, malevolent, damning masters! Far better therefore to represent yourselves, to make
your own (sovereign) decisions, deals, contracts, and henceforth to never again be so
“represented,” betrayed or dis-“served” by Evil, Its secret “public” agents and/or “representatives”
(and therefore not yours)!
For again debt-token, monopoly-money is a diabolical trap created by Evil (and Its demonic
spawn and/or “chosen people”) to do never ending harm or evil to you and yours. Can you see
that, dear Gentile reader? It’s vitally important for you and yours that you do. For many Gentile
nations have been thus damned by (or “destroyed for lack of knowledge” of) these damning
“central” creators and lenders (and their official “public” borrowers) of this damning, debt-token,
monopoly money of Satan’s “chosen people.” (Hosea 4:6 & John 8:44)
Yes, debt-token monopoly-money is a truly evil, Satanic, “jewish” invention—as surely as
the fruit of Evil is and must be of Its tree, the act of its actor, or as Satan’s sons must of necessity
be the demonic spawn of their Father of lies, slanders, pretenses, tricks, traps, murders and
mass-murders. For Evil is as Evil does. And Godness is as Godness does. And so “jews” who
think, believe, speak and act like demons are indeed the sons (or daughters) of their Father the
Devil, and are none other than Satan’s mutually-“chosen people”! No question or doubt about it!
Satan’s spawn is as Satan’s spawn does! The Satanic proof is in their demonic behavior! (John
8:38, :41, :44-47 & Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9) He who is Godlike, Satanic or mediocre is therefore
Godlike, Satanic or mediocre. And though it has always been Evil’s method, you cannot
perpetrate evil upon evil upon evil and then truly claim to be Godlike. For a tree or a man is
known by his fruit, whether Godlike, Satan-like or mediocre. Either make the tree and his fruit
good (Godly), bad (Satanic), or mediocre. For the tree and his fruit, or an actor and his actions, go
together, or are one. (Matt. 7:15-20 & 12:33-35)
* * * * *
And so to contract for a debt-token, monopoly-money (from who or what else but a Satanic
individual or group?) is to damn yourself…legally, politically, monetarily and economically. And to
allow, to permit or to send another (e.g. an agent, lawyer, political representative, gov’t official or
“public servant”) to similarly bind you and yours monetarily, “legally” or “constitutionally” is
likewise to damn yourself. So don’t, if you know what’s good for you, and wish goodness upon
yourself and your loved ones.
But (according to the fascistic doctrine of peremptory or coercive “representation,” and
therefore according to the “central” banksters and their elective puppets, whores and traitors in
national public office) to be unable to stop such official public enemies from “representing” you
and yours, and hence from contracting their dark monetary deals in your “John Q. Public” name,
signature and credit, is likewise to damn yourself, your loved ones and your fellow citizens. For
“your” traitorous national “representatives” insist that you and yours are legally responsible or
“liable” to repay all the debt-tokens which they have borrowed in your “public” name and
credit…to return them all back to their only “central” source (and hence inevitable destination),
plus all “centrally”-demanded (yet forever nonexistent) rent, usury or “interest” tokens atop or
besides these “principal” loans. (But this again is impossible, as diabolically intended!)
And so Evil and Its agents or “representatives” employ lies, deceits, tricks, traps, coertions
(and national traitors or public enemies in national “public” offices) to hopelessly damn you and
yours every witch way they can under their “new [and “jew”] world order.” (See/hear George Bush
the Ist.) They seek to damn you “legally,” “constitutionally” and politically, monetarily and
economically, socially, racially and nationally. And that official and worldly damnation, dear
reader, is simply not in the “interests” of you, nor your kindred, nor your fellow men, but only of
your Satanic “jewish” enemies (and their Satanic, traitorous Gentile allies, lackeys, servants or
“representatives” within your “public” offices)!
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Far better therefore to have no “public” offices, badges or thrones whatsoever than to have
them thus bought, worn and occupied by your official “public” enemies! (But that’s to be expected
when- and wherever “public” offices are privately sold or auctioned.)
So what’s so bad about self-representation? I’ve never had anyone but myself as my
political representative, and therefore I have no “national debt.” How about you, dear reader?
* * * * *
And again the longer this “jewish” abomination called “central bank” (with its/their “debttoken, monopoly-money”) is allowed to continue to exist, the more and more this “national debt”
must grow, and hence smaller and smaller must shrink the ratio, fraction, proportion or
percentage of national debt-tokens in existence circulation relative to (or divided by) this total
“national debt.” (And again what is the national-debt-token-to-“national-debt”- ratio or fraction
within your particular (and hopelessly indebted) nation, dear reader?: 1 to 10, to 20, to 30, to 40,
even 50 or more? Can you say “forgetaboutit”?)
And therefore unless these Satanic “jewish” national crowns, thrones, scepters, corporate
kings or dynasties “mercifully,” “graciously” or “generously” allow their monetarily-entrapped
Gentile nations or subjects (via the tax-extortions of their national puppet-gov’t) to “service” (i.e.
to pay “interest” and/or “principal” on) only a fraction of this “national debt,” or else if “interest”
payments are “centrally” permitted to be temporarily halted or suspended, or unless this
unpayable “national debt” is “centrally” reduced (which they won’t because national treasury
bonds or ‘public debts’ simply “have to be repaid, or the public shall have no credit”), then before
too long this alleged “national debt” shall soar up into the stratosphere wherein the total amount
allegedly “owed” (by the monetarily defrauded, robbed and entrapped Gentile peoples or nations
to “their” various monetary “jewish” crowns or “central” banksters) shall become up to 50 times or
so more than all the (“central”) debt-tokens or “money” in national existence or circulation! (Of
course the “central” banksters and their traitorous national puppet-gov’t officials don’t want you
to know these monetary facts and figures, these national debt ratios and percentages. They think
it might start you thinking, wondering, questioning and/or searching for a better monetary way
to go.)
But at such a time as this (and in view of such a tiny fraction or ratio of national money to
“national debt”) it becomes obvious even to a monetary fool or a puppet-gov’t or state-college
economics “professor” that this national debt can never, ever be paid—since e.g. at 50 times more
“national debt” than national “money”, to at once instantaneously or immediately return or repay
all the nation’s debt-tokens (in current circulation) back to their only national origin (and
inevitable destination), the “central” “jewish” banksters, would not only leave the nation
moneyless (and therefore commercially, productively and economically stagnant or “depressed”),
but still yet in debt 49 times over! In other words, at a ratio of 1 to 50, or 50 to 1, the “national
debt” would be 49 times unpayable, or unpayable 49 times!
So why even try? It makes far more sense to attempt to acquire the broom-stick of the
wicked-witch of the west than to try to repay such an unpayable debt! For at least (within the
novel and movie) the witch’s broom “exists,” unlike these non-existent “interest” tokens! So again,
why even try?
Why not simply forget about it? Because this unpayable “national debt” will not go away,
but will continue to exist, to haunt, to burden and oppress you and yours for as long as your
“central” banksters continue to exist, burden and oppress you and yours with impunity—with
official and “legal” (if not “constitutional”), presidential, legislative and “supremely” judicial
immunity and impunity? Is that why you shouldn’t forget about it, nor about justice for “central”
banksters, nor about restitution or reparations for all your “central” losses or damages?
And better yet, why ever contract for a debt-token, monopoly-money in the first place? Or
why ever contract (“constitutionally” or otherwise) for “public representatives” to contract such a
Satanic or “jewish” debt-money “for” you, or to make such nationally-damning or publicly-hellish
deals or “covenants” against you and your fellow-citizens? I mean for such official public enemies
to “co-sign” for “public” loans of debt-tokens from “central” banksters for you and yours to
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coercively use as a “beastly” national monopoly-money, thus monetarily damning you and yours
into bottomless pits of unpayable “national debt”?
Again, why do this to yourself? Or why suffer another to do so? Is it self-hatred? Is it
military weakness? (If so, see part I of Twin Problems & Solutions both Political and
Economic/Monetary.) Or is it merely ignorance about “money”? (If so, see part II.) And if only the
latter, then (if you can read) there is literal hope for you yet, and for your earthly salvation or
(mental or spiritual, political, monetary and economic) escape from this damn “jewish” pit of
unpayable “national debt.”
(And again this infinite unpayability was all clearly deductible or mentally foreseeable from
the very beginning simply by understanding the evil theory and practice, the predatory nature
and character of this Satanic, demonic and “jewish” debt-token, monopoly-money “beast.”)
* * *
And so at such a time as this, when the abysmal hole of unpayable “national debt” is at last
recognized as the bottomless pit it really and truly is, even by the mentally retarded or the
willfully stupid, and if neither the “jewish” mass-media monopoly nor their traitorous national
puppet-gov’ts can convince the Gentile publics otherwise, and if these supernational, corporate,
“jewish” crowns (thrones, kings or dynasties) are not yet prepared (via their Jew N.) to “foreclose”
or seize entire Gentile nations for “their” monetary crime of “national [loan] default”—(as if the
prey were the predator, or the victim the offender)—then perhaps the “jewish” “central” banksters
of the totally swindled Gentile nations may consider it in their selfish “interests” to “graciously”
grant their monetarily-condemned peoples national debt-reductions or temporary reprieves (in
“interest” and/or “principal” payments)—as if they were generously giving all that wealth or
money away, when in truth they are merely temporarily taking (stealing or robbing) less.
And of course the “jewish” “central” banksters never really “gave” their debt-tokened Gentile
nations anything at all, other than their national monetary curses, and countless other evils,
such as their world-wars I and II, etc. And yet all the while Satan’s “jewish” bastards either stole
or robbed Gentile public wealth beyond reckoning or calculation. For to take by stealth (however
“legally”) is to steal. And to “tax” or “foreclose,” seize or confiscate (however “legally”) is to rob.
(And there’s the real and true unpayable “national debt(s)”: the genuine owers and those
whom they owe: the “jewish” debtors and their Gentile creditors. So why not at last collect your
dues, dear Gentiles?)
* * * * *

The Collectively or Nationally Inescapable
“jewish” Debt-Money, Debt-Trap

And so it is hopefully clear by now that every Gentile nation must surely and inevitably
“default” on “their” (repayments of) debt-token, monopoly-money loans from their respective
“central” banksters (to their respective national whores and traitors in their national “public”
offices). For this evil “jewish” debt-money is infinitely unpayable. The longer you try, the more you
fail, the deeper you sink into “national debt.” For this evil “jewish” debt-token money is a
(monetary) trap for all Gentile nations, as malevolently intended.
And hence your nation’s inevitable loan “default”! And what then? National “foreclosure” or
seizure? And by whom? Your nation’s “central” banksters? Or all the nations’ “central” banksters
acting through their supernatural or SuperNazi collection agency, their Jewnighted Nations Org.?
* * * * *
And even if a nation succeeded for a while in paying “their” (“jew”-dictated and fluctuating)
annual money-rent, usury or “interest” payments on time (according to the original debt-token
contract, signed by a treasonous parliament and president, and later approved, seconded and
upheld as “constitutional” by a treasonous “supreme” court, if only by omission), there shall
never, ever be enough debt-tokens to pay this “national debt” in full, never. For far more “jewish”
debt-tokens shall be “centrally” demanded from (or allegedly “owed” by) the Gentile nation than
even ever existed.
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For such is the nature of this evil, “jewish,” debt-token, monopoly-money monster or
“beast.” It will surely devour you and your substance. To use it is to be entrapped and destroyed
by it, as maliciously intended. It is a Satanic “jewish” trap for Gentiles, both individually and
collectively (or nationally).
For only “principal” debt-tokens are “centrally” created and lent out to the Gentile nation.
And (via “mature” national Treasury bonds or promises) these “principal” debt-tokens are
periodically demanded back, with non-created, non-lent (and hence non-existent) “interest” debttokens besides or atop! But it is impossible to pay tokens which never even existed! Or how can
one return what was never lent nor borrowed? Hence this “jewish” “debt-money, debt-trap”! And
hence your nation’s inevitable loan “default”!
And besides, countless debt-tokens which once existed and circulated are returned (to their
“central” origin…and inevitable destination) as these “centrally” demanded “interest” payments.
And so these debt-tokens are thus removed from circulation, and thus retired, ended, terminated
or deceased. And so the original the debt-token “principal” decreases via these “interest”
payments alone. And so this “principal” cannot ever be entirely repaid. For how can one pay what
does not exist? Or how can one return what one indeed borrowed but which no longer exists? Or
how can one return twice what was borrowed only once?
Furthermore, even these “principal” debt-tokens must be periodically repaid or returned to
their only “central” source (and hence inevitable destination). For this impossibility is also
stipulated or dictated by the original national debt-token contract, signed by the Gentile nation’s
treasonous parliament and president, and later approved, seconded or upheld as “constitutional”
by a treasonous “supreme” court, if only by omission. For the national treasury “bonds” or
I.O.U.’s which “secured” or “collateralized” the original or “principal” debt-token loan become
“mature” or “due” to be paid to the “central” banksters, or to whomsoever they have since sold
these bonds to. And these treasury bonds are the very same size or number as the “central”
loans. And these treasury bonds are of course “payable” in none other than these very same
“central”-monopoly debt-tokens, which of course no longer entirely exist, having been returned in
“interest” payments along the less-than-merry road to bond “maturity.” And hence for the
national puppet-gov’t to pay these “mature” bonds, more debt-tokens shall need to be borrowed
(again by the treasonous national puppet-gov’t) from their only or monopoly source…and
inevitable destination, the nation’s “central” bank(sters).
And so year by year and loan by loan the debt-tokens in national circulation or existence
thereby become a smaller and smaller fraction of all the debt-tokens alleged to be “owed” by the
Gentile nation to (and by) those very same “centralized” debt-token creators and lenders, to their
national monetary trappers, thieves and robbers, to those anonymous, corporate “central”
“jewish” banksters, who are in fact the Gentile nations’ (monetary, political and “jewish”) crowns,
thrones, kings and dynasties. (Bummer!)
* * *
(Just consider or figure, dear reader: How many times more “central” monopoly debt-tokens
does your nation presently “owe” than currently even exist or circulate? Or what is the % of all
the debt-tokens extant within your country relative to “your” “national debt”?)
And there’s your nation’s monetary trap, and the impossibility of its “national debt”
repayment! And there’s the monetary “default” and treachery of “your” Satanic “jewish” crown,
and your treasonable, Gentile “public” officials: your parliament, your president and your
“supreme” court.
But the common people themselves are guilty of no more than their vain and foolish faith in
their governments, or of their vain and foolish faith in their “democratic” “institutions,” their
“representative” systems of government and/or their “humanistic” constitutions” which brought
such national “public” traitors to reign over them. For what a people believe can mentally or
spiritually damn or save them. Or (if they have no such vain and foolish political faith) then they
are simply “guilty” of their physical impotence or inability to somehow dissolve or escape such
tyrannical political systems, to overthrow or “bring to justice” such public enemies within “public”
offices, such official predators and tyrants as those who would cheat and ensnare the public with
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fraudulent “money,” and thus saddle or overburden them with unpayable debts, and thus
eventually enslave or own them as human livestock or “goyim.”
For ’tis said that nations or races or peoples or empires get the leaders (or tyrants) they
truly deserve. Which kind or species of political leaders do you and yours deserve, dear reader?
Leaders as good as yourselves, perhaps? And if you cannot find them, why not just simply lead
yourselves? For you could do much worst…and have done so, no? Could you possibly do worse
for yourself by inability or accident than your national leaders/official enemies have done to you
and yours by deliberate intention?
* * * * *
And yet we Gentile citizens are not hopelessly caught up in this “jewish” debt-net. For as it
was via our false and ruinous faith, “credit” or trust in Satan’s “jews” and their poisonous lies,
damaging frauds and demonic tricks that we Gentiles were cast down into this “jewish” hell on
earth, so it is by none other than that Truth and courage which sets men free, that faithful, Godly
men and women can at last become free—(and perhaps with a little help or inspiration from some
“bible” (“book”) or other). (“Free at last, free at last, thank God almighty we’re free at last!”) For the
seemingly steel ropes that now bind the Gentile nations are in reality no more than the weak, frail
and fragile cobwebs of deceitful, fraudulent, Satanic “jewish” spiders (and their treasonous
whores and official minions in national “public” offices). And once the Gentile nations clearly see
this, they’ll not only forget their fear of “jewish” national “foreclosure,” but they’ll also demand the
return of their “jew”-stolen values, their “jew”-robbed properties, and fair payment (plus
“interest”?) for their “jew”-cheated labors. And shall we “Mosites” not call this our year of
“jubilation,” as well as liberation and deliverance from Evil and Its “chosen people”? (“Let my
people go.”)
* * * * *

Collective, “National” or “Public” Verses Private (or
Individual) Debt
So much for the Satanic “jewish” money-trap called “national” or “public debt.” Let’s turn
now to individual or “private debt,” i.e. to “commercial” bank loans to individual citizens living
within each Gentile nation.
These are loans of what else (or of what other kind or species of money) but this very same
“jewish” debt-token, monopoly-money of these very same corporately-masked “jewish” crowns,
thrones, kings and dynasties, (these “central banking corporations”), lording over (and devouring)
the monetarily entrapped, politically enthralled and hence prostrate Gentile nations? For these
“central” “jewish” crowns lend directly to their national puppet-gov’ts, but they lend indirectly or
secondarily (via their “commercial” banks) to their monetary subjects, citizenry or public.
In the natural inequality and competition of life, some individuals will of course run faster,
jump higher and hence prosper above others. And I suppose that’s all well and good. And perhaps
some of these natural “winners” shall even manage to obtain enough debt-tokens to repay all
their “commercial” loans on time and in full, (as pre-scheduled and demanded by their usurers,
money-lenders or “bankers”), and thus avoid loan-“default,” and hence escape their bankers’
“foreclosure” and seizure of their “collateralized” properties which they of course had to “pledge”
or “mortgage” in order to obtain or “secure” their “commercial” bank loans (in the first place).
But surely other individual borrowers shall fail to repay on time and in full, i.e. they shall
“default,” and hence shall suffer their “mortgaged” “collateral” to be seized and sold by their
“commercial” bankers or lenders in order to repay their bank loans or debts in full. (Bummer!)
But did each and every one of these borrowing “losers” thus deserve to lose their
“mortgaged” properties? That is the question. What is the answer?
The truth is that everyone under a debt-token, monopoly-money is a big “loser,” except of
course the “commercial” and “central” “jewish” banksters.
(“In what way?” one might say.) (“Here is why,” one might reply.)
* * *
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Now a money-shortage (“recession” or “depression”) is like one of those nature films
documenting a drought wherein some animals fight successfully for scarce water and thus
survive, while others fail in the struggle for the vital fluid, and hence gradually go completely dry
and die. (Bummer!)
(“Natural selection,” is the knee-jerk interjection!) (“Not so soon, you Nietzschean buffoon!”)
And a money-draught is also like the game of “musical chairs” wherein children walk
around a circle or double-line of chairs for just so long as the music plays. But when the music
stops they all must scramble to find a chair or be eliminated from the game. For there are always
fewer chairs than players. And there’s the rub! And those who are too slow or badly positioned
when the music stops are simply knocked out of the game, and must watch from the sidelines.
Then yet more chairs are withdrawn, and the music starts up again. And so the game is played
until the end. And the last surviving sitter is the winner!
Likewise in the game of debt-token scarcity there are always fewer tokens than needed (to
make all desired trades, exchanges or deals, or to meet all debts both public or private). And so
one by one, and family by family, the survivors are generally reduced to a handful of winners. But
who is the “last survivor” in a debt-token, monopoly-money drought but the central” monetary
sun himself, who thus stopped up all his rains and has evaporated or recollected all his debttokens back up to himself, the monetary sun-god? For all his token loans or debts must be
repaid, plus all nonexistent “interest” tokens besides or atop. And so who else can best survive
the greatest of all debt-token droughts or deserts, but their only “central” source or monopoly
national origin, and hence their only (national or “central”) destination?
And so in the unnatural struggle for this vital commodity (money), some citizens shall, at
least for a while, escape these debt-token droughts, “recessions” and “depressions,” but many
shall not, but shall dry up and die. For all those indebted citizens who cannot acquire or earn
enough deliberately scarce money tokens to pay all their debts during a debt-money shortage are
simply dried out or knocked out of the banksters’ predatory game—like adults unwittingly and
unwillingly playing a fatal, lethal, deadly game of “musical chairs” or disappearing tokens. I mean
they are dispossessed or “foreclosed” by their bankster-lenders, and hence driven or “evicted”
from their “mortgaged” or “collaterized” properties, homes, farms and businesses.
And so although some especially hardy, capable or lucky individuals shall indeed escape
these deliberate droughts or shortages of debt-tokens, the Gentile nation as a whole shall not and
cannot. For this general public desert is the very malevolent purpose and nature of this national
monetary snare, this debt-token monopoly-money noose, this debt-money trap. For clearly and
obviously the collectivity, the generality, the group, nation or race cannot possibly return or repay
(to their “central” money-crown, throne, king or dynasty) more debt-tokens than exist (to return
or repay to their only or monopoly national or “central” origin…and hence their only and
inevitable destination).
For that’s what a loan of a “debt-money” is: a loan or debt which must be returned or
repaid, along with nonexistent (and hence unpayable or unreturnable) “interest.”
And so I say the Gentile nations are caught up in this evil, “jewish” debt-money snare, trap
and drought. For to collectively (borrow and) use the Satanic “jews’” debt-money is to be damned
by it, or rather by them. And (via their traitorous “public” officials or “representatives”) these
“central” Satanic “jews” have made it a “crime” for us Gentiles to use any other money but their
debt-token, monopoly-money, their “legal tender for all debts public and private.” Is this not so?
And hence all Gentile nations under this “jewish” “money” (or under “central” “jewish”
bankster-crowns) are in collective danger of national foreclosure by the “central” “jews.” For all
these crown “jews” need to do (once again, as before) is to stop “centrally” lending out their
monopoly debt-tokens, and to keep “centrally” recollecting in all those debt-tokens “due” or
“owed” them via those periodic “interest” payments and those periodic “principal” (or bond)
repayments. And in a few short years (or even less time) there shall be no more debt-tokens in
national circulation to even pay the “interest” on these “central” bankster loan(s), much less the
“principal(s),” the bonds, the “national debts.” And when your “national debt” is ten times or more
than all the “jewish” debt-money is national circulation, you damn-know you and your Gentile
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compatriots are all collectively living in a “jewish” hell on earth, as malevolently intended. For
“The borrower is servant to the lender.” (Proverbs 22:7) And the “central” “jewish” lenders are the
(monetary/political/economic) masters of the borrowing Gentile nations—and hence the
hopelessly or infinitely “indebted” Gentile nations. (But exactly who owes who exactly what
remains to be finally and justly settled!)
But until that time of “settling accounts” we Gentiles see and suffer national “default,”
national “foreclosure,” national “jewish” seizure, confiscation and auction of our lands and
natural resources (perhaps via their “Jew N. Org.”)—all leading directly to supernational or
collective enslavement of Gentiles by “jews.” In short we see, via the lending of this evil “jewish”
debt-money, the “jewish” gulping or devouring, the “nationalization” or “communization” of entire
Gentile peoples, nations or states. It was not for nothing that “Karl,” that Marxist or “communist”
“jew,” predicted that this (“jewish”) “capitalism [fraudulently ‘based’ upon this ‘jewish’ ‘money’–
Ed.] shall and must inevitably lead to [his or his masters’ ‘jewish’–Ed.] communism.”
* * *
But what did the Gentile nations, races, peoples or (re)publics do to deserve all this “jewish”
damnation? What is their collective “fault” for which they are thus nationally (or super-nationally)
“defaulted”? Did they believe, trust or “credit” (the evil money of) the “central” or Satanic “jews,”
and/or those political “representatives” or “public servants” who thus sold them into this “jewish”
enslvement? Was that their collective crime or national sin? Should they not therefore repent of
their evil “representatives” or their evil “representative system of government” which thus cursed,
damned, thieved, robbed and enslaved them with this evil “jewish” (debt-token, monopoly-)
money?
For as the master is responsible for his servant, or the “principal” for his “agent,” so are we
poor citizens said to be responsible, answerable or “liable” for “our” treasonous “representatives”
or “public” officials, those parliamentarians and presidents who created this national “jewish”
monster or “beast” in the first place, who legislatively inaugurated, enthroned and crowned these
anonymous, corporate, “central” banksters over us, and who afterwards repeatedly contracted
these debt-token loans (and hence unpayable debts) in our “public” name, faith and credit, thus
publicly entrapping us with fraudulent “jewish” money and overburdening us with unrepayable
“jewish” debts, and thus collectively burying us alive under this astronomical “national debt.”
(Matt. 23:4 & Luke 11:46)
* * * * *
And so, even if an individual citizen does not personally take out a bank loan (directly from
a “commercial” or “savings’” bank—and hence indirectly from the monopoly-money’s only source,
the “royal” “central” bankster “jews” themselves—they being the only (or monopoly) source of all
the money within their “jewish” state), even so that debt-free citizen cannot possibly escape
(indirectly) paying for all these “national loans,” this “national debt,” via higher prices and
national taxes. For “his” traitorous national government will tax or extort from him to pay for
their debt-token borrowings from their “central” masters, their “central” banksters.
Furthermore, the debt-free citizen must suffer paying higher prices whenever buying
products or services from those fellow citizens who indeed have borrowed this debt-token
monopoly-money from these “central” bankster “jews,” and who therefore must charge higher
prices (for their products or services) to fully repay (both “principle” and “interest”) these
individual bank-loans they have contracted in defiance of Shakespeare’s wise decree: “Neither a
borrower nor a lender be.”
And so though an individual citizen or family may well escape the “jew’s” debt-hook, the
(Gentile) nation as a whole cannot possibly escape, because they cannot possibly ever repay the
“jew’s” debt-token loan in full—but at most merely the rent, “interest” or usury on this debttoken, monopoly-money.
And so everyone under a debt-token, monopoly-money is a big loser, even the relative
“winners.” For whether they know it or nor, or are in debt or not, all citizens are paying an
extortionately higher price for this evil, “jewish,” predatory monopoly-money which they are all
thus officially or “legally” forced to use “for all debts [or payments–Ed.] public or private.” For
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everyone makes payments because everyone buys things (and services). Furthermore, and on the
other hand, the amount(s) one is paid (for one’s properties, goods or services) are always less than
they would have been (if the money had been honest), because the cost of this evil “jewish” debtmoney has always and everywhere been already (though indirectly) deducted from their payments
to him. For the cost of the evil money is simply passed on to the user or “consumer.” And who
can avoid using a “fiat” or monopoly-money (but a “criminal” by definition)? (Apo./Rev. 13:15-18)
* * *
And so if we all simply recall that all debt-token, monopoly-money is borrowed into
existence, (for that is what a “debt-money” is and means), then we can all clearly see that each
citizen must pay (directly or indirectly) for the officially-coerced collective usage of this “centrally”
borrowed debt-token-money, this “legal” monopoly debt-money, these harmful debt-tokens of
these sociopathic “central” banksters.
(“Yes, but the citizens could create their own debt-free tokens, and hence owe no one for
their use!”)
Yes truly, but that’s something they don’t yet realize, know or see.
(“Then someone should write a book, or something.”)
Yes indeed, I quite agree.
And yet every year in which the Gentile nations do not provide themselves an honest
(ample, stable) token money is yet another year in which they’re being ripped off, preyed upon
and bled white by evil “central” bankster “jews” and their demonic “commercial” brothers,
collaborators or spawn.
(And by the way, I say “spawn” because the “central” and “commercial” banksters are most
likely one and the same. For their methods are similarly fraudulent. (See the Economic/Monetary
Problem and Solution.) And fraudulent fruit can only grow on or from a fraudulent tree. I’ll bet
you the “central” banksters own the largest and most powerful of the “commercial” banks. And as
only the latter banksters are publicly registered and hence known, methinks the former can
thereby be deduced, discovered, identified, taken hold of and made accountable and answerable
for their monetary predations and national perditions of the Gentile peoples, publics, nations and
states.
Just recall, if you will, the Jefferson quote:
If the American people ever allow private banks [like e.g. “central” banks–Ed.] to control
the issue of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and the
corporations that will grow up around them [like e.g. “commercial” banks–Ed.], will deprive the
people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered.

* * * * *
Imagine having a king whom you don’t even know! Imagine living under a throne, crown,
king or dynasty without even knowing it! How incredibly unenlightened, benighted or endarkened
must the subjects or denizens of such a truthless state or kingdom be! Do you live in such a
darkened state of lightlessness, dear reader? Then perhaps you should light a public candle or
two, and like the Christians of old, shake the dust from your feet of all those who far prefer their
false Darkness to your true Light. (Matt. 10:14)
The rebel Americans escaped their ex-King George of England, but not his monetary
master, king Rothschild of Europe, England and eventually “jewish”-Amerika. (For he who creates
monopoly-money is the “royal” or “central” master. And he who accepts or takes this money is his
majesty’s “royal” servant.) (See “president,” “parliament” and/or “supreme court.”)
And so every subjected Gentile nation yet living under a “royal” or “central” bankster
throne, crown, king or dynasty, shall every year, at the very least, collectively, generally or
nationally lose that percentage of their national output, productivity or “gross national product”
equal to their “royal” crown’s or “central” master’s current annual rate of “interest.” I mean that
current yearly usury rate, dictated or set by this “royal” “central” “jew,” for the officially-coerced
national usage of his debt-token monopoly-money, which is a clearly theft- and a trap-money.
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This annual money-rent or usury fee is a yearly percentage of all annual national productivity. It
is “centrally” dictated and demanded by this “royal” “central” bankster “jew.” And it is annually
collected (extorted) and dutifully delivered to his “royal” “central” majesty by his traitorous
national puppet-gov’t.
(And that’s the “royal” “jew’s” “central” “interest” in the productivity of the Gentile nation.
And yet it is not his “messianic” majesty’s “principal” national “interest,” which can never really
be totally satisfied, so very “interested” is the SuperNazi bloodsucker in the “gross national
productivity” of the Gentiles.)
And so every year at the very least the Gentile nation collectively loses this “central”
bankster “interest” or “usury” rate, which the “jewish”-Amerikan “central” bankster calls his
“discount rate,” and which is generally 3.5% below the “prime [usury] rate” of the “jewish”Amerikan “commercial” banksters.
And so this national “discount rate” is the very least the Gentile nations (yoked and overburdened under SuperNazi “jewish” banksters) can ever annually hope to lose to these national
blood-sucking parasites, and only if there is no “centrally”-perpetrated monetary shortage (or
“deflation”) that particular year, and only if the nations pay no more than “their” annual
“interest,” but none of that (unpayable) “principal” of the “central” banksters’ loan(s), which, as I
say, no debt-token nation can ever really repay, and so they hardly ever even try.
* * *
For such an attempted repayment of “central” loan “principal(s)” or the “national debt”
(aside from being impossible several times over) would of course create a national (debt-)token
shortage, a money-drought, a “recession” or “depression.” And what self-respecting nation would
be willing to do that to themselves? And yet, for that matter, what self-respecting nation would
ever willingly be subjected to any “jewish” “central” bankster crown, or would willingly condemn
themselves by borrowing and using this evil, entrapping, debt-token, monopoly-money of this
SuperNazi “jewish” “beast”? (Is that why they are said to be “deceived”?—Apo./Rev. 19:20)
At e.g. a 5% annual debt-token usury or “interest” rate, the national body is therefore
annually drained (by this “central” “jewish” blood-sucker) of at least 5% of its monetary life-blood
(and hence produce) every debt-damned year. And for what? For nothing but the “central”
“service” of supplying us “our” rented tokens of exchange!: Tokens which we monetary fools could
easily make, produce, commission or buy for ourselves as easy as gambling or poker chips!
Tokens made from cheap metal, plastic, wood, or even paper!—as we presently see used here,
there and everywhere.
And thus we never need borrow tokens (hence “debt-tokens”), and hence never need repay
them…with (nonexistent and hence nonreturnable or unrepayable) “interest” besides! (What a
racket, theft, robbery and trap is all debt-token, monopoly-money! But that’s not all.)
And so at an annual usury rate of 5%, in 20 years all the debt-tokens loaned to the Gentile
nation would have been withdrawn from national circulation to be repaid back to the “central”
“jewish” spider as his “interest.” And so in 20 years there’d be no debt-money left at all within the
Gentile nation—neither to make any trades or exchanges, nor to return to the “central” “jew” his
“principal” loan, nor to pay his alleged “national debt.”
For all the debt-tokens would have been spent in merely paying the annual “interest” on the
“central” loan(s). And yet the “principal” or loan itself would yet remain unpaid, and hence could
never be paid, because every single debt-token allegedly owed would be a token that didn’t even
exist (to be paid)! For (as the wily “jew” all-too-well-knows, as well as the spider knows his web)
you can’t return back what you never borrowed! And you can’t pay what never existed!
And so the “central” crown “jew” must keep lending his national monopoly debt-tokens to
his national puppet-gov’t (and also his “commercial” banks) if and whenever he doesn’t want the
engine of “his” national economy and productivity to grind to screeching halt due to insufficient
oil, lubrication, money or tokens of exchange, trade or commerce—due to their mandated or
contractual return to their only “central” source…and inevitable destination.
But if so, at least this and/or other “economic” phenomena shall hopefully cause a thinking
John Q. Public to privately wonder and publicly ask where in hell all the nation’s money went.
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And perhaps at last he shall discover that his nation in fact possesses no money of its/their own,
but rather borrow it from a masked and evil “central” “jewish” corporation, and hence must pay it
all back—plus (nonexistent) “interest” besides or atop! Perhaps he shall at last come to
understand the true and evil nature of this “beastly” debt-token, monopoly-money, and hence to
see at last the enormous fraud, theft and crime which has long been perpetrated against him, his
family and all his countrymen by “their” treasonous national puppet-gov’t and their Satanic
“jewish” “corporate crown.
But in a “democracy,” Evil only has to fool 51% of the voting public. But if and when these
51% are no longer monetary (if not also political) fools, then they will at last demand an honest
money, if they do not hate themselves, nor wish to thus (monetarily, economically and politically)
damn themselves, their loved ones and all their posterity.
If the American people knew the corruption in our money system, there would be a
revolution before morning.—(Henry Ford, American industrialist, philanthropist, Gentile patriot
and author)

And so hopefully we can all clearly see that debt-token money is an unpayable “jewish” trap
leading directly or indirectly to individual, familial or collective and national Gentile dispossession
and enslavement—i.e. to “jewish” “communism,” “messianism” or totalitarianism. Marx was right,
(“jewish”) “capitalism” does indeed inevitably lead to (“jewish”) “communism.”) (See “Money, Marx
& Keynes” within this Appendix if you please.)
So why go there, dear reader? Why not instead create and use your very own (debt-free)
token money? For in this way you and your loved ones owe nothing at all (neither “principal” nor
“interest”) to anyone (or any crown) for the creation and use of your own common “credit” money,
this (debt-free) token money, created and employed by yourself, your loved ones, and your fellowtraders, buyers and sellers, your partners and compatriots within your common public
marketplace.
Why not at last let money become your “public” servant instead of your “public” master—as
presently, and formerly? Why not dethrone money as master (i.e. your “jewish” money-masters)
and thus enthrone yourself and your loved ones instead? For in this way…
Money will cease to be the master and become the servant of humanity. Democracy will
rise superior to the [tyrannical, imperial, SuperNazi, “jewish”–Ed.] money power.—(Gentile
American president, Abraham Lincoln, 1809-65)

I wish. But until such time as the Gentiles finally wise up, this crown-“jew” (through his
“beastly” debt-token monopoly-money and his national public enemies within national “public”
offices) shall remain in complete control of all Gentile nations who foolishly, ruinously, suicidally
use (i.e. borrow) his theft-, trap- and debt-token money.
For in this “central” monetary way this “royal” crown-“jew” always has both his malevolent
hands around the collective throats of those Gentile nations foolish enough to borrow and use his
evil money. And thus he at all times remains “centrally” positioned to at any time monetarily
squeeze out the national breath and the economic life out of all those Gentile states within his
malevolent grasp—or else to stop their national blood-flow at any time his “central” majesty
pleases or chooses do so. The Gentile majorities are thus unwittingly or unknowingly walking or
skating on thin monetary ice, which could at any moment break on through at the malevolent
wish of this “royal” “central” “jew.”
And of course this SuperNazi anti-Christ conspired and schemed for generations (if not
centuries) to reach this most prominent evil position atop the Gentile nations, which this
“messianic” or Satanic “beastly” bastard clearly now enjoys, and has since the first Rothschild
showed his evil brothers (and sons) his (or rather his Father’s) dark and demonic way of doing so.
(See their Satanic “protocols,” Apo./Rev. 13:11-18 & John 8:44) And perhaps only Father Satan
and Its very own know how very long and hard they have coveted, conspired, planned and
schemed, manipulated, revolted, fought and mass-murdered to arrive at this their current
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SuperNazi, imperial or “beastly” position atop their evil monied, debt-damned Gentile nationstates.
And though such a supreme position over all nations is said to be “good” for the Satanic
“jew,” (or at least he had always thought so, and has fervently, devotedly or “religiously” wished
so, and has always strived thereto), this “beastly” SuperNazi “jewish” supremacy (based upon
their “beastly,” SuperNazi monetary “system”) is the worst possible thing for everyone else, for the
Gentiles, for all humanity—and again as always malevolently intended by the Devil and Its
demonic spawn. (John 8:44, Matt. 4:5-10 & 21:33-46)
* * *
For the Satanic, “beastly,” SuperNazi “jew” is now in that supreme or “central” position to
control all monetary water currently flowing within the metaphoric farms of the (Gentile) nations,
and is thus imperially self-positioned to constrict, to slow or to stop the flow of this
monetary/economic water of life at any time this “beasty” sadist so pleases or chooses. And thus
imperially self-placed, this “royal” “jewish” SuperNazi “beast” can (and therefore repeatedly does)
turn every flourishing Gentile national garden (using his evil “jewish” money) into another
parched “jewish” desert. And thus imperially self-placed (with more than a little help from his
Father) this son of Satan can (and therefore “cyclically” does) repeatedly parch, scorch and starve
out the Gentiles, thereby driving them off their “foreclosed” farmlands, “evicting” them out of their
“foreclosed” homes, and seizing or devouring their other “mortgaged” or “collaterized” businesses
and properties. And thus this “central,” money-monster and/or SuperNazi “jewish” “beast”
“legally” dispossess, robs and enslaves the Gentiles by “cyclically” taking “their” money (and
hence their properties) away from them.
And all because their money is “jewish,” and hence evil, malevolent, fraudulent; it being a
“jewish” trap or snare for Gentiles to deliberately damn or cast them all into bottomless pits of
infinitely unpayable “national debts.” Or all because their money is not Gentile, honest, debt-free,
ample, stable and non-monopoly.
(Money matters, folks! And the Satanic “jew” well knows it, even if you don’t.)
And similarly, the Satanic “jew” is in a monetary position to “centrally” stop (and even
remove) all gas and oil within the metaphoric national engines of the Gentiles, thus causing their
national “economies” (both commerce and production) to screech and grind to a complete stop
any old time this malevolent, predatory, monetary “beast” is once again pleased to do so. And
these repetitive monetary/economic sabotages of entire Gentile nations are euphemistically called
“business cycles” by their “central,” “jewish,” SuperNazi bankster perpetrators, as if these
repetitive monetary floods and droughts were seasonal acts of God and not “cyclical” acts of this
“centrally” or supremely self-placed Devil, Its children and/or Its Apocalyptic, SuperNazi,
monetary “beast.”
But don’t be fooled, if the rain doesn’t fall or the sun parches the earth to a desert, that is
perhaps an “act of God,” of “nature’s God.” For the sun and the rain and the water are God’s. But
if the money is far too little (“deflation”) or far too much (“inflation”), that is not an act of God,
because this money is not of God, but of Satan’s SuperNazi “jewish” “beast.” (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
And therefore this money is a malevolent “jewish” snare or trap for all the Gentiles of God’s globe.
And therefore to use it (or to be forced to use it by national traitors in national office in secret
league with the Devil and Its “beastly” “chosen people”) is to be damned by it—or rather by its
Satanic creators and demonic imposers. (Apo./Rev 2:9 & 3:9)
And again that’s not at all good for the Gentles, but perhaps good for the Satanic “jews.” (At
least they certainly think so, and have schemed long and hard to obtain this supremely evil
power, this “beastly,” Satanic, monopolistic, tyrannical, imperialistic, supernational or SuperNazi
monetary power over all Gentile nations who foolishly use (or are forced to use) their evil,
“beastly” “jewish” “mark” or “money.”)
But which, dear reader, are you: Gentile victim or Satanic “jew”? And will you not at long
last act in your true monetary “interest”?—regardless of the malevolent “interest” and imperious
command of your “beastly” “jewish” master?
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But what kind of a Gentile official (or unofficial) would permit or tolerate this “central” or
SuperNazi debt-token “jew” to thus obtain, possess and wield this supreme or “royal” power over
you and your nation? And from that monetary throne to thus perpetrate all manner of monetary
evil upon all the Gentile nations and peoples thus “legally” or “legislatively,” parliamentarily and
presidentially, tyrannically and treasonously forced or coerced to use this evil, “jewish,” predatory
trap-money with its/their “beastly” monopoly-“mark” printed or stamped thereupon: “This is legal
tender for all debts public and private.” Is this not the imperialistic, supernational or “beastly”
“mark” “centrally” placed upon all the so-called “money” of all the Gentile nations within the
predatory grasp, paws, claws, jaws, or belly of this “messianic” or Satanic SuperNazi “jewish”
“beast”? (Apo./Rev 2:9 & 3:9)
For this false and malevolent, monopoly-money god of the supernational, imperialistic or
“beastly” “jews,” (being, like its creators, the “chosen ones,” the “chosen” one, true monetary
deity), will not suffer nor tolerate any (honest or benevolent) Gentile gods or “royals” to stand
before It. I mean to stand up and be counted as money before this monopoly-money “beast’s”
“messianic” or Satanic “jewish” “majesty,” thus and thereby reigning imperially or supernationally
supreme as the only “legal” or “lawful money” of each and every one of its entrapped Gentile
nations. This is this Satanic “jewish” debt-token, monopoly-money of which I speak and have
spoken.
Again, what kind of “public servant” would permit or tolerate such a “beastly” abomination
to reign over his nation but a foolish or traitorous Gentile official? I.E. either a monetary fool who
didn’t understand what he was doing nor whom he was serving, (and hence never belonged in
“public” office); or else a national public traitor in national “public” office who did know (what he
was doing nor whom he was serving), but simply didn’t care, he being a secret “jewish” agent of
Satan’s “beastly,” imperial, SuperNazi Evil?
Yes, what kind of Gentile would (willingly) sell, trade or give such an awesome, ultimate,
sovereign “royal” power to the “central” or SuperNazi bankster “jew” but a national and racial
traitor, a no-good son of the country, a shameless whore and/or a double-crossing mercenary?—
in short, a damned and damning Gentile demon in secret league with this “beastly” SuperNazi
sinagog of Satan? (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
* * * * *
And in conclusion, Satan’s “central” banksters of course well know all these aforesaid
things, being the creators and inflictors of all these monetary/economic evils, being (with their
Father’s help and inspiration) the demonic conceivers, originators, creators and perpetrators of all
these monetary and economic “crimes against humanity,” and hence of all the political, social and
racial evils, predations, outrages and abominations they have thereby perpetrated against the
Gentile races and nations under their evil SuperNazi power.
But these “central” SuperNazi demons are banking that you, dear reader, do not know of
their dark and evil deeds, both past and present. And they are hoping (via their media monopoly,
and their traitorous and mercenary agents both in and out of national and local “public” offices)
to keep you and yours in perpetual darkness or ignorance of all their evils, (or else in terrified,
petrified or crippling fear of them), so they might forever continue their dark, Satanic, anti-Christ
or “messianic” reign over you and your loved ones, and over nearly all Gentile humanity besides.
But let’s hope not, dear readers. For Gentile “hope springs eternal.” And besides, Truth and
God are on our side. And that ought to count for something, even in this “beastly” “jewish” world:
whether Satanic or “messianic,” “capitalistic” or “communistic”! (And what’s the dif?)
* * * * *

Can the “Beastly,” Imperial or SuperNational
“Jewish” Banksters (via their SuperNazi Jew N.
Org.) really and truly “Foreclose” or Seize entire
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Gentile Nations for “their” Collective “Crime” of
National Loan or Debt “Default”? (Let’s All Hope
Not!)
The one aim of these financiers is world control by the creation of inextinguishable
debts.—(Henry Ford, American industrialist, philanthropist and Gentile patriot)
For “The borrower [i.e. the Gentile nation(s)–Ed.] is servant to the lender [i.e. the ‘central’
‘jewish’ banksters and/or their ‘Jewnighted Nations Organization’–Ed.].”—(Proverbs 22:7)

* * * * *
And so, as afore-explained, and as prescribed by the “jew” deal (i.e. the debt-token
monopoly-money contract which the treasonous puppet-gov’ts of the betrayed Gentile nations
made/make with their various “central” anti-Christ masters, purchasers, crowns, kings,
dynasties or “central banking” corps.), surely the annual “interest” payments alone shall
gradually deplete all extant debt-tokens (national “money”) in a matter of years—not to mention
the periodic return of the “principal” loans themselves whenever “due,”— i.e. whenever their
national “collateral” or “surety,” (the nation’s treasury “bonds” or I.O.U.’s) are “mature,” “payable”
or “due” to be paid). And contractually these “central” payments must be made only in these
(largely non-existent) “central” monopoly debt-tokens, or else the Gentile nation (by definition)
“defaults.”
And hence I say all these monopoly debt-tokens must inevitably return to their only
(“central”) source…and hence their only inevitable destination. (For such is the true and evil
nature of all debt-token monopoly-money—which is a Satanic “jewish” creation, as surely as all
evil fruit is and must be of its evil tree.) And so if at any time these corporately masked and
anonymous “jewish” “central” banksters simply declined to offer or refused to lend any new debttoken “principals” to their puppet-gov’ts or their debt-money ensnared (and hence debt-ensnared)
Gentile nations, then (barring national debt-repudiation and the issuance of an honest, ample,
stable debt-free token money) surely monetary scarcity, “deflation” must of necessity follow, and
hence a great inactivity, lethargy, stagnation or “depression” of commerce and production within
that “deflated” national house or “economy.” (Bummer!)
For money is to an “economy” what oil is to an engine. It won’t move or work without this
essential lubrication. Everything in the national “economy” grinds to a screeching halt without it!
And if the oil or money be a debt-money, then it never stays within the engine, but is constantly
leaking, evaporating or smoking out of the engine block, constantly leaving the national
marketplace or “economy,” constantly returning to its only “central” monopoly source (as both
“interest” and “principal” payments). And hence more economic “oil” must constantly be borrowed
(by the national puppet-gov’t and/or the national “commercial” banksters). And from whom or
what else can this new debt-money be borrowed but from their only monopoly source, this
national monetary crown or king? But only if his “royal” or “central” majesty so wills,
permits, allows or vouchsafes this new money-oil to flow from his apparently almighty
throne. And there’s the (political, monetary, economic and mechanical) rub!
For what’s to stop Satan’s “central” spider from limiting (via prohibitively high “interest”
rates and/or “reserve” requirements) or refusing to make any new (debt-token) loans, and simply
demanding his “legal” or “contractual” “due,” his “outstanding” debt-tokens to be returned to
him?—which (as afore-explained) don’t even exist! And so, aside from his recurrent predatory
“business cycles” caused by his deliberate manipulation of the amount or volume of his national
monopoly-“money” supply, as described above, what’s to stop this “central” bankster “jew” from
doing to an entire Gentile nation what a small local banker or usurer does to an individual loan“defaulter”?—i.e. to pounce upon him and his “mortgaged” property: to “foreclose,” to “legally”
seize or confiscate all his “mortgaged” or “collateralized” property?
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For as the payment must contractually be made in these very same non-existent debttokens, therefore the “mortgaged” or “collateralized” nation must inevitably “default,” or be
officially declared to have “defaulted.” What then? Or how is this payment to the “central”
banksters to be made? How else but in the “centrally” “foreclosed” and seized properties of the
“defaulted” nation itself: i.e. its land, its resources, and even its people.
* * * * *
And so perhaps even national “foreclosures” of entire Gentile nations by their crown-“jews,”
their corporate “central” banksters? Do you think this scenario is fantastic or unrealistic, dear
reader?
And yet do we not see this repeatedly done to “defaulted” Gentile nations by the “World
Bank” and/or “International Monetary Fund” of the “Jewnighted” Nations’ Organization?
And so we see these national foreclosures of entire Gentile states are not done directly by
the “jewish” national crowns or “central banks,” but are perpetrated indirectly via their “United
Nations Org.,” via its “World Bank” and/or its “I.M.F.” These two supernational, imperial or
“beastly” institutions are the bone-breaking, lip-splitting, debt-collection agencies of the
SuperNazi “jewish” “central” banksters. Is this not so? (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
And all because the Gentile nations “worshipped” (idolized, credited, trusted or accepted
“for all debts public or private”) the monopoly “mark” or monetary “stamp” of this supernational,
anti-Christ “jewish” “beast,” whether Satanic or “messianic.” (Apo./Rev. & 2:9 & 3:9)
* * * * *
So far and as I can clearly see and say, here’s how this evil, predatory, “jewish” scheme
works, this imperial, SuperNazi or “beastly” “jewish” system: As deliberately intended by the
national or “central” “jewish” crowns of the SuperNazi “jewish” “beast” (Apo./Rev. 13:1 & 17:3,
:12-13), and by the malevolent and predatory nature of its, “his” or their debt-token monopolymoney (13:15-18), all the various Gentile nations thus monetarily entrapped must (gradually but
certainly and inevitably) become hopelessly and inescapably (?) damned cast or into bottomless
pits of unpayable collective or national debt—even to the point wherein their “national debts” are,
at times, 10, 20, 30, 40 or even times 50 more than all the “beastly” debt-tokens in circulation
within these “jew”-entrapped Gentile nations!
(And all because of the evil “jewish” money these poor Gentiles are (“centrally,” officially,
“democratically” or “representationally”) forced to use.)
What does this mean? This means, if all the monopoly debt-tokens within all the Gentile
nations thus monetarily entrapped within this imperial or SuperNazi “jewish” “beast” were
immediately returned or paid back to their various “central” banksters, to their various national
or supernational lenders or creditors, (and hence not a token were left within all of the nations to
use as money or to make exchanges, and hence they were reduced to barter), this means that
each of the nations would yet still owe (at e.g. 50 times) 49 times more nonexistent debt-tokens!
And so their collective or “national debts” would be 49 times unpayable, or unpayable 49 times!
Can you see this “jewish” “beast” yet, dear reader? Or am I far too poor or unskilled an
illustrator?
In short, sooner or later the “central” banksters’ “con” grows far too obvious to go on and on
and on.
And then what? Then the corporate “jewish” crowns of the various Gentile nations, the
“beastly,” SuperNazi ,“central” “jewish” banksters can either “forgive” or reduce their “national
debts,” which is most unlike them, or they can get their “beastly” creation, their “Jewnighted
Nations Organization,” (which methinks is the revival, resurrection or second incarnation of their
earlier “beast,” their “League of Nations”—(Apo./Rev. 13:1-4 & :11-18), to act as their imperial
debt-collector, their super-national “forecloser,” their “beastly” seizer and auctioneer of the
“natural resources” of those “jew”-entrapped, “jew”-“mortgaged” and “jew”-“defaulted” Gentile
nations.
For as surely as the “public” must repay all loans and debts incurred by their “public
representatives” in their “public” name and credit, so likewise is the “nation” responsible or
“liable” to pay this infinitely unpayable “national debt,” and pay with what but with their national
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“natural resources,” i.e. their lands, minerals, etc.? And these “beastly” bankers (and their
“public” agents or “representatives”) even call the Gentiles themselves their “human resources,”
i.e. their (potential) slaves, “goyim,” human cattle or livestock. Is this not so?
And so this supernational U.N. bank is the imperial debt-collector for this “beastly,”
“messianic,” SuperNazi “sinagog of Satan.” (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9) But first the SuperNazi, antiChrist “beast” must create a pretext, excuse or smokescreen for this imperial debt-collection,
“foreclosure,” seizure and auction of these “defaulted” Gentile nations. For what the “central”
bankster “jew” fears to do directly to his own particular Gentile nation, (i.e. to personally
“foreclose,” seize and pocket it all by and for himself), he thus does indirectly via his (2nd) Jew N.
“beast.” And so he does it collectively (via his “interlocked” or intermarried “jewish” “central”
bankster brethren) to all the Gentile nations who foolishly accept or “worship” this evil,
monopoly-money, “mark” or “stamp” of this SuperNazi “jewish” “beast.” (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18)
* * *
And so (via this “beastly” SuperNazi, anti-Christ’s decree—19:20) this imperial or
supernational Jew N. bank is funded by the various national puppet-gov’ts (and hence the
taxpayers or subjects) of the various “central” banks or banksters. And again this supernational,
imperial or world bank has two “windows”: the “World Bank” and the “International Monetary
Fund.” And these two windows lend out the debt-tokens of the various “central” banks, which
again are donated by their various national puppet gov’ts (and thus the taxpayers). And so these
Gentile nations, already looted by their own “central” banksters, are now borrowing from the
other “jewish” “central” banksters via their Jewnighted Nations Organization. And so the Gentile
nations are thus “legally” or “contractually” transformed into Jew N. “debtor nations” via the
signatures of their traitorous “jewish” puppet gov’ts, who, as the “public’s representatives,”
treacherously pledge to repay all “principal” and “interest” on these Jew N. loans.
These treasonous “public representatives” are nominated and financed or bought by the
“central” banksters. They are the banksters’ political whores and secret agents, and hence they
are public enemies in “public” office. For a tool and its purpose are closely related, if not one and
the same. And they are political prostitutes, mercenaries and “public” thieves who pocket as
much of this “central” bankster and Jew N. money as they can safely get away with, i.e. as much
as their “jewish” purchasers, pimps and masters will allow. In short, these “jewish” puppet-gov’t
officials are (if Gentiles) both national traitors and racial traitors.
And so, as with the intra-national loans of the “central” “jewish” banksters to their national
puppet-gov’ts, and via the peremptory and disenfranchising doctrine of coercive political or
“public representation,” these supernational loans are likewise contractually “backed” or
“guaranteed” by the “full faith and credit” (i.e. the full national property) of the indebted Gentile
“nation” or “public.” (Bummer!) And so now the SuperNazi, anti-Christ bankster “jew” has a
pretext to “foreclose” or seize the “natural resources” of the Gentile nations via his supernational
corporate mask and proxy, surrogate or vicar, his “beastly” Jewnighted Nations Organization. Can
you not see this happening here and there around the globe before you very eyes, dear reader?
* * * * *
From Richard S. Salsman’s Gold and Liberty; pub. by the American Institute for Economic
Research (A.I.E.R.), Great Barrington, Mass., U.S.A., 1995; p. 76,
Despite the breakdown of the dollar-gold link in the Bretton Woods system [established
in 1944 and terminated in 1971–Ed.], the global lending agencies that had been established
under the system remained in existence and even expanded after 1971. The World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund originally were established to make the Bretton Woods
system operational—to help countries “manage” their balance of payments in order to stay
on the dollar exchange standard. When the link between the dollar and gold was broken in
1971, there technically no longer was a need for these agencies. [Yes, but one must distinguish
between their stated purpose(s), use(s), need(s) or aim(s) and their real or actual ones. In other
words, one must distinguish between what Satanic or “messianic” anti-Christs (SuperNazi or
‘beastly” “jews”) say and what they really and truly do. For Evil lies, and Darkness works and
prospers in the dark. Hence someone, somewhere should shed some light.–Ed.] But as with all
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government bureaucracies, they fought to stay in place. They contributed to the “third world”
lending crisis of the following decade by guaranteeing loans to uncreditworthy governments
for state projects. These agencies, funded as they are by the taxpayers of industrialized
countries, continue to transfer wealth from producers to nonproducers. [p. 76]

And from The Pocket Money Book: A Monetary Chronology of the United States; also pub.
by A.I.E.R., Great Barrington, Mass., U.S.A., 1989; p. 37,
October 7,1985 The IMF and World Bank meeting in Seoul, South Korea, announced the
creation of a special lending pool of $2.7 billion to promote economic growth in the poorest
countries. This special fund was to provide loans to qualifying countries without the economic
adjustment requirements that usually are attached to World Bank lending. The U.S. authorities
said the United States was prepared to commit $500 million of additional funds to the fund, even
though the plan was to be financed through loan repayments to the monetary fund and required no
new injection of funds from donor members.
October 8, 1985 [U.S.–Ed.] Treasury Secretary James Baker announced his [?] plan to aid
[?] Third World debtors. This “Baker Plan” called for the closer linkage of the IMF and the
World Bank. Accordingly, the IMF would continue to oversee changes in the debtor countries
broad economic policies and government spending levels (so-called structural adjustment) while
the World Bank would be given broader authority to “prod” debtor countries to adjust their
“microeconomic” policies. [And why? All together now: “Because ‘The borrower is servant to the
lender.’ (Proverbs 22:7) Or the lender is master to the borrower.”–Ed.] The plan also called for U.S.
banks to "pledge" about $20 billion in new loans over 3 years to 15 debtor countries. Over the same
period, international institutions—including the World Bank and the Inter-American Development
Bank—would increase their loans by about 50 percent, or some $9 billion. In return, the [national–
Ed.] debtors [or debtor nations, publics, citizenries–Ed.] were expected to adjust their policies
toward “sound” fiscal and monetary objectives [as precisely defined and commanded by youknow-who, the SuperNazi “jewish” banksters (via their Jew N. officials)–Ed.]. [p. 37]

* * * * *
Question: Are these “debtor” Jew N. nations really and truly expected to repay these Jew. N.
loans, plus “interest”? Or is this merely an imperial pretension, facade or pretext for the
SuperNazi Jew N. “beast” to “foreclose,” seize or auction off the “natural resources” of the Gentile
nations’ (including their “human resources” or “goyim”) to a very few preapproved or preselected
(“jewish”) corporations who are allowed to bid on the “natural resources” of these debt-damned
and hence prostrate Gentile nations?
If the American people ever allow private banks [like e.g. a national, monopolisitc or
“central” bank, or even a supernational, super-monopolistic or super-“central” world bank, a
“beastly” or imperial Jewnighted Nations bank, e.g.–Ed.] to control the issue of their currency,
first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and the corporations that will grow up around
them [i.e. “commercial” banks, etc.–Ed.], will deprive the people of all property until their
children wake up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered.—(Thomas Jefferson, 3rd
American president, 1801-09)

Are these collectively-indebted citizens, these Gentile national debtors or “debtor nations”
not the national targets or prey of this Jewnighted Nations’ Org.?—or rather of its inter- or
supernational conceivers, creators originators, masters and controllers, the SuperNazi “jewish”
banksters? Are treasonous and sociopathic Gentiles not actively sought, bought, cultivated and
installed into high national “public” offices for the very purpose (among others) of contracting
such “central” debt-tokens and accepting such Jew N. loans in order to thus monetarily damn
those very “mortgaged” Gentile nations into unpayable indebtedness, thus “justifying” Jew N.
“intervention,” “austerity measures,” “resource management,” and finally outright seizure or
“auctioning” of the national “collateral” or “natural resources” of those monetarily cheated,
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defrauded, swindled, debt-damned and “defaulted” Gentile nations? Is this not precisely how this
“beastly” evil “jewish” “game” is “played”?
If you’re not sure, dear reader, see e.g. their Satanic plan or theory (“Protocols”), and note
its actual practice or application within (or rather over) the Gentile world. See how they
collectively, “publicly” or “nationally” indebt us Gentiles! See how they also damn us Gentiles
politically, “representationally,” “publicly” and nationally via their traitorous “public
representatives”! And see how they damn us monetarily via their “beastly” monopoly debt-token
money, which is “publicly” borrowed (collected and repaid) by their secret agents and traitorous
“public representatives” in national “public” offices—who now borrow even from the “central”
banksters’ supernational (or imperial) “public” (or “representative”) offices within their “beastly”
Jew N. Org.: their “World Bank” and/or their “International Monetary Fund”)!
For “The borrower [the Gentile nation(s)–Ed.] is servant to the lender [the Jewnighted
Nations Org.–Ed.].”—(Proverbs 22:7)

* * * * *
But the money or wealth lent by the Jew N. is not even the Jew N’s, nor is it the “central”
banksters—other than being their debt-token, monopoly-money. For this money is in fact taxed,
extracted or extorted from the citizen-taxpayers by the Gentile puppet gov’ts of the “jewish”
“central” banksters, and then dutifully surrendered to the Jew N. to loan out to Gentile nations.
(“Israel” always gets their national “loans” directly from “jewish”-Amerika, which they never, ever
have to repay. Can you say “double standard”?)
And so neither “jewish” party in this dark deal, neither the “jewish” “central” banksters nor
their Jew N., stand to lose as much as a penny when the Gentile nations inevitably “default” on
these Jew N. loans of “central” bankster debt-tokens. But what do they hope to gain from it?
Much. They hope to gain an excuse to further dominate, command and loot the Gentile nations. I
mean to imperiously “foreclose” and pocket entire Gentile nations or parts thereof for “their”
monetary/economic “crime” of nonpayment or “default” on these national Jew. N. loans.
(But it is impossible not to “default” on any and all debt-token loans. For, as aforeexplained, more debt-tokens are “centrally” demanded from the Gentile nations as loan
repayment than are “centrally” created or conjured (into existence) and “centrally” lent out (into
national circulation). And so clearly all such loans and all such “money” is a trap, a “jewish” debttrap for Gentles, a trap conceived and perpetrated by the “central” banksters, their Jew N. Org.,
and their traitorous Gentile puppet-gov’ts against all Gentile citizens officially compelled by
Satanic or “messianic” decree, by supernational, imperial or “beastly” “jewish” LAW (a mighty god
in thought and hence indeed) to use and repay all these unpayable loans of all this unrepayable
“jewish” debt-, theft- and trap-money (plus unlent “interest”), or else to suffer the unavoidable
and inevitable “central” and/or Jew. N. consequences of (Gentile) national-loan or national-debt
“default”: national “foreclosure” and Jew N. seizure of national “assets” as repayment for these
unpaid or unreturned loans of extorted Gentile taxpayer money.)
But again this “defaulted” conclusion is forgone, expected, unavoidable, inevitable. And so
we see the real and true monetary/economic crime is perpetrated by “jewish” “central” and U.N.
banksters against the Gentile nations and citizens of the world. But where’s the sheriff of the
world when we need him most to arrest this imperial Jew N. “beast,” or rather the “jewish”
“central” banksters inspiring, possessing, animating or moving this SuperNazi “jewish” “beast”?
And just what is to be the “collateral” for all these unpayable (and hence inevitably
“defaulted”) Jew N. loans to all these debtor Gentile nations but these Gentile nations
themselves?—i.e. their “natural resources”: their lands, their minerals, and even their citizens,
their “human resources”: their (Gentile) “livestock,” “cattle” or “goyim”). Is this not so? And so this
national “collateral” will be seized as repayment whenever the Jew N. officially and inevitably
declares the indebted Gentile nation to be in “default.”
And so surely the Jew N. is acting as a supernational proxy for these “central,” national (or
rather supernational or SuperNazi) banksters. Surely the Jew N. is an imperial substitute,
surrogate, vicar, deputy, agent and (super-corporate) mask for these “central” “jewish” banksters
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who created this Jew N. Org. (and its “beastly” predecessor, the “League of Nations”) in the first
place, and who always controlled both SuperNazi “beasts.” (Apo./Rev. 13:1-4 & :11-18)
And I’ll bet those corporations who acquire these Gentile “natural resources” (“foreclosed,”
seized and “auctioned” off by the Jew N.) are in fact owned and controlled by these very same
“central” banksters who directed their imperial or SuperNazi Jew N. agency to loan these (now
“foreclosed,” confiscated, seized and “acquired”) Gentile nations their debt-token, monopolymoney (or “beastly” “mark”) in the first place.
And in that case the “natural resources” of the “foreclosed” Gentile nations are not seized
and auctioned off by the Jew N. to the highest (open, public or secret) bidders toward payment of
their “overdue” Jew N. loans, and thus possibly acquired even by Gentile bidders. No, I’ll bet they
are instead sold or transferred to certain pre-selected, pre-approved, pre-authorized “jewish”
corporations: certain predatory, “insider,” “jew”-owned, international (or rather supernational)
corporate “concerns” “interested” in thus “acquiring” the “natural resources” of the various
Gentile peoples, races, nations.
And again these Jew N. “insider” corporations may very well be secretly owned or controlled
by the “central” banksters themselves. But we have no way of knowing that. For the ownership of
the “central banks” (i.e. the identity of the “central” banksters) is a “crown secret.” For the
“central” banksters, being the corporately masked regents, sovereigns or kings of all those Gentile
nations foolish, stupid or weak enough to borrow and use their debt-token, monopoly-moneys,
thereby control all things within their national realms, including all (traitorous) “public” officials,
and hence all “public” records, and hence they remain anonymous, unknown, undiscovered and
unpunished. And so we “outsiders” and “commoners” cannot tell for sure whether these “royal” or
“central” “jewish” banksters own or control those international corporations who thus “acquire”
the “natural resources” seized by the Jew N. from those Gentile nations it thus traps, “defaults,”
seizes, robs.
But as with the largest “commercial” banks, the ownership of these “insider” Jew N.
corporations participating, collaborating and perhaps even directing these jew N. “auctions” of
these Gentile “natural resources” may well give us vital clues to the precise identity of these
“beastly” and “jewish” “central” banksters, if we don’t know them already.
If the American people ever allow private banks [like e.g. the “central” bank–Ed.] to
control the issue of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and the
corporations that will grow up around them [i.e. “commercial” banks, etc.–Ed.], will deprive the
people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered.—(Thomas Jefferson, 3rd American president, 1801-09)

* * * * *
And so, is the “central” or SuperNazi “jew” doing indirectly and collectively (via his “beastly”
or imperial Jew N. agency) what he wouldn’t dare do directly and alone (via his own “royal”
monetary or “central” bankster “authority”): i.e. to personally “foreclose,” seize and pocket or
devour entire Gentile nations for their collective debtor-“crime,” “guilt,” “default” or “failure” to
pay off “their” infinitely unpayable “national debt(s)”? I.E. to return each and every one of the
monopoly debt-tokens this “central” bankster collectively or “publicly” lent them (via “their”
traitorous national puppet gov’t and “their” “commercial” banksters), plus all those “centrally”
demanded non-existent debt-tokens which he never lent them, and hence which never even
existed. And isn’t that extremely “interesting,” fraudulent, predatory, Satanic, “jewish”?
And the Jew N. is lending out none other than these very same “central” bankster debttokens, and is similarly demanding both “principal” plus “interest” in return for these loans.
And so was there ever an impoverished Gentile nation which fully repaid (both “principal”
and “interest”) “their” Jew N. loan (of “central” bankster debt-tokens)? If so, which and when? Or
better yet, how many Gentile nations did not, or what percentage of Jew N. debtors did not pay
back their Jew N. loan or debt in full? And what then happened to those “defaulted” Gentile
nations and their Jew N. “foreclosed” and seized “national resources”?
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For again debt-tokens can never be repaid in full, as afore-explained. And again these Jew
N. loans are none other than debt-token loans, or loans of the very same monopoly debt-tokens
by which these very same “central” banksters have all along been cheating and looting “their”
Gentile nations.
Hence it follows logically and inescapably that these Jew N. bank loans are merely a
supernational, imperial or “beastly” continuation of this national or “central” “jewish” debt-money
scam. (“See the glory of the royal scam [.?!]”—Steeley Dan) For the “central” banksters hope
thereby to collectively employ the might of their SuperNazi collection agency to collectively
steal or rob, extract or extort yet even more Gentile wealth (blood, sweat and tears) from their
respective national prey than they formerly could individually, and hence repeatedly have. (See
their “business cycles.”) Can you see that, dear reader? The U.N. is the Jew N., always was and
always will be, as surely as all fruit is and must be of its tree, as surely as the creature reflects its
creator and the servant serves and furthers his master.
And so again I must ask: Was there ever an impoverished Gentile nation which fully repaid
“their” Jew N. loan (of “central” bankster debt-tokens)?
If so, where and when? Or what % of these Jew N. loans to these hopelessly indebted
Gentile nations are ever really, truly, fully repaid (by them)? (0% or less?)
And what % of these “mortgaged” nations are “forgiven” their national (Jew N.) debts by the
Jew N., or by the “jewish” “central” banksters behind, above, before and after this SuperNazi
“jewish” “beast”?
(For as Gentiles well know, “jews” are by far the most “forgiving,” most “loving” and most
“philanthropic” (or Gentile-loving) nation of all?) Isn’t that so? And are they not the very nation or
race of usurers who or which are said to have “produced” that very man who asked their God to
“Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors”?—(Matt. 6:12) (And have they not thereby
condemned themselves…in condemning such a God-man?)
And finally, what % of those hopelessly indebted Gentile nations are to some degree
imperially “foreclosed,” invaded, seized, confiscated and auctioned, sold or transferred off by the
Jew N. for “their” collective national “guilt” or “crime” of “defaulting” on “their” Jew N. loan(s)?—
for their collective national “failure” to fully repay this “national debt” of “theirs” back to their
Jew. N. lender or creditor, “forecloser” and seizer? (100% or more?)
* * * * *
But of course the all-pious, all-knowing, all-loving and all-philanthropic Jewnighted
Nations’ Organization publicly professes to know nothing of all this hopelessly unpayable national
indebtedness. On the contrary, the sanctimonious Jew N. “line,” its piously professed hope and
alleged expectation, is that through these “humanitarian” Jew N. loans (of “central” bankster
debt-tokens), these debt-impoverished Gentile nations shall built or rebuild their
“infrastructures” (roads, bridges, etc.), invest or reinvest in industrialization (machines and
factories), and thereby cause or “stimulate” enough production and exportation of enough goods
and services to earn enough money or “foreign exchange” (i.e. foreign “central” bankster debttokens) to fully repay (both “principal” and “interest”) these Jew N. loans (of foreign “central”
bankster debt-tokens). But of course these Jew N. indebted nations seldom to never ever fully
repay, because they simply cannot repay—and especially while saddled with such treacherous
national leadership as would borrow debt-tokens from “central” banksters in the first place, or
from this Jew N. “beast” of theirs.
For just imagine for a moment the supreme folly (or treachery) of collectively (nationally or
“publicly”) borrowing token-money or money-tokens! I mean using debt-tokens as the national
(monopoly) money! And what shall you and your fellow citizens use for money when you shall
have returned or paid back all these monopoly debt-tokens to their only origin…and inevitable
destination: back to your “central” or national monetary crown, throne or scepter: back your
bankster-king or dynasty? Huh? For this eventual payback of the entire (“principal”) loan (i.e. of
each and every debt-token ever “centrally” loaned to your hopelessly indebted nation) is
contractually prescribed, and shall be “due” to be repaid or returned upon the “maturity” of all
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those national treasury bonds which your traitorous national puppet-gov’t must always surrender
to this “central” bankster as “collateral” for these loans of these national or monopoly debt-tokens
of his. For then you and your countrymen shall be right back where you started from, in need of
either gold or silver coins or (debt-free, debtless, non-debt or unborrowed) tokens of exchange.
Shall you not? And besides, where are you to find, earn or acquire all those “centrally” unlent
(AND HENCE NON-EXISTENT) debt-tokens which your “central” “jewish” spider shall demand
from you and your fellow citizens as “interest” or usury besides or atop all these dutifully
returned “principal” debt-tokens of his? Huh?
Know then, dear reader, that all debt-token money is an evil “jewish” trap for all Gentile
nations, and hence for all Gentile individuals: i.e. for me and mine and you and yours.
And exactly what kind or species of money is and has this “beastly” Jew N. been lending
out to the Gentile nations? That’s right, none other than these very same “central” or “jewish”
debt-tokens. So you do the math, dear reader: The (“central”) master makes or creates his money,
and his (Jew N.) servant takes or accepts his money. (The U.N. is the Jew N.)
In other words, the SuperNazi “jewish” “central” banksters have for decades (and even
generations now) been directing their Jew N. to be their imperial proxy or surrogate lender, and
hence their “beastly” debt-collector, bone-breaker and confiscator, their supernational “forecloser”
and seizer of all these “jew”-“money” defrauded, cheated, entrapped and hopelessly indebted
Gentile nations. And that’s not very nice at all, but is rather predatory or “beastly,” and
completely “jewish,” Satanic, “messianic” or demonic. (John 8:44 & Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
* * * * *
And so we see the Jew N. doing to the Gentile nations what the “jewish” “central” banksters
have been doing all along. They’re lending this evil, debt-, theft- and trap-“money” of these
“jewish” “central” banksters to the national puppet-gov’ts of these “jewish” “central” banksters:
i.e. to the very same kind or “species” of bought whores, political prostitutes, national traitors and
public enemies in “public” office whom the “central” banksters had previously bought, nominated,
elected and employed to likewise monetarily entrap and loot these debt-prostrate Gentile nations,
these hopelessly “indebted” national “basket cases.”
And why again is the Jew N. doing this? The publicly stated but false reason is because
these Gentile nations are far too far in debt for anyone else to dare lend any money to them. But
why? Because they’ve been using “central” bankster debt-tokens for money! And so of course
they’re collectively living within dark and a bottomless pit of infinitely unpayable “national debt”!
How could they not be? For that’s what this evil “jewish” “money” is and does, as malevolently
intended!
But the real and true reason for these Jew N. loans to these hopelessly indebted Gentile
nations is because the “central” banksters want their Jew N. to do for them what they fear to do
by themselves alone. They want to “foreclose,” to seize and to pocket or devour (the natural
resources of) “their” “defaulted” Gentile nations through the mask, agency, mediation or
“intervention” of their Jewnighted Nations Organization. They want their Jew N. to officially
“default,” “foreclose” and seize “their” debt-damned Gentile nations for them, and then to secretly
transfer, “auction” or sell them to them. Is this not clear and obvious to all?
* * * * *
And so surely these two damn Jew N. banks damn well know whom they’re working for,
working with, and working against. They’re working for the “jewish” “central” banksters who
created them in the first place in 1944, and also their imperial predecessor, prototype or first
incarnation, the “League of Nations.” (Apo./Rev. 13:3, :12 & :14) Or, if you prefer my Apocalyptic
symbology, (they were created) by the personified anti-Christ or Satanic two-horned “beast” of
Apo./Rev. 13:11-18. And they’re working with their “beastly” master’s’ (debt-token-monopoly)
“money.” And they’re working against the hopelessly “indebted” Gentile nations, “centrally” (and
now imperially or super-“centrally”) trapped, cheated, robbed and looted.
And therefore they’re dealing with (i.e. lending this “beastly” “central” debt-money to) the
very same kind or species of national traitors (hand-picked by their respective “central”
banksters) who had officially and hopelessly defrauded and indebted their respective nations to
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this sinagogic, SuperNazi, anti-Christ “beast” in the first place. For a (political) tool and its
(treasonous) usage are practically similar, if not one and the same.
I mean these two Jew N. banks (the “I.M.F” & “World Bank”) are loaning “jewish” “central”
bankster debt-tokens to none other than the very same Gentile, puppet-gov’ts officials of these
very same “jewish” “central” banksters. And these puppet-gov’t officials are therefore purchasable
mercenaries, bought whores, political prostitutes, national traitors and “public” enemies of all the
Gentiles they “represent,” or they wouldn’t be sitting in those most purchasable seats of theirs.
Furthermore, they are official thieves or pocketers of as many of these “central” bankster tokens
as their supernational or Jew N. masters will let them get away with! (See how they stash!) (For a
laborer, thief or traitor is worth his pay, bribe or hire.)
* * * * *
But again the Satanic Jew N. piously pretends to know nothing of all this. On the contrary
the United Nations Organization sanctimoniously alleges, hopes and expects that these
hopelessly indebted Gentile nations of the world shall now (by “virtue” of these supernational Jew
N. debt-token loans) somehow magically arise out of their bottomless pits of unpayable national
debt. Yes, the alleged benevolent Jew N. intention and philanthropic or humanitarian expectation
is that these Gentile “debtor nations” shall now (via these Jew N. “investment” loans of these
“central” bankster debt-tokens) henceforth produce and sell far more products or services to the
rest of the world than vice-versa, than the rest of the world now sells them, and hence shall
thereby earn their way out of their national (and now international) pits of debt.
But is this realistic? Or has this ever happened? And if so, then where and when?
And yet it is publicly alleged by this SuperNazi “jewish” “beast” that through these
supposed imagined or annual “export surpluses,” these anticipated or expected “favorable
balances of international trade,” that these formerly debt-prostrated Gentile nations shall soon
regain their economic feet, pay back their Jew N. loans in full (including any and all surcharges
for “interest,” rent or usury or what-have-you?) and thus regain their sovereign feet, thereby
avoiding any regrettable (?) Jew N. “regulation” or “intervention” within their internal national
politics or economics—much less any (even more regrettable?) national “default,” “foreclosure,”
“forfeiture,” seizure, “auction” or transference of any national “resources” by this very same
supernational, imperial or “beastly” Jewnighted Nations Organization.
But if the Jew N. really didn’t want to “intervene” in the monetary, economic or political
affairs of Gentile nation states, or to “regulate,” “supervise” “oversee,” control, direct or dictate
their internal national or “public” policies, expenditures, etc. then surely the Jew N. wouldn’t
have lent them any debt-token money in the first place. Don’t you think?
And so that’s what the Jew N. gets out of this dark deal: imperial power or “authority” over
the Gentile nations, as conferred by its supernatural or SuperNazi masters, the “jewish” “central”
banksters currently reigning over the Gentile nation-states by virtue or vice of their debt-token,
monopoly-moneys. Is this not so?
For again, is this imperial Jew N. “salvation” of Gentile nation-states (via this imperial
lending of this “central” debt-token money) a genuine or a pretended Jew N. expectation? And
again, has this anticipated Jew N. full repayment ever really occurred? And if so where, when,
and by whom?
Is it at all realistic, dear reader, that any Gentile nation, long cheated by this malevolent
“jewish” debt-token-money, and long looted and dominated of these malevolent “jewish” “central”
bankster(s)—(but now also indebted to (and hence similarly directed or controlled by) the (two
SuperNazi banks of the) Jewnighted Nations Organization, as surely as “The borrower is servant
to the lender.”—Proverbs 22:7)—is it at all realistic that any Gentile nation (thus debt-damned by
this evil “jewish” debt-money) shall now as if by magic arise out of its bottomless pit of national
debt by “virtue” of borrowing yet even more of this very same kind of money?—via these imperial
Jew N. loans of the very same “beastly” “jewish” debt-money that formerly damned them and cast
them down therein!
Does that make any sense/cents to you, dear reader, that any Gentile nation can be
blessed by a “jewish” curse, that any nation can be saved by the very same “jewish” debt-money
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which damned them in the first place? Can these imperial Jew N. loans of “central” bankster
debt-tokens somehow save Gentile “debtor nations” already hopelessly indebted or damned via
the coercive national usage of those very same debt-tokens? (Hell no!) You can’t ever get well by
drinking yet more of the very poison that made you sick!
And surely every (Gentile) nation using (“jewish”) “central” debt-tokens as “money” is by
definition a “debtor nation”—whether these debt-tokens come directly from their “central” source
(and hence inevitable destination) or indirectly via the Jewnighted Nations’ Organization. It
doesn’t matter where such a debt-money is now, e.g. within a Jew N. bank, waiting to be loaned
out; for it’s all going back to the place it came from, its “central” origin (and inevitable
destination.) For such is the nature and practice of debt-money. And the longer any nation uses
this evil “jewish” debt-, theft- and trap-money, the more hopelessly it become ensnared, indebted
and condemned by it, or rather by its “central” or national “jewish” creators, and by its “central”
or national, supernational or imperial lenders, as malevolently intended. For each and every
stamp or variety of debt-token, monopoly-money is an evil theft- and trap-money—malevolently
conceived and created, loaned or sprung by Satanic “jews” for the infinite earthly (monetary,
economic, political) damnation of Gentiles. To use it is to be harmed, cursed and damned by it.
So don’t!
* * * * *
And so of course the high Jew N. officials must know these imperial loans of theirs (of
“central” bankster debt-tokens) to the “debtor” Gentile nations cannot and shall not ever be
repaid, both “principal” and “interest.” All they need do is look at the historical record of such Jew
N. loans (of “central” bankster debt-tokens)! Or all they need do is look at these “beastly” debttokens themselves! Are they not a fraudulent-, theft- and trap-money, and a “jewish” curse upon
all Gentiles who borrow and use them?
And surely these Jew N. officials must also know their imperial loans shall be spent in
strict accordance with the wishes, dictates or directives of the “central” banksters (as transmitted
through them and their Jew N. Org.). For these Jew N./“central” bankster loans (of debt-tokens)
are tied to specific Jew N./“central” bankster projects, objectives, aims and purposes. And the
remainder of the debt-token loans (as always) shall be wasted, looted or stolen by those very same
Gentile traitors, political prostitutes and public enemies in the highest national “public” offices
who had formerly debt-damned their respective nations by dutifully borrowing these debt-tokens
directly from their “central” monopoly source, rather than, as now, (borrowing them) indirectly
through the “central” banksters’ Jew N. intermediary or proxy. (For servants must indeed be paid
by their “central” and/or supernational masters, and especially these most evil, treacherous and
malevolent of servants!)
And so, whenever it is their imperial pleasure, profit and predation, the “central” banksters
indirectly lend their evil money to whatever Gentile nations they target via their “beastly” “United
Nations’ Organization.” And these debt-tokens of theirs are to be spent exactly as “central”
banksters dictate (again via their Jew N. Org.), with the remainder or overspill to be again wasted
or looted by those very same nationally traitorous tools, whores, mercenaries and sociopaths
whom they have placed in national office to thus do their evil bidding: i.e. to debt-damn their
respective nations by borrowing their “central” debt-tokens (in their public or nation’s name and
credit) either directly from them or indirectly through their Jew N. Org. And so we see obedient
Gentile doggies on either side of the “jewish” “central” banksters, whether nationally within or
supernationally above their national Gentile prey.
And again these imperial Jew N. loans to Gentile nations shall be spent in even stricter
accordance with “central” bankster desires, aims, directives or dictates than is normally the case.
For these imperial loans are allegedly “purposeful”: to save the Gentile nation from its deep
national debt, and hence from imperial or Jew N. “foreclosure,” seizure or “forfeiture” of its
national “resources.” (The truth of course is the exact opposite. The imperial loan is an excuse or
pretext for imperial “foreclosure,” “forfeiture,” seizure, “confiscation,” “nationalization.”)
And so whether the “central” banksters lend their debt-tokens to their national puppetgov’ts directly or indirectly, they shall be borrowed by (and hence shall be delivered to, and hence
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to some degree stolen or pocketed by) the very same nationally traitorous people, the “central”
banksters’ secret tools or covert agents within the Gentile nation’s highest “public” offices, their
“central” public enemies within the highest “public” offices. (For masters must always reward
their pets if they want them to continue to obey them, and to dutifully perform on cue whatever
tricks they have been taught.)
For again these are the very same corrupt and purchased public enemies within “public”
office whom their national monetary masters, buyers, pimps and handlers, the “central”
banksters, have secretly placed within the highest national positions to thus dutifully execute
their dark commands and to implement their predatory plans, and hence to officially borrow their
“beastly” debt-tokens on “central” cue, in the public’s “name” and the nation’s “credit,” whether
from them directly or from them indirectly via their Jew N. Org.’s “World Bank” and/or “I.M.F.”
And besides, what’s the essential difference where the “central” banksters’ debt-tokens may
lie at any given moment, even if within the coffers of their supernational Jew N. Org.? For their
“central” source and eventual destination ever remain one and the very same. Yes these “central”
bankster debt-tokens shall all end up in the very same place, within the “beastly” hands of these
very same “central” banksters who printed them and lent them out in the first place. For such is
the boomerang nature of all debt-token money. And besides, more of this money is demanded in
return than is ever “centrally” printed and lend out. (Go figure!) For such is the predatory or
“beastly” nature of all debt-token money, which is a demonic “jewish” conception, creation and
perpetration upon all humanity. Is this not so?
And so even though these “central” bankster tokens are (on “central” cue) “contributed” to
the Jew N. by the “central” banksters’ puppet-gov’ts, (and hence extorted from the taxpayers), and
even though they are (again on cue) imperially loaned out by the Jew N. to whatever “debtor”
Gentile nations these “central” supernational banksters have thus imperially targeted for
“foreclosure,” as debt-tokens they must inevitably return to their “central” monopoly creators and
lenders.
But in this imperial case, the “central” debt-tokens must first return to this super-“central”
Jew N. lender, or else this imperial “beast” shall (on “central” cue) imperiously declare another
Gentile nation’s “default,” (or some subtle, soft-spoken, euphemistic variation thereof), to be
followed with all regrettable (?) consequences: i.e. Jew. N. (i.e. “central” bankster) “foreclosure,”
confiscation or seizure of Gentile national property as “repayment.”
For these Jew N. officials are the secret servants or covert agents of the international (or
supernational) “central” banksters, as surely as they take or accept their money, (for “the servant
takes the money”), and as surely as the traitorous presidents of the Gentile nations likewise take
or accept their evil, “central,” “beastly” “jewish,” debt-token monopoly-money, “mark” or “stamp.”
* * * * *
And so of course these imperial Jew N. officials damn-well know who they’re working for,
whose money they’re taking, whose commands they’re obeying, whose directions they’re following,
whose “money” their loaning, to whom and why.
Why? Because they’ve been ordered or directed to do so by the very same “central”
banksters who covertly created this SuperNazi Jew N. Org. of theirs in the first place (1944, not to
mention its/their “beastly” predecessor, prototype or first incarnation, the “League of Nations,”
(Apo./Rev. 13:3, :12 & :14), and hence who also “centrally” created their imperial Jew N. offices,
badges, powers or “authorities,” and also their two “beastly” Jew N. banks, with which these
imperial Jew N. officials are “centrally” directed to debt-damn, “foreclose,” seize, transfer or
“auction” off (the “forfeited” “natural resources” of) all those “centrally” targeted and debt-damned
Gentile nations. And transferred or “auctioned” off to whom? To none other than these very same
“central” banksters themselves, or else to their corporate designees.
And methinks that’s why “the global lending agencies [i.e. “World bank” & “International
Monetary Fund”–Ed.] that had been established [in 1944–Ed.] under the [Bretton Woods–Ed.]
system remained in existence and even expanded after 1971.…Despite the breakdown of the
dollar-gold link…” (op. cit, Salsman, p. 76)
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Clearly the “central” banksters who created these two imperial banks had a further (if not a
primary, though secret or covert) use for them other than the one they had originally proclaimed:
i.e. “to make the Bretton Woods system operational—to help countries ‘manage’ their
[international trade–Ed.] balance of payments in order to stay on the dollar exchange standard.”
(ibid.)
English translation: to help tie or yoke all “jew”-subjected nations to the “beastly” or
imperial, supernational or SuperNazi, “jewish”-Amerikan, debt-token, monopoly-money “dollar.”
And so though the SuperNazi Jew N. “beast’s” monopoly-money “dollar”-“mark” died or was
retired in 1971, neither the “beast” nor its “mark” is dead. For both yet reign over the (Gentile)
nations. And until this imperial monster is slain by some Siegfried, Adolf, “Michael,” Jesus or
What’s-His-Name? (Apo./Rev. 19:12 & 3:12), this “beast” of Satan’s “dragon” (and/or those
“central” bankster anti-Christs possessing, inhabiting and animating it like demonic Odysseuses)
shall, as always, “messianically” strive to impose its/their Satanic debt-token, monopoly-money
“mark” or “stamp” upon all the Gentiles in the world, and thus to do yet once again to all Gentile
nations collectively and at once what they formerly and presently do to them individually and
separately. I.E. as long as they have breath, they shall forever seek that…
(“One mark to find them./ One mark to blind them./ One mark to mark and in all Darkness
bind them.”)
(Thus, did the great Guile-Masters,/ Their toils and their tangles set;/ And, as wide as was
the water:/ So wide was woven their net.)—(R. Redbeard)

* * * * *
And so of course and once more the Jew N. (like every other puppet-gov’t) well know who
they’re working for. What matter if the servant (and hence his master) be national or
supernational, “Nazi” or “SuperNazi”? (For the master makes or creates his money, and his
servants take or accept his money, his “stamp,” his “mark,” however monopolistic or “central,”
“beastly,” or imperialistic, “messianic” or Satanic, anti-Christian or “jewish.”) And therefore the
“beastly” or imperial Jew N. officials are serving and furthering these very same “jewish” “central”
banksters who were the Jew N’s creators, and have ever since remained its concealed masters
and controllers, as they controlled the imperial “beast” they created before this current one of
theirs, the “League of Nations,” slain by the great German Siegfried, Lord Adolf Hitler—with a
little help from the U.S. Congress. (“Sieg Heil!” Can you dig it?)
If you doubt this “jewish” creation of the “United Nations Org.,” dear reader, then simply
note why the supernational or imperial Jew N. Org. was created in the first place: to consolidate
the gains of their second World War against (Gentile) humanity, and to unite (or rather bind) their
“jewish” victors thereof: i.e. “jewish” Amerika, England, France, Russia and China, the five
permanent members (each with veto power) of that “soviet” “jewish” world throne they call their
“Security Council,” which never, ever once lifted a finger against the “jews,” no matter what evils
they did against the Gentiles—no more than the SuperNazi anti-Christ ever accuses or combats
himself.
And furthermore, what was this Jew N. Org’s very first official act? Was it not to
diplomatically “recognize” and hence internationally support that Satanic abomination within (or
rather over) Palestine called “Israel.” And note how (for appearances’ sake) the Jew N occasionally
barks against, but never, ever bites “Israel.” On the contrary, under Jew N. protection “Israel” has
mass-murdered, tortured, dispossessed and robbed countless Arabs, and has thereby conquered
and annexed nearly all of Palestine and other Arab lands. Yet this double standard between “jew”
and Gentile has always reigned supreme within the “United Nations.” According to it/them “jews”
can do no evil, while Gentile cannot cease to do so, and especially to “jews.” Is this not so?
According to the official history of the Jew N. Org, and apparently because they and their
cause are so “divine” or “holy,” “jews” can officially or unofficially murder or mass-murder as
many Gentiles as they damn-well please. Is this not so?
And furthermore, under Jew N. protection “Israel” has acquired all manner of “weapons of
mass destruction” and/or “mass-murder”: including chemical, biological and even nuclear
weapons. Is this not so? Yet see how, in its self-righteous or hypocritical zeal against “nuclear
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proliferation,” the Jew N. goes after Iraq or Iran, etc., all the while ignoring that nuclear “Israel”
against whom its terrified Gentile neighbors wisely and self-providently seek nuclear protection,
deterrent, antidote.
And yet all the while the Jew N. did nothing at all to stop the proliferation of all these
“jewish” evils. For the U.N. is the Jew. N. And true to its real name, the “Jew N.,” is a Satanic,
“jewish,” anti-Christ organization of imperialistic SuperNazis to whom “jews” can do no wrong,
and therefore to whom Gentiles can do no right—unless of course they are dutifully obeying and
furthering “jews” and their “messianic” or Satanic causes, aims or goals (like e.g. Amerikan,
British or Jew N. officials).
See how the “jews” “seal” or control all Palestinian borders, and thereby devour the entire
Gentile nation? And see how the “jews” take Jerusalem, Gaza, and the west bank of Jordan? And
the Jew N. does nothing to stop this. For according to the Jew N., evil (“aggressive warfare,” or
“conspiracy to wage” same, etc.) is never “evil” so long as it is “jewish,” as e.g. against Palestine,
Egypt, Iraq, etc.
And hence the Jew N. Org. is, as always, opposed only to Gentile “evil.” And hence it is ever
vigilant, ready, willing and able to sniff out and destroy Gentile (but never “jewish” or “Israeli”)
“weapons of mass destruction” or “mass-murder”—as they falsely or slanderously alleged against
Iraq before, during and after “jewish”-Amerika (with its “shock[ing] and awe[some]” “weapons of
mass destruction”) invaded, conquered and occupied that once sovereign Arab nation, and which
“conspiracy to wage aggressive warfare” the Jew N. did not dare condemn, much less “materially”
oppose, as its founding charter proposed (if not promised) to do. Selective enforcement is not
enforcement, but disguised predation or concealed aggression, and always against the Gentiles.
And so all with eyes to see and ears to hear can clearly see the Jew N’s lesson to all
humanity: that “conspiracy,” “aggressive warfare,” “mass-murder,” “crimes against humanity”
and “weapons of mass-destruction” and/or “mass-murder” are all O.K., fine and dandy, so long
as they are “jewish” or “jewish”-Amerikan, and therefore not Gentile, Christian nor Mohammedan.
Think about it: The very “jewish” nation (or rather empire) which created, disseminated (to
the U.S.S.R. if not also “Israel”) and twice dropped the atomic or nuclear bomb is to be the
imperial or supernational judge of which (Gentile) nations can and cannot be trusted with its
(“jewish”-Amerikan) “weapons of mass-destruction” and/or “mass-murder”? Do you really want to
live in such a “beastly” “jewish” world, dear reader?—to thus rot within the stinking, allcorrupting, all-devouring belly of this imperial, SuperNazi, “jewish”-Amerikan “beast” of the
imperial, SuperNazi “sinagog of Satan”? (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
For if the mind is evil, demonic or Satanic, so therefore is whatever body(ies) it animates,
controls, possesses, commands. To obey Evil (or to worship or accept Its “beastly” “mark” or
“money” as Its payment or reward) is to become Evil. And that’s not very nice, is it?
* * * * *
And furthermore, the “messianic” or Satanic ambitions of these “beastly” or SuperNazi antiChrists shall never, ever be satisfied so long as they live and breathe. It’s who they are and it’s
what they do. And this has always been the case with Satan’s spawn and/or “chosen people.”
(John 8:44) And so, precisely like their slanderous and murderous Father, Satanic “jews” will be
satisfied with nothing less than conquering and possessing all that is God’s: I mean to forever
reign over God’s bloodied “corpus Christi” within His place, upon His throne, and over His world.
(And maybe even then Satan’s earthly spawn wouldn’t or couldn’t ever be satisfied. For
maybe satisfaction is simply not within them. For how could they possibly ever get away from
themselves, and hence possibly find relief, peace, escape, salvation?)
And now, as before, and as always, this Satanic “jewish” “beast” wants to once again
impose or force its fraudulent debt-token, money-monopoly upon the entire Gentile world.
(Apo./Rev. 13:1-18) (I mean other than the one it/they imposed upon the Gentile world at Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A., after its/their second world war against the sovereign,
independent, non-conquered or non-“jewish” Gentile nations of God’s globe.) And another
imperial “mark,” “beastly” “stamp,” or Jew N. monopoly “money” is presently desired so the
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SuperNazi “jew” can again do to all Gentile nations simultaneously, collectively, supernationally
or imperially what he now continues to do to them individually, nationally or “centrally.”
Therefore beware any monopoly-money “mark” or “stamp” of this imperial or SuperNazi
“jewish” “beast” of Satan the Devil, “serpent” or “dragon.” (Apo./Rev. 13:4, :11-18 & 20:2)
Let’s hope it shant be the brand new “euro,” which (though allegedly 15 to 30% golden, and
therefore 70 to 85% token) is none other than a debt-token, monopoly money, and is therefore
“jewish,” Satanic, anti-Christian, anti-Gentile and anti-God. (Bummer!)
(“One mark to find them./ One mark to blind them./ One mark to mark and in all Darkness
bind them.”)
(“Thus, did the great Guile-Masters,/ Their toils and their tangles set;/ And, as wide as was
the water:/ So wide was woven their net.”)—(R. Redbeard)

* * * * *
And so now, at chapter’s end, let us answer its initial question: Can the “Beastly,” Imperial
or SuperNational “Jewish” Banksters (via their SuperNazi Jew N. Org.) really and truly “Foreclose”
or Seize entire Gentile Nations for “their” Collective “Crime” of “National Loan/Debt” “Default”?
Yes indeed these evil “central” “jews” surely can, just as long as they continue to possess
this evil, imperial or “beastly” power, “authority” or “credit” over you and yours!
And as long as the Devil (or Its own) has power to damn you, then you’re surely damned, if
you’re any good!
(After all, they didn’t condemn and crucify Jesus-God for being Satanic, “kosher” or
“jewish,” you know. On the contrary, they murdered God for His “crime,” “blasphemy” or audacity
of being God, for His divinity, and for (to continue to usurp and occupy) His earthly divinity,
lordship, throne, authority and kingdom. (Matt. 23:2, John 18:33-36 & Matt. 21:33-46)
But of what racial or national “crimes” are the Gentiles guilty as charged by Jew N. or
“central” bankster “jews”? Of those infinitely unpayable “national debts”?
But if no (national) “crime,” then no (national) “punishment.” And if no (Gentile) national
“default,” then no (“jewish”) national (or rather supernational) “foreclosure,” “forfeiture,” “auction,”
transference or “acquisition” of the “natural resources” of the Gentile races or nations.
Or if no (Gentile) “crime,” then no (“jewish”) “punishment” (of Gentiles).
But where lies the crime that’s real and the default that’s true: Is it with the Gentile or with
the “jew”? Let’s let the judge, dear reader, be you.
* * * * *
Chapter addendum: Again quoting from Salsman’s Gold and Liberty:
October 8, 1985 [U.S.–Ed.] Treasury Secretary James Baker announced his [?] plan to aid
[?] Third World debtors. This “Baker Plan” called for the closer linkage of the IMF and the
World Bank. Accordingly, the IMF would continue to oversee changes in the debtor countries
broad economic policies and government spending levels (so-called structural adjustment) while
the World Bank would be given broader authority to “prod” debtor countries to adjust their
“microeconomic” policies. [And why? All together now: “Because ‘The borrower is servant to the
lender.’ [Proverbs 22:7] Or the lender is master to the borrower.”–Ed.] The plan also called for U.S.
banks to "pledge" about $20 billion in new loans over 3 years to 15 debtor countries. Over the same
period, international institutions—including the World Bank and the Inter-American Development
Bank—would increase their loans by about 50 percent, or some $9 billion. In return, the [national–
Ed.] debtors [or debtor nations, publics, citizenries–Ed.] were expected to adjust their policies
toward “sound” fiscal and monetary objectives [as precisely defined and commanded by youknow-who, the SuperNazi “jewish” banksters (via their Jew N. officials)–Ed.]. [p. 37]

So the “jewish”-Amerikan “treasurer” had a plan for the Jew. N. to “aid” “third world debtor”
nations. How thoughtful of him. But is this any of the U.S. treasurer’s business? I wasn’t aware
this “prodding” of debtor countries was part of his job description.
(Not to mention mass-murder, genocide or “holcausting” Gentiles. I mean the “jewish” U.S.
treasurer Morgenthau’s Satanic plot or plan to starve to death the defeated, prostrate and
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occupied “postwar” Germany. For surely the mass-murderous “allied” war atrocities were still
then continuing in full bloody swing. And why would “Uncle” Satan’s sadistic, torturous and
murderous demons be satisfied with merely “holocausting” German (and Japanese) cities, and
mass-murdering and “terrorizing” their civilian populations from the skies? Sol if you know
what’s good for you and yours, dear reader, never surrender to Satan’s “jewish” spawn.)
But in fact since 1913 this former U.S. Treasury Department had been usurped,
superseded, replaced and looted by the “Federal Reserve Corp.” of “jewish”-Amerika’s “central”
banksters. And so since 1913 the U.S. treasurer had become their treasonous servant, their
official whore, their man “on the inside.”
And therefore the subsequent looting of the U.S. treasury after their World War II was, as
cops say, an “inside job.” Consider: What happened to all the gold of the U.S. treasury once kept
“safe and secure” in Fort Knox, Kentucky? Why haven’t we heard of it for forty years? Can we see
it? Or where is it all now? Where did it all go? To whom did the U.S. treasurer, president,
congress and/or “supreme” court give or transfer all this gold if not to their secretive “central”
monetary masters, buyers, pimps and covert directors? And where are the official records of this
great golden “bank job”? For surely some high national “public” official(s) had to place his “John
Handcock” signature on some “public” document(s) “authorizing” this great golden “transfer.” Why
haven’t even these ever surfaced to public consciousness? Because “Goldfinger” the “jew” would
have it so, and would thus keep us all in the dark about what he has done to our golden goddess
who once proudly reigned in state within her Kentucky temple, but of or from whom, for decades
now, we’ve heard no more?
And so here once again, if we squint our eyes, we can perhaps catch a glimpse of the
alleged ghost or “hidden hand” of the “central” “jewish”-Amerikan king, without whose warrant
nothing is authorized, justified, legalized. Can we see from here or from this how it is the “royal”
or “central” creator of all money within any kingdom, nation or empire who is its supreme ruler,
monarch, sovereign or emperor? Is in not therefore the “central” bankster of anti-Christ or
“jewish”-Amerika, the “royal” master of its national or imperial (debt-token) monopoly-money,
who is the corporately masked and hence unknown king of that nation or empire?—and hence
not any fleeting, transient, passing national public official, whether elected (like a president) or
appointed (like a treasurer)— not any presidential, judicial or legislative puppet, whore or covert
agent of his masked and hidden, “royal” or “central” majesty’s?
So whose plan was that U.S. treasurer’s plan, really? And why thus act indirectly through
him? Why thus use the U.S. treasurer and his national office as an imperial screen or Jew N.
mask?
And why did that U.S. treasurer obey an imperial master except that he was not his own
national master? Except that his treasury money was not of its very own official “mark” or
authoritative “stamp,” but that of its usurpatious “central” master’s’? But that could soon be
changed or remedied if he or his president, like Kennedy or Lincoln, was truly sovereign. But as it
was then and as it remains, The master makes or creates the money, and his servants take or
accept his money.
* * *
And just consider the “legal precedent” set above by the U.S. treasurer. Is “jewish”-Amerika
not presently by far the world’s greatest or most indebted “debtor-nation”?—the one with the
largest of all “national debts”? And for how long now has this been so?
And so just who is now going to “adjust their [national or imperial–Ed.] policies toward
‘sound’ fiscal and monetary objectives”? Exactly which Jew N. (World Bank or I.M.F.) official is
now going to “oversee changes” in imperial Amerika’s “broad economic policies and government
spending levels”? Who is now going to “be given broader authority to ‘prod’ [Ed.—this greatest of]
debtor countries to adjust their ‘microeconomic’ policies?” Again who? The “Jewnighted Nations’
Organization,” its “World Bank” and/or its “International Monetary Fund”?
Possibly not, and for sure it ain’t happened yet. Yet recall the “legal precedent” the
Amerikan treasure set. And recall that “what goes around comes around,” “you get back what you
give out” or “what you do comes back to you.”
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And though I wouldn’t hold my breath just yet waiting for the Jew N. “beast” to tame (the
profligate spending of) the “jewish”-Amerikan “beast,” it is not inconceivable sooner or later if the
unofficial Americans don’t wise up and create their very own debt-free, honest, ample and stable
token-money—with or without a national president or treasurer to lend his image or sign his
name thereupon.
For the fly-swatting Jew. N. tail cannot possibly wag the “jew”-Amerikan dog, or rather
“beast.” And the supernational or imperial “beast” which wags both “jewish”-Amerika and its Jew
N. beast is the SuperNazi “sinagog of Satan” (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9). And how did they achieve,
acquire, realize and maintain this imperial power if not by vice of their dark, demonic powers of
deceit, of bribery, of coercion and mass-murderous terror? And by the dark vice of their “beastly”
“mark,” “stamp,” or “image,” by their “debt-token, monopoly money.” And by the foolish credulity
of all those self-damning Gentiles who “worship(ed)” or “revere(ed)” this “mark [or image–Ed.] of
the beast” via their false faith, their ignorant belief or their ruinous “crediting” of it. And by the
strengthening power of all murderous mercenaries thus bought by this monetary “mark” or
“stamp” of this “beast.” And by the power of all those thus killed by these imperial mercenaries, or
else coerced by them into similar “beastly” worship, service or obedience—as at Bretton Woods,
New Hampshire in 1944.
In these ways have foolish, venal and cowardly Gentiles served and furthered the Devil’s
“chosen people,” (see World Wars I and II, and so on), and thus have built and maintained the
SuperNazi empire of the Devil’s “Chosen people”: i.e. this supernational, imperial, Satanic,
sinagogic, “messianic,” anti-Christ or “jewish” “beast” of the “serpent” or “dragon” of Satan the
Devil. (Apo./Rev. 2:9. 3:9, 13:1-18 & 20:2)
* * * * *

